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Dean's Executive Summary 

The 2008-2009 year proved to be memorable for the College of Education and Human Services (CEHS), 
with notable triumphs and challenges faced head-on by our faculty and staff. 
The College of Education and Human Services (CEHS) hosted the National Council for Accreditation 
of Teacher Education (NCATE) in November 2008 and learned in April 2009 that we have officially met all 
standards at the initial and advanced levels for the preparation of educational personnel. CEHS faculty 
and staff collaborated with professional colleagues in the Colleges of Liberal Arts and Science and Math­
ematics and area P-12 partnership school districts to prepare for and meet the very challenging standards 
of NCATE and the numerous learned societies and their required Specialty Program Assessments (SPA's). 
Leading us through this complex maze of requirements, reports, data, assessments, and demonstrated 
implementation was Dr. Donna Hanby. While everyone involved was relieved to have the NCATE process 
culminate in a successful report and reaccreditation with no conditions for another seven years, no one was 
more proud of the college's accomplishments than myself. Accreditation is essential to being an approved 
provider of licensure programs in Ohio, but it also constitutes national recognition that we are a group of 
professionals that have partnered to prepare highly qualified educators, leaders, and counselors for our 
state, region, and nation's schools. We will see many changes in the challenges that educators face in the 
coming seven years, and I am confident that CEHS and our partners will continue to improve what we do 
and measure our effectiveness by whether children and youth learn and grow under the direction of the 
teachers, counselors, and leaders that our programs prepare. 
The 2008-2009 academic year played out in the midst of an economic recession described as the worst 
since the great depression of the 1930's. All around us the Dayton region was battered by the announce­
ment of the closing of corporations, factories, and small businesses. Local, county and state governments 
cut budgets, reduced services, and our university and college experienced budgetary reductions as well. 
CEHS was asked to reduce our base operating budget by $590,013. Budget reductions were accom­
plished by reducing a number of positions that were vacant or became vacant during the year. Despite 
the dire economic conditions in our country, CEHS moved forward to maintain strong programs. CEHS 
certainly could use the resources that we have lost, but our students continue to achieve at high levels 
because of the excellent efforts by faculty and staff. CEHS certainly will make the case in the future for 
why resources should be restored and increased based on our productivity and demonstrated excellence. 
In the midst of both academic and economic challenges, our college engaged in a variety of activities. 
Following are a selected few examples: 
• CEHS had four candidates for promotion and/or tenure receive positive reviews and support for their 
requests. 
• The college leadership academy entered its third year for members of the faculty and staff. 
• The college took the lead in facilitating the development and establishment of the Dayton Regional 
STEM School (DRSS). 
• As this report was being prepared, the Ohio Board of Regents was reviewing and a decision was 
pending on our proposal for our first doctoral program. 
• Planning continued for the opening of our MS in Leadership Development in the fall of 2009. 
• Planning for a transition to a semester system at WSU began and Dr. Charlotte Harris facilitated the 
communication of the various efforts between units. 
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• CEHS called for a review of our college's programs and our Faculty Senate selected the Unit Assess­
ment Committee to guide our process. 
• The U.S. Department of Education awarded colleagues in CEHS a grant to design and pilot a redesign 
of middle childhood education licensure to include preparation in special education simultaneously. 
• Accreditation of counseling programs by the Council for Accreditation of Counseling and Related 
Educational Programs (CACREP) moved forward with planning for an upcoming site visit. 
• Professional Development Leave was granted to 5 faculty members for the academic year. 
• Enrollment in college programs increased each quarter of the academic year. 
In addition, the following highlights from the 2008-2009 academic year are but a small representation of 
the numerous activities that occurred within CEHS: 
Summary of College Activities 
Assessment Initiatives 
The Unit Assessment Committee (UAC) was engaged in a variety of program/unit initiatives 
over the course of the year. Annually, the unit key assessments and surveys are reviewed and 
revised, if needed, to better address the data needs of the Professional Unit. The Program 
Completers and Employers Surveys, which have been distributed for three and two years 
respectively, were slightly modified this year for clarity of terminology. One such was the 
addition of the definition of diversity and technology to questions relating to the CEHS Concep­
tual Framework. 
A new responsibility assigned to the UAC by the CEHS Faculty Senate is to address the 
program review process. The CEHS five-year strategic plan, approved at the fall 2009 CEHS 
Faculty Meeting, denotes that all programs within the professional unit will be reviewed over 
the next five years. Therefore, the UAC developed a template for review based upon research 
and models within the state and nationwide obtained through our relationship with Eduventures 
and a variety of other universities. A designated timeline for review was determined by the 
committee and distributed to the faculty during Spring Quarter. 
The program review process will begin fall 2009 and includes a department recommendation 
to the Unit Assessment Committee of increasing, maintaining, or decreasing resources, sun 
setting or initiation of a new program, depending upon a variety of factors generated through 
qualitative and quantitative data. Once the Unit Assessment Committee reviews the program, 
their recommendation is given to the CEHS Faculty Senate and Dean for action. An appeal 
process will also be part of the program review process. The process is scheduled to conclude 
through the current cycle of programs we offer by fall 2012. 
Charles and Renate Frydman Educational Resource 
Center 
During the 2008-2009 academic year, the Charles and Renate Frydman Educational Resource 
Center (ERC) completed a number of projects and initiatives that involved students, faculty, 
and the community, including the Kristallnact Remembrance Event (70th anniversary), the first­
annual Picture Book Extravaganza, and a series of bring-your-Iunch movie screenings and 
panel presentations. In May 2009, Stephanie Bange became the new ERC Director following 
the January 2009 resignation of Travis Bautz who accepted the position of Head Librarian at 
the Xenia Community Library. 
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Dayton Regional STEM School (DRSS) 
In 2008, Wright State University as the fiscal agent - in collaboration with a strong regional 
partnership of public school districts, career technical centers, the region's business 
community, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base and higher education institutions - received 
funding from the Partnership for Continued Learning to create and open the Dayton Regional 
STEM School (DRSS) in the fall of 2009. 
The DRSS is driven by a compelling mission: "to prepare students with the skills necessary 
to compete in the global economy while nurturing in our young people the same enthusiasm 
for discovery, invention, and application that launched the vision for powered flight." Open 
to students from Clark, Greene, and Montgomery counties, the school offers students from 
30 school districts a relevant, real world educational experience which will prepare them for 
college and opportunities in the work world - a springboard for developing and maintaining the 
Dayton region's talent base. 
Along with Principal Brian Boyd, a core group of three educators has spent the past year taking 
the DRSS from concept to reality, including the development of curriculum, school schedules 
and calendars, food service, student evaluation and assessment, and the recruitment of new 
students - everything needed to start-up a new school from "scratch." As part of these efforts, 
DRSS has developed a strong relationship with over 40 local partners, including organiza­
tions in education, business and industry, community, and government. These partners are 
committed to taking a hands-on approach to make sure that DRSS students and educators are 
"connected to the real world" by participating with the school in a variety of ways including: 
curriculum development and review; job shadowing, internship and co-op opportunities; 
student project evaluation/assessment; "power lunch" presenters; and various other in-kind 
supports of school operations. 
As we go into summer, the DRSS is moving from its planning facility in a WSU building, into an 
interim space for the 2009-2011 school years. This interim arrangement is part of a partnership 
with Clark State Community College. The long term plan calls for a permanent facility to be 
built in the vicinity of WSU and Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. 
The Dayton Regional STEM School begins classes on August 17, 2009 with about 95 ninth­
grade students - coming from 24 of the 30 school districts in Clark, Greene and Montgomery 
counties. The school will grow by two grades each year until it serves grade 6-12 students 
in 2012. The target number of students for each grade is 80-100. The ninth-grade curriculum 
consists of: Language Arts 9 (1 credit); U.S. History (1 credit); Integrated Math I (1 credit); 
Conceptual Physics (1 credit); Introduction to Engineering Design (1/2 credit); Fine Arts (1 
credit); and Chinese I (1 credit). 
Department of Human Services CACREP and Ohio 
Licensure Board Update 
In the fall of 2008, the department submitted to the Council for Accreditation of Counseling and 
Related Educational Programs (CACREP) it's Mid-Cycle Report detailing efforts in maintaining 
the highest quality programs in School Counseling, Mental Health Counseling, and Community 
Counseling. Upon thorough review by a subcommittee of the CACREP Board of Directors, 
the subcommittee made a recommendation that the report be accepted. The Department of 
Human Services is not required to submit any additional reports until the summer/fall of 2010, 
when Wright State's application for reaccreditation will be due. The department was very 
pleased with this accomplishment, and will work equally hard to maintain accreditation at its 
upcoming reaccreditation. 
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The graduate counseling and rehabilitation counseling programs were also evaluated by 
the Counselor Professional Standards Committee of the Ohio Counselor, Social Worker and 
Marriage and Family Therapist Board in the fall of 2008. All submitted programs were subse­
quently approved for Professional Counselor and Professional Clinical Counselor levels. This is 
a five-year approval expiring January 31, 2014. 
Doctoral Program Planning 
In 2008-2009 the efforts of many CEHS faculty and Wright State internal reviewers began 
to reach closure. The Wright State Board of Trustees voted on March 5, 2009 to support the 
planned Ph.D. in Sustainability and Renewal in Organizations and forwarded it to the Ohio 
Board of Regents, Regents Advisory Committee on Graduate Studies (RAGSC) for final review. 
The presentation to RAGSC is scheduled for July 24, 2009. If approved, it will be forwarded to 
Chancellor Eric Fingerhut for final consideration and signature. 
If approved, the college plans to initiate intensive marketing and recruiting plans in fall 2009 
within the Southwestern Ohio geographical region. Our intent is to admit the first cohort of 
eight doctoral candidates in January 201 0 and a second group in September of 2012. 
In retrospect, the two experimental doctoral courses offered in Winter Quarter 2008 and Spring 
Quarter 2009 provided strong evidence of professional interest in the content of this degree. 
Analysis of the professional background of those enrolled indicated 10 different academic 
disciplines and 11 occupational fields were represented. This evidence supports original 
planning for this new discipline and the belief that sustainability science as a new discipline 
would appeal to individuals from varied academic and occupational backgrounds. In summary, 
the challenge to install a new doctoral program in CEHS has been rewarding and offers new 
goals for the faculty in the future. 
Division of Professional Development 
The Division of Professional Development began as the Center for Professional Services in 
July of 1984. The Center's main objective was to be a helpful partner to schools. It also was 
developed to facilitate collaboration between area school districts and the University. The 
operational philosophy of the Center for Professional Services was to involve professionals in 
K-12 education. The Center wanted to assist school districts in defining problems, clarifying 
needs, developing potential solutions, clarifying expectations, and facilitating implementation 
of joint project development on a continuing basis with university faculty members and local 
school personnel. It's first activities were work related in four broad areas of activity: (1) collab­
orative service projects, (2) credit workshops, (3) Ed Link-12 grant activities, and (4) divisional 
professional practice. 
In 1988 the Center for Professional Services became the Division of Professional Research 
and Development (DPPR). DPPR concentrated more in providing professional development 
for area schools. The Division also provided a mechanism for faculty to receive professional 
development and provide research information to the K-12 arena. All divisions of the College 
of Education and Human Services regularly supported special credit workshops of general 
interest to educators and human service personnel. These workshops included the popular 
"Advanced Institutes" in which targeted school administrators would come for a weekend of 
information, networking, and food. However, with administrators facing more hectic schedules 
and more paperwork, these institutes were sparsely attended and were eventually discon­
tinued. 
The Division of Professional Practice and Research changed its name in 2002 to the Division 
of Professional Development (DPD) to help students identify the division's purpose, providing 
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quality professional development to area educators. DPD offered a variety of courses for area 
educators, many of which were requested by area school superintendents and the participants 
themselves. DPD has been fortunate to have many outstanding adjuncts teaching and devel­
oping its courses. 
Over the years DPD has offered classes and workshops at many off site locations for the 
convenience of its participants, including: Kings Local Schools, Princeton City Schools, 
Sidney Schools, Xenia City Schools, Troy Schools, Warren County JVS, Montgomery County 
JVS, Washington Court House, and Springfield City Schools. The Division also began offering 
"reduced tuition" classes in an attempt to be more competitive with area Institutions of Higher 
Education (IHEs). 
DPD has had four directors, Jim Ricks, Jim Trent, Gayle Wiley, and Don Walls. With declining 
revenues, Dean Bernhardt made the decision to discontinue operations of DPD effective the 
end of calendar year 2009. As a "cost center," it has always been required that DPD be self­
maintaining. As with many entities in the U.S. today, this is no longer the case. DPD personnel 
can be justifiably proud of their accomplishments over the years as they served thousands of 
professionals. 
ED LINK ..12 (Educational Leadership Information Net .. 
work K ..12) 
In 1986 an external advisory committee of 18 educational professionals from throughout south­
western Ohio assisted the Center for Professional Services (currently the Division of Profes­
sional Development) in developing a new school service concept. This concept was designed 
to provide linkage between nationally based educational resources and local educational 
agencies. From this collaborative effort a program emerged to: 
1. 	 Identify program models and promising practices within southwestern Ohio, which have 
potential for national impact. 
2. 	 Provide technical assistance to local school districts by matching model programs and 
promising practices available nationally to local needs. 
3. 	 Disseminate promising practices through networks of schools in southwestern Ohio. 
The project, titled ED LlNK-12 was envisioned as a long-term effort requiring external funding 
to support implementation. In October of 1986, the Center for Professional Services was 
awarded a one-year grant from the U.S. Department of Education, Secretary's Discretionary 
Grant, Field Based Competition, to begin implementation of this activity. The award to the 
Center was one of 14 national awards from a field of 179 grant applicants. As a result of the 
award the Center for Professional Services initiated a one-year pilot program to implement and 
refine project activities on a carefully controlled scale. 
There were originally 11 school districts who joined this new venture: Beavercreek, Centerville, 
Green Hills/Forest Park, Hamilton, Kettering, Lakota, Lima, Middletown, Oak Hills, Princeton, 
and Xenia. The Dayton Public Schools and Cincinnati Public Schools were also a part of this 
initial group. 
The highest number of school districts in the program totaled 56 at one time. When the ED 
LlNK-12 program began it was the only game in town, so to speak, and now the program finds 
competition not only with other organizations but the school districts themselves. 
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This past year 32 school districts were serviced with meetings for superintendents, high school 
principals, middle school principals, elementary principals, guidance counselors, curriculum 
directors, business managers and transportation supervisors. 
Each member district pays dues to join ED LlNK-12 depending on the size of their district. 
Unfortunately, most districts are facing financial difficulties and the ED LlNK-12 program 
has been an expense that they are choosing to forego. It is possible that ED LlNK-12 may 
continue, but its future will be considered during 2010. 
Eduventures 
This past academic year CEHS joined the learning collaborative, Eduventures, an online 
research and consulting organization that partners with over 300 schools of education. The 
purpose of the organization is to assist members in their efforts to measure program quality, 
contain costs, implement best practices, and stay competitive in a rapidly changing market. 
During the past several months, Eduventures assisted CEHS by providing research and infor­
mation relative to the strategic plan's program review process. In addition, the College partici­
pated in a follow up study of its alumni (2-5 years post program completers). The survey 
addressed their level of satisfaction of their respective programs' preparation process. A report 
will be compiled over the coming months to compare CEHS completers with other program 
completers across the nation. This spring CEHS administration and faculty participated in 
a series of Eduventures webinars addressing items such as the recruitment and retention 
of candidates, assessment/data management, and enrollment growth studies from the past 
several years. 
Grant Activity 
CEHS faculty and staff were active in the preparation and submission of over 32 grant 
proposals at the local, state, and federal levels during FY 09. In that same reporting period, 
college faculty and staff were responsible for the administration of over $2.4 million in grant 
funding. Please refer to the full report in Appendix B for individual grant information. 
Hybrid Educator 
Since 2007, the College of Education and Human Services (CEHS) has had the privilege of 
hosting a Master Teacher from one of the Wright State University partnership schools to fill the 
role of Hybrid Educator or Visiting Teacher. 
One of the goals of the partnership work is to explore ways to bridge the gap between the 
university and PK-12 cultures that will bring about simultaneous renewal of schools and the 
education of educators. The Visiting Teacher is the person who comes to the university with 
recent first hand experiences in understanding the language of the PK-12 setting. They will 
become immersed in university life by teaching methods classes, serving on university commit­
tees, providing guidance to aspiring teachers, representing Wright State University as a site 
liaison for a selected partnership school, and becoming involved in conversation with faculty to 
bring about renewal of teaching and learning. The Visiting Teacher is the bridge between the 
theory and research of the university and the classroom practitioner in the PK-12 settings. 
As a National Board Certified teacher from Fairborn High School, Rob Banks served as the 
CEHS Visiting Teacher for the 2008-2009 academic year. He taught social studies methods 
classes and Education in a Democracy, represented the Chair of Adolescent and Young Adult 
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Social Studies in department meetings, and filled the faculty site liaison position at Thurgood 
Marshall High School in the Dayton Public School system, where he got to know the faculty 
and engaged with groups of high school students who were struggling to pass the Ohio Gradu­
ation Test. Mr. David Lawrence, principal, (who will become an associate of the National 
Network for Educational Renewal (NNER) by attending the 2009 Summer Symposium in 
Seattle, Washington), spoke highly of the work that Mr. Banks accomplished with the students 
at Thurgood Marshall. Mr. Banks will be returning to Fairborn High School next year to share 
what he has learned about teaching and learning, to engage in action research, and to further 
the partnership work between the Fairborn City Schools and Wright State University. 
Lisa Porter will serve as the Wright State Hybrid Educator for the 2009-2010 academic year. 
Lisa is a Master Teacher from the Trotwood-Madison City School District. She was selected 
for her experiences and skills in utilizing best practices in her elementary classroom. She has 
been involved in Reading First initiatives, has conducted professional development workshops, 
and was a reading coach for her colleagues. Ms. Porter has also participated in the teacher 
learning community work at Madison Park Elementary School. CEHS is looking forward to Ms. 
Porter joining the faculty at Wright State University. 
Leadership Academy 
The Leadership Academy was designed to help participants realize their individual leader­
ship potential and discover how they can contribute to the ongoing success and effective­
ness of the College of Education and Human Services. The curriculum was based on Kouzes 
and Posner's book, The Leadership Challenge and included a comprehensive personality and 
leadership competencies self assessment. Through experiential activities, small group discus­
sions, lecture, and videos, each session elaborated on the "Five Practices of Effective Leaders" 
outlined in the book. 
The program was offered to staff and faculty within the College of Education and Human 
Services over the course of the year. Participants attended a daylong retreat off site and then 
attended three-hour sessions monthly through May. 
Each participant graduated from the program with a greater understanding of his or her 
leadership style along with an action plan for building on existing leadership strengths and 
developing areas of weakness. Overall, the program was very well received. During informal 
discussions towards the end of the program, participants said they enjoyed the monthly format 
and the regular opportunities to learn with peers. 
M.S. in Leadership Development 
The Department of Educational Leadership is proud to announce the September 15, 2009 
final approval and upcoming Fall Quarter 2009 rollout of the Master of Science in Leader­
ship Development (MSLD) program. The major goal of the program is to develop candidates' 
understanding and skills in applying knowledge, critical analysis, improvement strategies, and 
research to challenges encountered in organizations. 
This six-quarter, cohort-based program will address the principles of individual-based leader 
development within the discipline of leadership, focusing on processes that build the capacity 
of groups. The degree will focus on fostering students' self-understandings and abilities as 
leaders as the necessary prerequisites for engaging in leadership processes that permit people 
to work together in meaningful and productive ways. This program of study is one of the first 
in the country to be aligned with the International Leadership Association's (ILA) newly drafted 
leadership program guidelines. 
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National Network for Educational Renewal 
CEHS has been a member of the National Network for Educational Renewal (NNER), operating 
as the WSU Partnership, since 1993. The NNER has provided direction for our development 
of university school partnerships, joint appointments of faculty in Liberal Arts and Science and 
Mathematics, creation of partnership in eight P-12 school districts, operating of the Teacher 
Education Council, and participation in the annual conference. Nineteen individuals from 
CEHS, COLA, COSM, and partnership districts traveled to Arlington, Texas in October 2008 
for the annual conference. Thirteen partnership members will travel to Seattle, Washington 
in October of 2009 to attend the annual conference and celebrate the 10th anniversary of the 
independence of the NNER and the Celebration of Education in Democracy. Seven members 
of the partnership attended the summer leadership symposiums in 2008 and 2009. The NNER 
will introduce the first issue of its journal in the fall of 2009. Our membership in the NNER 
offers many opportunities for professional growth and facilitates partnership development. 
All faculty and staff and partners are urged to learn how our membership in the NNER might 
support their efforts for professional and programmatic growth. 
NeATE Success 
The Professional Unit at WSU successfully completed a continuing accreditation 
review through the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) on 
November 1-5, 2008. All six standards were met at both the initial (first licensure) and 
advanced (post first licensure) levels for the educator preparation programs we offer. 
There were several areas that were met at the target (top rating) level of the standards in which 
the unit was measured. They included: the knowledge, skills, and student learning for other 
school professionals, the unit leadership and authority, and the unit facilities and resources 
(including technology). 
The Board of Examiners (BOE) also noted strengths in the following areas at the conclusion of 
the review: 
• 	 Partnerships developed through the National Network for Educational Renewal (NNER) are 
mutually beneficial for Wright State University and the districts. 
• 	 The very successful response of NCATE's Specialized Professional Associations to the 
unit's program reviews which speaks to both the success of the programs and the ability to 
gather assessment data that illustrates the power of those programs. 
• 	 Unit faculty collaborate regularly and systemically with P-12 practitioners and other faculty 
in other college and university units. 
• 	 The unit evidences effective leadership that coordinates all the teacher education 
programs. Moreover, its publications and web site are accurate and current. 
• 	 The Tk20 assessment/data system, implemented since 2006, is a beneficial program for the 
unit. 
CEHS offers sincere thanks to our public school colleagues, partnership schools, alumni, 
candidates and friends for supporting our Professional Education Programs. The next 
scheduled site visit will be fall 2015. 
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Ohio Core Support 
Fiscal Year 2009 marked the third year of funding from the Ohio Department of Education 
(ODE) and the Ohio Board of Regents (OBR) to build teacher capacity and employment in Ohio 
schools in the high-need, hard-to-staff content areas of advanced mathematics, laboratory­
based sciences, and foreign language to support the implementation of the rigorous Ohio Core 
curriculum. As a result of grant awards through this initiative, CEHS continued to collaborate in 
the delivery of two one-year alternative licensure programs for current teachers and mid-career 
professionals. In the 2008-2009 academic year, in collaboration with the Clark County ESC 
and the College of Science and Mathematics (COSM), CEHS prepared 16 current Ohio science 
teachers in the Science Core Teacher Cohort (SCTC) to add licensure in physics or earth/ 
space science. Additionally, through the Ohio Core Accelerated Licensure Program (OCALP), in 
collaboration with the Montgomery County ESC and the University of Dayton, CEHS prepared 
21 mid-year professionals for initial licensure to teach chemistry, physics, or life sciences in 
Ohio secondary schools. 
Office of Partnerships and Field Experiences 
Partnerships are an essential part of the work that is completed by the Field Office. The 
office's partnerships with the eight school districts provide students with many opportunities 
in the fields of education and human services. These opportunities include: educationally rich 
and diverse placements, strong support from faculty and staff, and possible future job oppor­
tunities. For these, and many other reasons the field office decided to change the office name 
from the Office of Professional Field Experiences, to the Office of Partnerships and Field Expe­
riences. This name change more fully captures the significance of the partnership work within 
the office. 
Partners In Transition 
The Partners in Transition - PIT Crew - is an ongoing collaborative endeavor among the 
College of Education and Human Services, the Greene County Educational Service Center, 
and several area school districts, including partner districts of Fairborn and Sugarcreek. The 
program provides older high school students with significant cognitive and physical disabilities 
the opportunity to learn on-the-job skills on a college campus. PIT Crew workers complete 
volunteer jobs around WSU and positively add to our campus climate with their friendly 
attitudes and perseverance. 
The PIT Crew grew to 12 members during the 2008-2009 year and increased their time on 
campus from two to three half days per week. Student participants from Fairborn, Sugarcreek, 
and Beavercreek School Districts continue to learn valuable employability skills and attitudes 
as they volunteer in Teacher Education, Student Services, Environmental Services, the Office 
of Disability Services, and the Hanger. Jobs performed by the volunteer workers this year 
included shredding of documents, recycling, scanning of books, bussing tables, and janitorial 
services. 
According to Kristin Irwin, Transition Coordinator from the Greene County Educational Service 
Center, the departments it serves value the PIT Crew. She reports having a good relationship 
with staff and faculty, particularly those with whom they've worked for three years now. Irwin 
states it is sometimes difficult to develop new sites on the WSU campus, which are needed in 
order to expand the students' skills. A particular goal is to expand to the Nutter Center. Faculty 
or staff interested in learning more about opportunities to work with the PIT Crew can contact 
Mary Ellen Bargerhuff in Teacher Education. 
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Students who have participated on the PIT Crew have the potential to move on to competitive 
employment in the community, as two members of this year's crew have done-one will be 
working at Kroger and the other at Goodwill in Beavercreek. 
Semester Conversion 
In response to the University System of Ohio's (USO) 1 O-year Strategic Plan for Higher 
Education, which encourages a common academic calendar for seamless student transfer­
ability between institutions, Wright State University (WSU) began to plan for transitioning from 
a quarter system to a semester system, to be effective Fall Quarter 2012. CEHS applied for and 
was allocated a block grant in the amount of $23,000 for FY 2010 to support conversion of the 
curriculum to semesters. The CEHS Associate Dean, Charlotte Harris, is serving as the college 
coordinator to provide ongoing communication between the Semester Transition Team and the 
College, and to oversee the transition tasks within the College. 
Student Government 
Dustin Brown served as the Student Government senator for the College of Education and 
Human Services for the 2008-2009 academic year. The college senator serves as a member 
of the Dean's Cabinet, providing a student's perspective on current college issues and tasks. 
CEHS has partnered with the Student Government Senator to enrich the experience of 
students within the college by creating stronger relations and greater rapport between faculty, 
staff, and the student body. A major goal for the CEHS senator this year has been to help 
improve the communication efforts between the college and the students. Dustin teamed up 
with the Director of Student Services, Mr. Chris Murphy, on the "Did You Know?" campaign to 
help strengthen this communication goal. The campaign includes ten posters placed strategi­
cally around campus for CEHS students to see. A "Did You Know?" web site component was 
also created and placed on the Student Government web site (http://www.wsusg.com/CEHSI) 
and the information and the web site link was presented to an education class for feedback. 
The "Did You Know?" campaign will continue into the next academic school year under the 
direction of the 2009-2010 CEHS Senator, Caley O'Connor. 
Student Organizations 
African American Teachers Association 
During 2008-2009 academic year, the African American Teachers Association (AATA) continued 
to serve as resource for African American students pursuing teacher licensure. In addition 
to providing a hospitable environment for students to discuss common issues, AATA also 
arranged information sessions on topics including "Becoming a State of Ohio Teacher," "Study 
Tips," "Preparing for Success on the Praxis I Tests," "Praxis II Preparation and Reducing Test 
Anxiety," and "How to Talk Back to Your Professor." Members also arranged volunteer reading 
sessions at Children's Hospital, and explored the possibility of a field trip to the Freedom 
Center in Cincinnati. 
At the end of the year, AATA selected Chris Murphy, director of Student Services, CEHS, to 
receive its annual award in recognition of his steadfast support and contributions to AATA. 
AATA is committed to assisting African American students in gaining admission to and 
graduating from their desired teacher licensure programs, and in meeting licensure testing 
requirements for successful entry into teaching fields. Active participation in AATA also offers 
members an opportunity for student growth, and leadership development, as well as social 
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interaction. Graduating seniors have communicated that involvement in AATA is important, and 
contributes to student success. AATA meets every other week during fall, winter and spring 
quarters. 
AATA is supported by CEHS Dean, Gregory Bernhardt, Associate Dean, Charlotte Harris and 
Director of Student Services, Chris Murphy. Gayle Wiley, advisor and minority recruitment 
specialist in the Office of Student Services, is AATA advisor. 
While the focus of AATA is on African American students, participation in this organization is 
open to any Wright State student, faculty or staff member. 
Chi Sigma Iota Counseling Academic & Professional Honor Society Inter­
national 
Chi Sigma Iota (CSI) is the international honor society for students, professional counselors and 
counselor educators established at Ohio University in 1985. Its mission is to promote scholar­
ship, research, professionalism, leadership and excellence in counseling, and to recognize high 
attainment in the pursuit of academic and clinical excellence in the profession of counseling. 
CSI currently has 259 active chapters, 13,083 active members, and 64,218 initiated members 
as of May 31,2009. 
Housed in the Department of Human Services, the Chi Sigma Iota, Omega Chapter at Wright 
State University was the 19th chapter chartered in CSI's history. Since being chartered on 
February 25, 1986, induction ceremonies have continued to take place. As of April 30, 2009, 
the Omega Chapter has initiated 461 members. Omega Chapter faculty advisors have included 
Dr. Harold Silverman, Dr. Mary Ann Jones, Dr. Phyllis Henderson, and currently, Dr. Donna 
Tromski-Klingshirn. 
On Friday, April 24, 2009, the Omega Chapter initiated 15 new members at Wright State 
University. The 2009 Chi Sigma Iota Omega Chapter Induction Ceremony and reception was 
held in the Charles and Renate Frydman Educational Resource Center (ERG) in Allyn Hall. 
Initiates, their invited guests, and current Omega Chapter members were in attendance, along 
with Department of Human Services faculty members. Department Chair, Dr. Stephen Fortson 
and CEHS Dean, Gregory Bernhardt, welcomed everyone. Omega Chapter Faculty Advisor, 
Dr. Donna Tromski-Klingshirn, and 2008-2009 Omega Chapter President, Joshua Bornhorst, 
presided over the ceremony. 
Kappa Delta Pi International Honor Society in Education, Lambda Phi 
Chapter 
Installed by Dr. W.A. Stumpf in January 1969, the Lambda Phi Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi 
serves as an honorary society for individuals pursuing a university program resulting in teacher 
or educational administration licensure. Membership in the Lambda Phi Chapter is by invi­
tation only and new membership induction is completed once a year during spring quarter. 
Membership is open to undergraduate students who have earned a cumulative GPA of 3.0 
or higher and graduate students who have earned a cumulative GPA of 3.5 or higher. In 
Spring Quarter 2009, the chapter inducted 96 new members bringing its active membership, 
consisting of both current Wright State University students and university alumni, to 287. This 
year's class of new members represented an increase of 12.9% compared to the 2008 class of 
new members, indicating greater interest in the organization. 
Students inducted into the Lambda Phi Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi may participate in a variety 
of social and educational events throughout the year. During the 2008-2009 academic year, 
the chapter has sponsored WSU's version of "Are You Smarter Than a 5th Grader" during 
Welcome Week, held several members meetings and professional development activities, 
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held a very successful T-shirt sale, participated in the WSU Relay for Life, hosted a Panel of 
Teachers and celebrated the 40th Anniversary of the Lambda Phi Chapter. 
The Lambda Phi Chapter is managed by an Executive Board of Officers, with oversight from 
its advisor, Linda Hockaday. Initiatives for the new year include a continuation of existing 
programs, participation in additional service events and collaboration with other campus 
organizations as well as increasing our membership roster and the level of participation in our 
activities. 
Teacher Education Council 
The Teacher Education Council meetings from the 2008-2009 academic year focused on 
accreditation, diversity and partnership work. The membership grew to 92 this year. 
The October 10, 2008 meeting focused on the upcoming National Council for Accreditation 
of Teacher Education (NCATE) site visit on November 1-5, 2008. CEHS Department Chairs 
Scott Graham (EDL), Drew Pringle (HPR), Steve Fortson (HS), and Colleen Finegan (TED) gave 
an update on department initiatives relative to accreditation and partnership work. Dean 
Bernhardt (CEHS) shared an update on the process of the Dayton Regional STEM School. 
Donna Hanby shared information pertinent to the upcoming NCATE visit and expectations 
during the five days the Board of Examiners would be conducting the on-site review. Deans 
Taylor (COLA), Wheatly (COSM), and Bernhardt (CEHS) gave college updates and Ron 
McDermott gave an update regarding partnership work. 
The February 27,2009 meeting focused on the issue of diversity. Utilizing NCATE's definition 
of diversity, the meeting addressed "differences among groups of people and individuals based 
on ethnicity, race, socioeconomic status, gender, exceptionalities, language, religion, sexual 
orientation, and geographical area." The first part of the meeting focused on the many faces of 
diversity. A visit to China and a visit to Chile were shared by Donna Cole, Ron McDermott and 
Anna Lyon, respectively. After a table talk discussion with the council membership, Catherine 
Keener shared information about a new federal grant CEHS is implementing regarding a dual 
certification program for Middle Childhood and Mild/Moderate candidates, to better address 
the Highly Qualified Teacher (HQT) definition in our schools. 
The Spring Quarter meeting on April 24, 2009 focused on partnership initiatives. A panel 
discussion consisting of the following partner school representatives discussed a "stimulus 
plan for partnership work" focusing on meeting each of the six represented school needs: 
Jennifer Smith, Dayton Public Schools; Belinda Banks, Fairborn City Schools; Virginia 
Rammel, Milton Union Schools; Chuck Birkholtz, Sugarcreek Local Schools; Gerald Cox, 
Trotwood-Madison Schools, and Rusty Clifford, West Carrollton Schools. Donna Cole and Ron 
McDermott from the CEHS Partnership & Field Experience Office also participated in the panel 
discussion. The second part of the meeting was facilitated by Ben Montague and Bill Jobert 
(COLA). They shared information about STEAM3: Using co-curricular science, art and music 
to reach more students. It too related to partnership work being done within our partnership 
schools in an interdisciplinary approach to curriculum delivery. 
Teacher Performance Assessment National Grant 
Wright State's College of Education and Human Services was invited to participate and be the 
lead Institution of Higher Education (IHE) in a national initiative to develop a national preservice 
teacher performance assessment to use in program improvement, licensure and accreditation. 
WSU is one of four universities in Ohio participating in this three-year project. The remaining 
three include University of Cincinnati, University of Dayton, and The Ohio State University. 
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The Ohio Department of Education and the Ohio Board of Regents are also participants in the 
project. Thirty-three other universities from ten states are joining forces to create this national 
teacher performance assessment. 
One of the first tasks was completed on June 24, 2009. Forty teacher educators, PreK-12 
faculty (cooperating teachers/mentors and administrators), deans from the four Ohio IHE's, 
and state administrators at ODE and OBR met at the Nutter Center/Berry Room to complete 
a teaching event critique of California's Performance Assessment for California Teachers 
(PACT) comparing it to Ohio's standards (Educator Standards Board and Academic Content 
Standards). 
PACT is discipline-specific and represents a complex view of teaching (artifacts to be collected 
include lesson plans, videotapes of teaching, and student work samples collected over 3-5 
days). Four content areas were reviewed: Elementary Literacy, Secondary English/Language 
Arts, Secondary Science, and Secondary Math. Compilations of consensus from each of 
the four groups were sent to Stanford University, the Principle Investigators (Pis) being Linda 
Darling Hammond and Raymond Pecheone. 
The next step will be to pilot the PACT assessments with a small cohort of student teachers, 
increasing numbers and content areas over the three years. Expectations are that state educa­
tional agencies and the pilot institutions will collaborate to identify policy changes needed to 
successfully implement and take advantage of a teaching performance assessment already in 
place. 
The work of this program will draw on the teaching standards and teaching assessments 
from the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards (NBPTS) and the Interstate 
New Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium (lNTASC). NBPTS focuses on identifying 
accomplished teachers and INTASC on beginning teachers during induction. 
Technology Activities 
The tech staff had a very productive year. CEHS switched to Computing and Telecommuni­
cations Services' (CaTS) HEAT help desk ticketing system. This transition greatly improved 
efficiency and decreased resolution time for help requests. The computer lab in 255 Allyn Hall 
was upgraded with new Macintosh computers that use parallels to allow running of either the 
Macintosh or Windows operating system. The tech staff provided essential support to the 
NCATE assessment team by setting up tech offices for the team to use at both their own and 
off site locations as well as by providing night-time support for around-the-clock service. The 
tech staff has also assisted the Dayton Regional STEM School (DRSS) with its start up needs 
including web site start up and maintenance, file hosting, and technology planning. Congratu­
lations are extended to Jake Clever, a four-year student worker for CEHS tech support who will 
graduate with an engineering degree in Summer Quarter 2009. 
Tk20 
The WSU Professional Unit continues to refine and further develop the use of Tk20 for the 
management of program and unit level data. During the recent NCATE site visit, the nine­
member review team accessed the development, integration, and evaluation of the assessment 
process through our use of the tool to monitor key assessment data at both levels. To date 
there are 3,540 students with activated Tk20 accounts. The unit is completing its third year of 
an annual review process of collecting data with the use of Tk20. 
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During 2008-2009, CEHS worked with several colleges/universities who were interested in 
learning more about how we have utilized the tool. They include: Cuyahoga Community 
College, Kettering College (Michigan), Morehead University (Kentucky), The Ohio State Univer­
sity, and The University of Akron. 
Two members of our Field Offices, one from each campus, were sent to the Tk20 Annual 
Conference this year. This provided an opportunity for them to network with other users who 
have used the field experience component and attend training sessions structured on the field 
experience aspect of the tool, for better integration of the field data within our program and unit 
level program improvement cycle. 
Department Highlights 
In September 2008, the Department of Educational Leadership (EDL) gained approval from the 
Ohio Board of Regents to offer the Master of Science in Leadership Development program. 
The 2008-2009 year was spent developing curriculum and preparing for the first cohort of 
students to begin Fall Quarter 2009. The department also saw its Organizational Leadership 
program become the largest undergraduate degree program at Wright State University this 
year. 
The Department of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation (HPR) taught over 6,000 
students and generated over 14,000 student credit hours this year. The department also 
enrolled its first exchange student in health education and physical education. 
In 2009, the Department of Human Services (HS) completed a mid-cycle review of the Mental 
Health Counseling, Community Counseling, and School Counseling programs, gaining 
continued accreditation through 2011. Student credit hour production in the department 
increased by 345 this year. 
The Department of Teacher Education (TED) sent a group of 12 Early Childhood and Multi-Age 
Spanish teacher candidates and 2 faculty to Concepcion, Chile for a month in fall 2008 to 
assist in an English immersion school. 
The Division of Professional Development's (DPD) ED LlNK-12 program provided 31 school 
systems with 44 combined professional development programs that involved 637 administra­
tive and personnel participants. The program served approximately 7,475 teachers/administra­
tors and 118,616 students within 14 counties. 
The Charles and Renate Frydman Educational Resource Center (ERG) came under new lead­
ership this year with the hiring of its new director, Stephanie Bange, in May 2009. The ERC 
also saw a 316% increase over last year in circulation of Dayton Holocaust Resource Center 
materials. 
The Office of Graduate Programs (GP) lead efforts in the review and refinement of the proposal 
for a Doctoral Program in Sustainability and Renewal in Organizations, which will go up for a 
vote at the Regents Advisory Committee on Graduate Study (RACGS) July 24, 2009. 
The Office of Professional Field Experiences underwent a name change this year, becoming the 
Office of Partnerships and Field Experiences (OPFE), reflecting the growth and importance of 
the department's partnership efforts. 
The Office of Student Services (SS) provided excellent support and customer service to 
students through 4,128 advising sessions, 3,049 academic audits, and 36 undergraduate 
petitions. The department also completed the scanning and shredding of over 8,600 student 
files - approximately 30% of the current archives. 
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Faculty/Staff Highlights 

Sue Artz-Bevan, DPD student service specialist, served as a representative to the Classified 
Staff Advisory Council. 
Stephanie Bange, ERC director, joined CEHS as the new Director of the Charles and Renate 
Frydman Educational Resource Center in May 2009. 
Travis Bautz, ERC director, accepted a position with the Greene County Public Library as the 
Head Librarian at their Xenia Community Library branch beginning January 2009. 
Rebekah Bower, HPR lecturer, was appointed by Governor Strickland to the Athletic Trainers 
section of the Ohio Occupational Therapy/Physical Therapy/Athletic Trainers Board. 
Judith Brewer, TED-LC lecturer, received the Wright State University Presidential Award for 
Excellence for Oustanding University Lecturer. 
Roger Carlsen, EDL associate professor, received the Outstanding Service Award from the 
Society for Information Technology and Teacher Education (SITE) for editorial and leadership 
activities. 
Donna Cole, OPFE director, was appointed Assistant Dean of Partnerships and Clinical Place­
ments. 
Jacqueline Collier, TED assistant professor, was awarded the Faculty Excellence in Teaching 
Award by the Southwest Ohio Council for Higher Education. 
Allyson Copper, DO administrative specialist, served as chair of the college classified staff 
meetings. 
Joyce Cox, HS office assistant II, celebrated 40 years of service with Wright State University 
and was the 2007-2008 recipient of the CEHS Excellence in Support Staff Services Award. 
Colleen Finegan, TED professor and chair, was awarded a Fulbright Senior Specialist Grant. 
Suzanne Franco, EDL assistant professor, received the CEHS Excellence in Teaching Award for 
2007-2008. 
Lena Friend, TED administrative specialist, served as a representative to the Classified Staff 
Advisory Council. 
Diane Frey, HS professor, received the Lifetime Achievement Award from the Association of 
Play Therapy. 
Donna Hanby, DO assistant dean, was elected President-elect and re-elected Board of 
Trustees member for the Ohio Confederation of Teacher Education Organizations (OCTEO). 
Judy Jagger-Mescher, HPR lecturer, was selected as one of forty university health educators in 
the United States to participate in the 2009 Centers for Disease Control Conference. 
Joseph Keferl, HS associate professor, served as President of the National Rehabilitation 
Counseling Association and Chair of the American Rehabilitation Counseling Association 
Research and Knowledge Council. 
Greta Knigga, HS instructor, received a Community Service Award from the Dayton Deaf 
Awareness Committee. 
Kathy Koenig, TED assistant professor, was elected President-Elect for the Southern Ohio 
Section of the American Association of Physics Teachers. 
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Jill Lindsey, EDL associate professor, was appointed Chair of the EDL department to become 
effective September 1 , 2009. 
Will Mosier, TED associate professor, was awarded the Defense Meritorious Service Medal. 
Tony Ortiz, HPR lecturer, was elected President of the League of United Latin American 
Citizens (LULAC) and appointed Ohio Director of Education for LULAC and was the recipient of 
the 2007-2008 Bonnie Mathies Award for Outstanding Service. 
Eric Poch, SS assistant director and licensure advisor, was appointed to the position of 
Assistant Registrar in WSU's Office of the Registrar. 
Richard Wantz, HS professor, was the recipient of the 2007-2008 CEHS Excellence in Scholar­
ship Award. 
Cris Wildermuth, EDL instructor, completed her doctorate in Education and Leadership Studies 
from Bowling Green State University in December 2008. 
Closing Remarks 
CEHS is a strong and vibrant college and demonstrated in the past year that we prepare exceptional 
professional educators, leaders and counselors for our diverse democratic society. CEHS will continuously 
engage in a quest for ongoing improvement and are poised for even greater achievements in the coming 
year and beyond. 
Gv~y 'R. 13eY~dt; Ve<NfI\I 
July 2009 
Some materials in this executive summary were summarized from contributions from CEHS faculty and staff. 
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Department of 

Educational Leadership 

Scott Graham 
Associate Professor 
Support Staff 
Diana Cahill Teacher Leader 
Administrative Coordinator 
Sarah Jackson Administrative Specialist 
Primary/Full-time Faculty 
Frieda Bennett Assistant Professor 
Susan Berg Assistant Professor 
Roger Carlsen Associate Professor 
Michael Cusack Lecturer 
Stephanie Davis Assistant Professor 
Thomas Diamantes Associate Professor 
Suzanne Franco Assistant Professor 
Rochelle Garner Assistant Professor 
Grant Hambright Associate Professor 
Brenda Kraner Instructor 
Jill Lindsey Associate Professor 
Yoko Miura Assistant Professor 
Lawrence Mrozek Assistant Professor 
Timothy Rafferty Associate Professor 
Joanne Risacher Lecturer 
Douglas Roby Associate Professor 
Charles Ryan Professor 
Marguerite Veres Lecturer 
Cristina Wildermuth Instructor 
Adjunct Faculty 52 
Executive Summary 
The Department of Educational Leadership, with 
20 full-time faculty members and 52 adjunct faculty, 
had a highly successful year with the production of 
approximately 19,000 graduate and undergraduate 
student credit hours, a 7.5% increase over last 
year. Educational Leadership Programs leading to 
licensure are: Superintendent, Principal, Curriculum 
and Instruction: Professional Development, School 
Library Media, Computer Technology Education, and 
Career Technical Education, at the graduate level. One 
graduate program in the department that does not 
lead to licensure is Student Affairs in Higher Education. 
Undergraduate programs include: Career Technical 
Education, which may lead to a license, and Organiza­
tional Leadership, which does not lead to a license. 
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The Principal, Superintendent, and Curriculum! 
Instruction: Professional Development programs are 
advised by Drs. Thomas Diamantes, Douglas Roby, 
and Grant Hambright. The fourth cohort of the Dayton 
Principal Academy (partnership sponsored by Dayton 
Public Schools) began in fall 2008. Dr. Tom Diamantes 
and Ms. Sarah Jackson continue as liaison and coordi­
nator for this group. 
The School Library Media Program is advised by 
Susan Berg. The first group of students in the new 
initial licensure track for School Library Media started 
this fall. The students have varied backgrounds (under­
graduate degrees in English, psychology, business, 
even an MLS) but are highly motivated and are doing 
well. 
Under the leadership of program advisor Ms. 
Maggie Veres, the Computer Technology Education 
program requirements have been revised and updated 
to meet the new Special Program Assessment (SPA) 
International Society for Technology in Education ­
Technology Facilitation (ISTE-TF) standards. A new 
brochure has been designed and published. Students 
may complete a Master's degree in Classroom 
Teacher/Educational Technology or add an endorse­
ment to their current teaching license. 
The Teacher Leader Program, advised by Dr. Grant 
Hambright, offered 18 distance-learning sites (13 
face-to-face and 5 online groups). During this reporting 
period, five cohorts completed their program. The 
program initiated a new weekend M.Ed. format at the 
Sinclair Community College Courseview Campus in 
Mason during Winter Quarter 2009. A new Teacher 
Leader cohort started during the Spring Quarter in 
Beavercreek, and two other confirmed sites begin this 
fall in Springfield and Clayton. The program piloted 
a one-year accelerated online plan last summer that 
attracted the start of three similar cohorts this summer. 
Dr. Tim Rafferty continued in his role of Program 
Advisor to the Organizational Leadership Program. 
This year, Organizational Leadership became the 
largest undergraduate degree program at Wright State 
University. The program hired two new lecturers 
beginning Fall 2008: Ms. Brenda Kraner and Dr. Cris 
Wildermuth. The Master of Science in Leadership 
Development was approved by the Ohio Board of 
Regents and a committee of Organizational Leadership 
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faculty has worked diligently this year to develop 

curriculum for the first cohort beginning Fall 2009. 

The Workforce Education Center, under the advise­
ment of Dr. Stephanie Davis, garnered $81,900 in 
grants. Ms. Tammy Metcalf, adjunct instructor, was 
hired in Summer 2009 to join the Career & Technical 
Education (CTE) instructional team for the annual 
Pre-Service Workshop, and to update/teach two CTE 
licensure courses: Overview of CTE, and Communica­
tion Techniques. The CTE instructional team, including 
Ms. Juli King, Instructional Adjunct, Mr. Allen Riley, 
Clinical Supervisor, and Ms. Stephanie Davis, has been 
working with stakeholders to revise program content 
and align curriculum with key assessments as a result 
of new standards and Perkins IV requirements for CTE 
licensure issued by the Ohio Department of Education 
in 2008. In addition, the team has been working with 
oncology personnel and learning from survivors to 
enhance understanding and develop educational 
accommodations for CTE students diagnosed with 
cancer. 
The Student Affairs in Higher Education (SAHE) 
graduate program established the Student Affairs 
Graduate Association (SAGA), a student organization. 
With the support of the Division of Student Affairs and 
the EDL department, SAGA hosted Dr. Peter Magolda 
for a professional development program. SAHE 
graduate students placed third in the Ohio College 
Personnel Association (OCPA) case study competi­
tion and participated in four presentations at the state 
conference and two presentations at the national 
American College Personnel Association (ACPA) 
- College Student Education International Confer­
ence. Lawrence Mrozek was elected to serve on 
the Directorate of the Commission for Social Justice 
Educators of ACPA-College Student Educators Inter­
national and made presentations at both the state 
and national conferences. An alumnus of the SAHE 
graduate program, Gary Dickstein, was the recipient 
of the College of Education and Human Services 2008 
Outstanding Alumni Award. 
Dr. Michael Cusack was appointed Coordinator of 
the Sports Management Certificate program in August 
2008. In addition to teaching and student recruitment, 
courses were scheduled through 2010-2011 and 
instructors were recruited. The Sports Management 
Certificate will be offered both as a stand alone non­
degree certificate as well as an option within the SAHE 
graduate program for those interested. 
The department experienced some changes related 
to personnel as follows: 
• Dr. Michael Cusack joined the department in 

August 2008 as a lecturer and coordinator for the 

Sports Management Certificate program. 
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• Mrs. Brenda Kraner joined the department in 
August 2008 as a full-time instructor in the Organiza­
tional Leadership program. 
• Dr. Yoko Miura joined the department in August 
2008 as an assistant professor in the Teacher Leader 
and Educational Administration programs. 
• Dr. Cristina Wildermuth joined the department in 
August 2008 as a full-time instructor in the Organiza­
tional Leadership program. 
• Mr. Jack McKnight left the department in August 
2008 and accepted a lecturer position in the Depart­
ment of Teacher Education. 
Faculty/Staff Highlights 
Frieda Bennett (Assistant Professor) 
Member, American Society for Training and Devel­
opment (ASTD). 
Member, International Leadership Association (lLA). 
Attended ILA Conference (November 2008). 
Susan Berg (Assistant Professor) 
Revised three courses to "hybrid" mode with half 
classes taught online using Elluminate. 
Recruiting efforts included new brochure, recruiting 
booth at OELMA Conference, two program newslet­
ters published and web site was revised. 
Attended invitation-only School Library Journal 
Summit as well as three other conferences. 
Co-chaired ERC Director Search Committee. 
Used Web 2.0 applications in all courses including 
student developed wikis and blogs. 
Member: American Library Association; American 
Association of School Librarians (AASL); Young 
Adult Library Services Association; and Ohio Library 
Media Association. 
WSU CEHS Faculty Development Grant, Graphic 
Novel Core Collection, 2008. 
Presented full-day staff development session for 
Beavercreek Schools' librarians entitled, Research 
trends and the new AASL 21st century standards. 
Diana Cahill (Administrative Coordinator) 
Started 10 new groups that included: Chillicothe, 
West Carrollton, Telecon I, II, III, IV, Marysville, 
Edgewood, Beavercreek, and online. 
Planned and executed 36 off-campus, informa­
tional, recruitment meetings. Participated in two 
on-campus recruitment fairs. 
Recruited 261 new students. 
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Developed strategic planning for off-campus sites. 
Program delivery and recruitment efforts developed 
and planned for future groups in Springfield, Miami 
Valley CTC, Circleville and online. Planned three 
fast-track, one-year, online cohorts. 
Negotiated building contracts and accepted agree­
ments with off-campus sites that included: Dayton, 
West Milton, Milford, Chillicothe, West Carrollton, 
Madison County, Tipp City, Valley, Fairborn, 
Clermont County, Marysville, Mason, Bellefontaine, 
Beavercreek, Edgewood and the Sinclair Course­
view Campus in Mason. 
Planned and executed 12 off-campus graduation 
events for 172 students who received the Teacher 
Leader Program Master of Education degree, from 
groups that included: Dayton, West Milton, Valley, 
Milford, two online cohorts, Tipp City, Clermont 
County, Lake, Bellefontaine, Fairborn and Madison 
County. 
Roger Carlsen (Associate Professor) 
Member, Program Committee for Society for 
Information Technology and Teacher Education 
International Conference 2009 in Charleston, S.C. 
Recipient, Outstanding Service Award from Society 
for Information Technology and Teacher Education 
(SITE) for editorial and leadership activities. 
Awarded March 2009 at the International Confer­
ence of SITE in Charleston, S.C. 
Co-chair, International Education (2008-2009). 
Special Interest group, Society for Information Tech­
nology and Teacher Education (SITE). 
Co-chair, Technology Leadership (2009-2012). 
Special Interest Group, Society for Information 
Technology and Teacher Education (SITE). 
Member, Society for Organizational Learning (since 
2007). 
Completed external course: Presencing from The 
Presencing Institute. spring 2009. 
Co-edited the Proceedings of the 20th Annual 
Society for Information Technology and Teacher 
Education International Conference 2009, Asso­
ciation for the Advancement of Computing in 
Education, Norfolk, VA. 
Michael Cusack (Lecturer) 
Initiated the Sports Management Certificate 
program. Developed and taught two courses: 
"Current Issues in American Sports" and "Media 
Relations in Sports". 
Consulted with the Horizon League in creative ways 
to respond to economic conditions. 
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Member, National Association of College Directors 
of Athletics. 
Board member, Ronald McDonald's Children's 
Charities. 
Committee member, Building Committee - Goodwill 
and Easter Seals of the Miami Valley. 
Stephanie Davis (Assistant Professor) 
Peer Reviewer for conference presentations for 
the 2009 International Multi-Conference on Engi­
neering and Technological Innovation, Orlando, FL, 
November 2008. 
Member, Delta Pi (2009-present). 
Member, STEM Education Coalition (2008-present). 
Member, Penn State Alumni Association (2008­
present). 
Member, Academy for Career & Technical Teacher 
Education (2005-present). 
Member, Association for Career & Technical 
Education (2004-present). 
Thomas Diamantes (Associate Professor) 
Content Area Director: Educational Administration. 
Association for the Advancement of Educational 
Research. 
Faculty site liaison, Dayton Principal Academy, 
Dayton Public Schools. 
Suzanne Franco (Assistant Professor) 
Received CEHS Excellence in Teaching Award for 
2007-2008. 
Co-PI for Dayton Regional K-8 STEMM Program 
of Excellence Partnership for Continued Learning 
through Montgomery County ESC. 
Co-PI for Teacher Quality Partnership grant through 
University of Cincinnati. 
Member of state committee to upgrade ODE 
Value-Added web site for use in training preservice 
teachers, inservice teachers and IHE faculty. 
Member: American Education Research Association 
(AERA), Ohio Council of Professors of Educational 
Administration (OCPEA), Midwestern Research 
Association (MWERA), Pi Lambda Theta, Phi Delta 
Kappa, Association for Supervision and Curriculum 
Development (ASCD). 
Served as a liaison from Educational Leadership 
in the Dayton Area Superintendents Association 
(DASA) and ED LlNK-12. 
Reviewer, American Education Research Associa­
tion (AERA), Midwestern Educational Research 
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Association (MWERA), American Associations of 
Colleges of Teacher Education (MCTE). 
Scott Graham (Associate Professor and Chair) 
Board Member, OSU Leadership Center. 
Member, International Leadership Association (lLA). 
Member, American Society for Training and Develop­
ment (ASTD). 

Member, North Amerian Simulation and Gaming 

Association (NASAGA). 

Leadership Development Consultant, Ohio Health. 

Leadership Development Consultant/Coach, 

Goodrich Corporation. 

Leadership Development Workshop Trainer, Air Force 

Research Laboratories. 

Leadership Development Trainer, Springfield Regional 

Medical Center. 

Grant Hambright (Associate Professor) 
Executive Board Member, Ohio Council of Professors 
of Educational Administration (OCPEA). 
Communications Director, Ohio Council of Professors 
of Educational Administration (OCPEA). 
Ohio Writing Team member for the Teacher Leader 
Endorsement Project; Ohio Department of Education. 
Panelist for an (Educational Leadership Constituent 
Council) ELCC Workshop: Ohio Department of 
Education. 
Ohio Teacher Leader Standards Committee: Ohio 
Department of Education. 
Sarah Jackson (Administrative Specialist) 
Member, Classified Staff Advisory Council (CSAC); 
Member, CSAC Policies and Procedures Committee, 

Chair, CSAC Bylaws Committee. 

Member, International Association of Administrative 

Professionals (IMP). 

Member, Organizational Leadership Advisory Council. 

Member, Master of Science in Leadership Develop­

ment (MSLD) Curriculum Planning Committee. 

Participant, CEHS Leadership Academy, 2008-2009. 

Completed Center for Teaching and Learning (CTL) 

course: Learner-Centered Teaching. 

Attended Wright State University Staff Development 

Days, December 2008 and July 2009. 

Attended Ohio Staff Council of Higher Education 

(OSCHE) quarterly meeting, January 2009. 

In support of the Dayton Principal Academy Program, 
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acted as liaison for students, scheduled classes, 
and corresponded regarding payment, admission 
requirements, and scholarship allocation. 
Adjunct Instructor: OL 301 (Professional Skills in 
Organizational Leadership), OL 302 (Contempo­
rary Issues in Organizational Leadership), OL 303 
(Organizational Leadership Assessment). 
Brenda Kraner (Instructor) 
President, Western Ohio Chapter of the American 
Society for Training and Development (ASTD). 
National Member, American Society for Training 
and Development (ASTD). 
Co-facilitator, College of Education and Human 
Services "Leadership Academy", November 
2008 - May 2009. 
Delivered workshop, "Dealing with difficult 
people" at Wright State University's Staff Devel­
opment Day, December 2008. 
Delivered workshop, "Coaching for success" to 
the Kroger Company, September 2008. 
Presented "People, personalities, and produc­
tivity" for FOCUS day at Wright Patterson Air 
Force Base, September 2008. 
Presented workshop, "Successful organizing" to 
the Southbrook MOMs Group in Centerville, OH, 
November 2008. 
Presented development series, "Leadership 
academy: Exploration" to the Wright-Patt Credit 
Union, September 2008 - May 2009. 
Presented professional development presen­
tation, "Building trust and credibility" at the 
monthly dinner meeting for the local chapter of 
the International Association for Administrative 
Professionals (IMP), Dayton, OH, January 2009. 
Presented "Leadership development series at the 
Dayton Metro Library, April 2009. 
J ill lindsey (Associate Professor) 
Human Learning Expert on USAF Technical 
Training Think Tank along with representatives 
from the Air Force Research Lab, Northrop 
Grumman, University of Pennsylvania, Betis 
Group, and the 82 Air Training Wing at Sheppard 
AFB. 
Conducted pilot study on 21st Century Learning 
in USAF Technical Training and presented the 
findings at the USAF Air Education & Training 
Command 2009 National Symposium, San 
Antonio, TX. 
Program Evaluation for National Urban Alliance 
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Professional Development Projects in Alabama, 
Connecticut, New Jersey, New York, Minnesota, and 
Indiana. 
Sabbatical research on the structure, funding, and 
functions of Centers for Leadership. 
Yoko Miura (Assistant Professor) 
External Evaluator: Effects on teachers after participa­
tion in the West Ohio Science Academy for Teachers 
at WSU: Dayton Regional K-8 STEMM Programs of 
Excellence. (PI: Basista, B). 
Applied for the National Center for Research on Early 
Childhood Education (NCRECE) Fellowship Program 
2009-2010 (proposal submitted on May 1, 2009). 
Took professional development course "An Intro­
duction to GIS for Educational Researchers; 2009 
American Educational Research Association Meeting, 
San Diego, CA. (April 15, 2009). 
Proposal Reviewer, Presenter, and Member: American 
Educational Research Association. 
Proposal Reviewer and Member: University Council 
for Educational Administration. 
Member, Mid-Western Educational Research Associa­
tion. 
Participated in WSU Office of Research Sponsored 
Programs Orientation Grant Writing Workshop. 
Took professional development course "Effective 
Grant Writing," Kettering Center for Continuing 
Education, WSU. 
Participated in SPSS workshop, Cincinnati, OH. 
Took professional development course "Transforming 
Learning through Teaching," CTL, WSU. Participated 
in "Turn it in.com", CTL, WSU 
Lawrence Mrozek (Assistant Professor) 
Elected Directorate Board member for Commis­
sion for Social Justice Educators of ACPA - College 
Student Educators International for 2009 - 2011. 
Member, American Educational Research Association 
(AERA). 
Member, Midwestern Educational Research Associa­
tion (MWERA). 
Member, American College Personnel Association 
(ACPA). 
Member, Ohio College Personnel Association (OCPA). 
Member, Association for the Study of Higher 
Education (ASHE). 
Attended ACPA, College Student Educators Interna­
tional, Washington, DC, March 2009. 
Attended OCPNOhio Association Student Personnel 
Administrators Regional Conference, Worthington, 
OH. 
Attended ASHE Annual Meeting, Jacksonville, FL, 
November 2008. 
Timothy Rafferty (Associate Professor) 
Advisor to the Organizational Leadership programs. 
Facilitated curriculum development and approval for 
courses in the Master of Science in Leadership Devel­
opment (MSLD). 
Created and implemented MSLD marketing and 
recruiting plan. 
Continued active recruiting and development for 
Organizational Leadership program adjunct faculty. 
Organized search committee for new Organizational 
Leadership faculty. 
Joanne Risacher (Lecturer) 
Chair of Search Committee for Coordinator of Sports 
Management Certificate Program. 
Chair of Diamond Honoree Program for the American 
College Personnel Association's Foundation Board. 
Served as four-year public institution representative 
on the Ohio Association of Student Personnel Admin­
istrators Executive Board. 
Served on Student Affairs Committee of SOCHE. 
Hosted a Ph.D. Program Fair for doctoral programs 
in higher education/student affairs located at Ohio 
University, University of Dayton, and Miami University. 
Coordinated the establishment of a student organiza­
tion to support the SAHE Graduate program-Student 
Affairs Graduate Association (SAGA). 
Coordinated publication of a quarterly Student Affairs 
in Higher Education Newsletter. 
Attended and recruited new graduate students at Ohio 
College Personnel Association New Professionals and 
Graduate Student conference at Bluffton College and 
at a recruitment fair at Indiana State University. 
Coordinated the admission review process for the Fall 
2009 class of SAHE graduate students. Program limit 
of 20 new graduate students were admitted by April 
13; program has a waiting list. 
Nominated the recipient of the 2008 CEHS 
outstanding alumni award. 
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Douglas Roby (Associate Professor) 
August 6, 2008: Inserviced faculty - Teacher 
Inservice Day at Charity Adams Earley Academy for 
Girls, Dayton. 
Member & peer reviewer, National Council of 
Professors of Educational Administration. 
Member, Ohio Council of Professors of Educational 
Administration. 
Member, Association for Supervision and Curric­
ulum Development. 
Board of Directors, Professional Development 
& Conference Planning for Association for the 
Advancement of Educational Research (AAER). 
Peer reviewer, Education Research Quarterly. 
Peer reviewer, Educational Evaluation and Policy 
Analysis Journal. 
Charles Ryan (Professor) 
Co-taught pilot doctoral course: DSS 801 (Infusing 
Systems Thinking in Organizations) with Dr. Tomlin. 
Spring Quarter, 2009. 
Proposal Reviewer for Association for the Study 
of Higher Education (ASHE) National Conference, 
2008. 
Served on TIAA-CREF Online Research Panel, 
2008-2009. 
Participated in the development of an Intent to Plan 
a Ph.D. in Policy and Management, COLA, August 
2008. 
Attended web seminar on computer programs 
for systems thinking, i.e. STELLA and A Think, 
December 2008. 
Marguerite Veres (lecturer) 
Member, International Society for Technology in 
Education (lSTE). 
Member, Association for Supervision and Curric­
ulum Development (ASCD). 
Member, Association for the Advancement of 
Computing in Education (AACE). 
Member, George Lucas Education Foundation: 
Edutopia (GLEF). 
Cris Wildermuth (lecturer) 
Completed doctorate in Education, Leadership 
Studies, Bowling Green State University, December 
2008. Dissertation: Engaged to Serve: The Rela­
tionship between Employee Engagement and the 
Personality Traits of Human Services Professionals 
and Paraprofessionals. 
Ran a one-day workshop for Human Resources 
leaders on employee engagement and assessment, 
PricewaterhouseCoopers, December 2008. 
Developed a new engagement training program 
including complete training and facilitation 
materials. Invited Wright State University students 
and American Society for Training & Development 
(Dayton chapter) members for the pilot program, 
March 2009. 
Co-facilitator, College of Education and Human 
Services "Leadership Academy," November 2008­
May 2009. 
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Department of Health, Physical 

Education, and Recreation 

D. Drew Pringle 
Associate Professor 
Support Staff 
Barb Cwirka Administrative Specialist 
Peggy Welles Administrative Specialist 
Primary/Full-time Faculty 
Rebekah Bower Lecturer/ Ath letic Trainer 
Siobhan Fagan Lecturer 
Judy Jagger-Mescher Lecturer 
Marietta Langlois Associate Professor 
Kevin Lorson Assistant Professor 
Tony Ortiz Lecturer/ Ath letic Trainer 
Karen Wonders Assistant Professor 
Peng Zhang Instructor 
Adjunct Faculty 48 
Executive Summary 
The mission of the HPR department is to educate 
all individuals in the development of a healthy, active 
lifestyle, and to advance the health care of physically 
active individuals through the integration of theo­
retical and applied practice in educational and clinical 
settings. 
The HPR Department has seven full-time faculty, 
two half-time faculty, and 48 adjuncts. The depart­
ment taught over 6,000 students in a variety of 
professional and activity courses. HPR generated 
over 14,000 student credit hours, and is consistently 
one of the top five departments in the university 
based on the revenue/expense ratio. 
The HPR department has licensure programs 
in Health Education, Physical Education, Athletic 
Training, and School Nurse. The department also 
provides service courses for Early and Middle 
Childhood licensure programs that enroll approxi­
mately 500 students per year. The Basic Instruction 
in Physical Education (BIPE) program provides activity 
opportunities in 40 different courses each quarter 
enrolling 2,000+ students per quarter. 
The HPR department worked with Karin Henriksson 
-Larsen, Dean of the Umea Sports Sciences Center, 
Sweden on a faculty student exchange program, 
enrolling the first exchange student in health education 
and physical education this year. 
The department hired one new faculty: Peng Zhang, 
Ph.D., in physical education pedagogy. 
The HPR department is one of the core departments 
in the Masters of Public Health (MPH) program, housed 
in the Boonshoft School of Medicine (BSOM). The 
Health Promotion/Education track is one of the most 
popular choices in the MPH program. Drs. Langlois 
and Pringle work with the BSOM in delivery of the MPH 
Program. 
Dr. Pringle worked with the School of Medicine and 
Premier Health Partners on the feasibility of a collab­
orative Sports Medicine Institute facility near the Nutter 
Center. Significant collaboration among HPR, Ortho­
pedics Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation, and Life 
Span Health Research has taken place in the develop­
ment of a plan for usage of the facility. 
Faculty/Staff Highlights 
Rebekah Bower (lecturer) 
Appointed by Governor Strickland to the Athletic 
Trainers (AT) Section of the Ohio Occupational 
Therapy/Physical Therapy/Athletic Trainers Board 
(OTPTAT Board). 
Served as member of the AT Section of OTPTAT 
Board. 
Served as Secretary of the AT Section of the 

OTPTAT Board. 

Served as a member of the OATA Critical Incident 
Stress Management (CISM) Team, the only CISM 
team in the nation composed of athletic trainers. 
Served as member of the CEHS Technology 

Committee. 

Served as Training Coordinator and member of the 
WSU Automated External Defibrillation (AED) Coor­
dinating Committee. 
Barbara Cwirka (Administrative Specialist) 
Completed all scheduling and book orders for 
Athletic Training, Health Education, and Health, 
Physical Education, and Recreation faculty in an 
accurate and timely manner. 
continued 
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Attended CEHS Classified Staff meetings and 
University Scheduling meetings. 
Assisted with smooth operation of the HPR office. 
Successfully planned and implemented fencing 
tournaments to promote the courses we offer and 
the sport of fencing, resulting in increased student 
enrollment in HPR classes. 
Siobhan Fagan (lecturer) 
Served as Vice President of the Greater Dayton 
Athletic Trainers' Association. 
Faculty Advisor, Athletic Training Student Organiza­
tion. 
Judy Jagger-Mescher (lecturer) 
Active in the Ohio Association for Health, Physical 
Education, Recreation, and Dance (OAHPERD): 
Chair, Convention Auditing Committee; Chair, 
Student Scholarship Fund Raising; Member, Past 
President's Advisory Council; Member of Student 
Leadership Conference Committee; Member of 
OAHPERD Convention Planning Committee. 
Active in the American Alliance for Health, Physical 
Education, Recreation, and Dance (AAHPERD): 
Chair, Midwest AAHPERD Marketing Committee; 
Member, Midwest AAHPERD Strategic Planning 
Committee; Teacher of the Year Mentor. 
National Trainer for the National Health Education 
Standards. 
Attended 2008 OAHPERD Convention: Presented 
all-day pre-convention workshop. 
Attended 2008 Midwest AAHPERD Leadership 
Conference. 
Attended 2008 AAHPERD Convention (Fort Worth, 
TX). 
Attended 2009 AAHPERD Convention (Tampa, FL). 
Faculty co-advisor for Health and Physical 
Education Majors' Club. 
Developed and co-coordinated HPE Majors' Club 
Events: ATRlHPR Fall Fling, HPR Student Olympics, 
End of Year Extravaganza. 
Selected as one of forty university health educators 
in the United States to participate in the 2009 
Centers for Disease Control Conference (Atlanta, 
GA). 
Marietta langlois (Associate Professor) 
Chaired the CEHS Faculty Senate. 
Served as program advisor for K-12 health 
education licensure program and as program 
director for the health promotion and education 
concentration track in the Master of Public Health 
Program (MPH). 
Chaired three Master of Public Health culminating 
student projects. 
Appointed to Premier Community Health Board of 
Trustees, July 2008. 
Reviewer for Pan American Journal of Public 
Health. 
Served on Ohio two-person training team for the 
new National Health Education Standards; provided 
one professional development session and one pre­
conference workshop. 
Kevin lorson (Assistant Professor) 
National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher 
Education (NCATE) and National Association for 
Sport & Physical Education (NASPE): Program 
Report Auditor, Lead Reviewer. 
Reviewer, Journal of Physical Education, Recreation 
and Dance. 
Reviewer, National Association for Sport and 
Physical Education (NASPE), "Active Start: A 
Statement of Physical Activity Guidelines for Birth 
Through Five Years." 
Reviewed the textbook "Motor Learning and 
Control for Practioners," McGraw-Hili Publishers. 
Ohio Department of Education, Physical Education 
Standards Advisory Team. 
Ohio Action for Health Kids, Committee Member. 
Dublin City Schools, Physical Education Curriculum 
and Assessment Revisions. 
Kettering City Schools, Physical Education Curric­
ulum and Assessment Revisions. 
Miamisburg City Schools, Physical Education 
Curriculum Revision. 
l. Tony Ortiz (lecturer) 
Renewed Clinical Agreement with Kettering Sports 
Medicine Center. 
Director of Athletic Training Student Camp in collab­
oration with Wright State Orthopedics, Miami Valley 
Hospital, Good Samaritan Hospital, and Middletown 
Regional Hospital. 
Elected President of the League of United Latin 
American Citizens (LULAC) and appointed Ohio 
Director of Education for LULAC. Participant in the 
LULAC National Convention Washington D.C. 
Chair of the OATNCleveland Clinic Team Physician 
Award. 
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Chair of the WSU-AED Coordinating Committee, 
member of the CEHS Strategic Planning 
Committee. 
Chaired site visit for the Commission on Accredita­
tion of Athletic Training Education at Penn State and 
Quinnipiac University. 
President of Wright State "Latinos Unidos" Faculty 
and Staff Association, Vice President of the Wright 
State "Latinos Unidos" Parent Association. 
WSU Pre-College Programs Advisory Board 
member, WSU Admissions Hispanic Advisory Board 
member, "Del Pueblo Latino Community Agency" 
Board member. 
Participant in the "White House Initiative on 
Educational Excellence for Hispanic Americans in 
Washington D.C. 
Participant/Host in the first League of Latin 
American Citizens (LULAC) leadership workshop. 
D. Drew Pringle (Associate Professor and Chair) 
Completed 9th full year as Chair. 
Fairborn Digital Academy Board Member. 
Fairborn City Schools Board of Education Member. 
Calamityville collaboration group WSU, WPAFB. 
Sinclair Exercise Science Program Advisory Board 
Member. 
Lead Advisor, Sports Medicine facility development 
group. 
Developed a faculty student exchange program 
with Umea Sports Sciences Center, Sweden. 
Member, Board of Directors MediBack Group. 
Peggy Welles (Administrative Specialist) 
Attended CEHS Classified Staff meetings. 
Assisted with SCUBA check-out dive trips for certi­
fication. 

Chaired weekly meetings for the Nutter Center 

scheduling grid. 

Karen Wonders (Assistant Professor) 
Co-director of the Cancer Rehabilitation Awareness 
Program with the University of Cincinnati. 
Organized and co-taught Cancer Exercise 
Specialist certification workshop with the Rocky 
Mountain Cancer Rehabilitation Center. 
Advocacy Ambassador for American Cancer 
Society. 
Consultant, Clinical Kinetics, LLC. 
Directing one MPH culminating project. 

Co-chair of the Health Education Committee for 

American Cancer Society. 

Reviewer for the Journal of Exercise Physiology. 

Reviewer for Yonsei Medical Journal. 

Reviewer for Brooks-Cole Publishing Company. 

Attended and presented at the American College of 

Sports Medicine National Conference. 
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Department of Human Services 

Stephen B. Fortson 
Associate Professor 
Support Staff 
Joyce Cox Office Assistant II 
Marilyn Pickett Administrative Specialist 
Primary/Full-time Faculty 
Greg Bernhardt Professor 
Barbara Dunaway Instructor 
Stephen Fortson Associate Professor 
Diane Frey Professor 
Phyllis Henderson Associate Professor 
Mary Ann Jones Associate Professor 
Joseph Keferl Associate Professor 
Greta Knigga Lecturer 
Jan La Forge Professor 
Eileen Self Assistant Professor 
Donna Tromski-Klingshirn Associate Professor 
Carol Wagner Williams Associate Professor 
Richard Wantz Professor 
Adjunct Faculty 20 
Executive Summary 
The 2008-2009 academic year was another 
successful one for the Department of Human Services 
(DHS). The department continues to increase its 
student credit hour production. 
Student Credit Hour Production by Academic Year: DHS 
2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 
10,666 11,163 11,952 12,297 
In the last four years, student credit hour production 
has increased by 1,631. This upward trend continues 
to illustrate the popularity and quality of the programs 
in the department. DHS offers graduate programs in 
Counseling and Rehabilitation Counseling, and under­
graduate programs in Rehabilitation Services and Sign 
Language Interpreting. DHS also offers American Sign 
Language courses for students opting to use sign 
language to fulfill their foreign language requirement. 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HillvIAN SERVICES 
In addition to offering a variety of popular 
programs, one of the ways DHS maintains the quality 
of its programs is by the process of national accredi­
tation. In counseling, the accrediting body is the 
Council for Accreditation of Counseling and Related 
Educational Programs (CACREP). In rehabilita­
tion counseling, the accrediting body is the Council 
on Rehabilitation Education (CORE). Currently, the 
department has three accredited CACREP programs, 
and two accredited CORE programs. Those 
programs include: School Counseling, Community 
Counseling, Mental Health Counseling, Rehabilitation 
Counseling for Severe Disabilities, and Rehabilitation 
Counseling for Chemical Dependency. The under­
graduate program in Rehabilitation Services is also 
recognized nationally through the CORE Registry. In 
2009, CACREP completed a mid-cycle review of the 
Mental Health Counseling, Community Counseling, 
and School Counseling programs and approved their 
continued accreditation through 2011. The graduate 
Rehabilitation Counseling programs have also 
recently submitted a mid-cycle report to CORE, and 
results of that evaluation are pending. 
In 2008, the graduate counseling and rehabilita­
tion counseling programs were also evaluated and 
approved by the Ohio Counselor, Social Worker, and 
Marriage and Family Therapy Board for five years. 
This approval means graduates are eligible to sit for 
the professional counselor licensure exam (in some 
programs eligibility requires extra clinical course 
work). 
The Department of Human Services also offers 
Ohio's only Sign Language Interpreting program. This 
program meets 2012 Registry of Interpreters for the 
Deaf (RID) standards, which requires all interpreters 
to possess a minimum of a bachelor's degree. The 
program in its third year has successfully graduated 
several students. 
On April 24, 2009, the Omega Chapter of Chi 
Sigma Iota inducted 15 new members into the honor 
society for professional counselors. The depart­
ment is very proud to support the efforts of Omega 
Chapter, and the hard work of its newest members. 
The department also hosted its Bi-Annual Alumni 
Event on May 1, 2009. This year the department 
decided to offer a professional workshop on ethics 
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in counseling. Over 100 alumni, professionals, faculty 
and guests attended this event. These events are 
just two examples of the hard work and dedication of 
department faculty, staff, and students. 
Faculty/Staff Highlights 
Joyce M. cox (Office Assistant II) 
Supported the department chair and eleven faculty 
members. 
Scheduled admission interviews for the depart­
ment. Approximately twenty-five students were 
admitted to graduate programs each quarter. 
Attended Staff Development Day and Classified 
Staff meetings. 
Barbara Dunaway (Instructor) 
Served as lead contact person for ASL and SLI 
programs and the department and college curric­
ulum committees, preparing 15 new course master 
syllabi, program and course changes for approval. 
Served as department representative to the CEHS 
Curriculum Committee. 
Developed and taught new elective courses in the 
SLI program. 
Interpreter supervisor and classroom instructor 
for the School of Professional Psychology Mental 
Health and Deafness training program, 1991 ­
present. 
Lead Interpreter for the main stage productions of 
WSU Theater Department, 1991 - present. 
Represented Wright State at the Deaf Festival 2008, 
September 2008. 
Attended Registry for Interpreters of the Deaf 
Regional conference, July 2008. 
Attended statewide meetings of the Interpreting 
and Sign Language Resources (ISLR), a group of 
interpreter training programs across the State of 
Ohio. 
Volunteer Accessibility chairperson, lead interpreter 
and planning committee member for the Springfield 
Summer Arts Festival (1994 - present), the Dayton 
City Folk Festival (2002 - present), and the Dayton 
Celtic Festival (2004 - present). 
Headed the Wright State teams for the Bowl-A­
Thon for Deaf Kids (April) and the walk team for the 
Walk 4 Hearing (May). 
Stephen Fortson (Associate Professor and Chair) 
Served on the Athletics Council Steering 
Committee. 
Served as Faculty Athletic Representative. 

Chaired the Diverse Student Athlete Advocacy 

Committee. 

Chaired the Student Athlete Welfare Committee. 

Member of the Horizon League Executive 

Committee. 

Member of university Cultural Competence 

Committee. 

University Counseling and Wellness Center Clinical 

Supervisor. 

Member of the following college committees: 

Dean's Cabinet, Strategic Planning. 

Diane Frey (Professor) 
Served on New City School Advisory Board. 
Served on College Promotion and Tenure 
Committee and Doctoral Planning Committee. 
Served on ERC Search Committee. 
Received the Lifetime Achievement Award from the 
Association for Play Therapy, October 2008. 
Presented Psychosocial emotional issues of the 
gifted to Worthington, OH gifted educators. 
Presented on the topic of the importance of 
emotional intelligence curriculum in higher 
education at the 7th Annual Hawaii International 
Conference. 
Presented on the topic of using play therapy to 
enhance self-esteem and play therapy strategies for 
anger management at the Michigan Association for 
Play Therapy Conference. 
Gave the keynote presentation to the Georgia 
Associate for Play Therapy on the topic of using 
play therapy to enhance self-esteem and play 
therapy strategies for anger management. 
Joseph E. Keferl (Associate Professor) 
President, National Rehabilitation Counseling 
Association; Chair, American Rehabilitation Coun­
seling Association Research and Knowledge 
Council; Region V Representative, National Council 
on Rehabilitation Education; Board Member, Ohio 
Rehabilitation Association. 
Board Chair, Mental Health and Recovery Board of 
Clark, Greene, and Madison Counties. 
Chair, Buildings and Grounds Committee, Mental 
Health and Recovery Board of Clark, Greene, and 
Madison Counties. 
General Education Representative for CEHS on the 
University Semester Transition Team. 
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Served as a Program Surveyor for the Commission 
on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities for reha­
bilitation organizations in Stockton, CA, New Albany, 
IN, and Victoria, British Columbia, Canada. 
Substance Abuse Coordinator, WSU Athletics. 
Editorial Reviewer, Journal of Applied Rehabilitation 
Counseling and Editorial Board, Journal of Teaching 
in the Addictions. 
Chair, Curriculum Committee, Department of Human 
Services and Member, CEHS Undergraduate 
Student Affairs Committee. 
Training and dissemination consultant for the 
National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation 
Research (NIDRR) Rehabilitation Research and 
Training Center for Substance Abuse, Disability, 
and Employment, Wright State Boonshoft School of 
Medicine, Community Health. 
Member, Advisory Board for the Consumer 
Advocacy Model (CAM) and Weekend Intervention 
Program (WIP), Center for Intervention, Treatment, 
and Addictions Research, Wright State University 
Boonshoft School of Medicine. 
Co-editor, Special Issue on Addictions in Voca­
tional Evaluation and Work Adjustment Association 
Journal. 
Greta Knigga (Instructor) 
Collaborated with the Ohio School for the Deaf to 
offer an online course on "Deaf Identity" through 
Division of Professional Development. Conducted a 
workshop on "COl By Trial and Error?!?!" at the RID 
Region 3 Conference, July 2008. 
Conducted two workshops for the Ohio School for 
the Deaf on "Future of Interpreter Education" and 
"From Shakespeare to Poetry," June 2008. 
Conducted a workshop on "Linguistics in the 

Classroom" for the Ohio Chapter of ASLTA, 

September 2009. 

Participated in a statewide collaborative meeting for 
interpreter training programs at Ohio School for the 
Deaf. 
Assisted the Ohio School for the Deaf in the revision 
of Administrative Code regarding the use of inter­
preters in public schools. 
Received an award for Community Service, 
September 2008, by the Dayton Deaf Awareness 
Committee. 
Served on Sinclair's ASL Interpreting Program 
Advisory Committee. 
Member of the following organizations: Southwest 
Ohio Consortium for Deaf and Hard of Hearing 
(SWOC), Conference of Interpreter Trainers (CIT), 
Ohio Chapter of Registry of Interpreters for the 
Deaf (OCRID), Registry of Interpreters for the 
Deaf (RID), ASLTA (American Sign Language 
Teachers Association), and ADARA (Profes­
sionals Networking for Excellence in Service 
Delivery with Individuals who are Deaf or Hard of 
Hearing). 
Jan La Forge (Professor) 
Granted Professional Development Leave for the 
2008-2009 academic year. 
Phyllis Henderson (Associate Professor) 
Executive Board member, Miami Valley Coun­
seling Association. 
Departmental committees: Member, Human 
Services Department Promotion and Tenure 
Committee; Member, Human Services Depart­
ment, Curriculum Committee. 
College committees: Member, Local Profes­
sional Development Committee; Member, Unit 
Assessment Committee; Member, Partnership 
Committee; Member, Partnership/Network 
Steering Committee. 
University committees: Member, Discrimination 
Board. 
Mary Ann Jones (Associate Professor) 
Executive Board Member, Miami Valley Coun­
seling Association. 
Member of the following Human Services 
committees: P & T, Curriculum, Admissions, 
Assessment 
Member of the following college committees: 
Diversity and Nominations and Elections. 
Marilyn Pickett (Administrative Specialist) 
Provided administrative support for the depart­
ment chair, 11 faculty members, and 19 adjunct 
instructors and managed the department office. 
Took care of registration for "Legal and Ethical 
Considerations: What Counselors and Supervi­
sors Need to Know," seminar presented on May 
1 , 2009 and attended. 
Served as notary for the department. 
Helped compile three annual reports for depart­
ment clinical experiences. 
Eileen Self (Assistant Professor) 
Editorial Board, Ohio Journal of Professional 
Counseling. 
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Executive Board Member, Miami Valley Counseling 
Association. 
Web Coordinator, Miami Valley Counseling Associa­
tion. 
Speaker's Bureau Coordinator, Ohio Counseling 
Association. 
Bylaws/Policies Committee and International Online 
Consultation Committee, American Counseling 
Association. 
International Interest Network member, Association 
for Counselor Education and Supervision. 
Member of the following department committees: 
Curriculum, Admissions, Student Handbook, Alumni 
Conference Co-Chair. 
Member of the following university committees: 
Faculty Senate, Graduate Council Student Affairs, 
Asian, Hispanic/Latino and Native American Board. 
Member of the following college committees: 
Graduate Studies, Partnership, Partnership Network 
Steering. 
Donna Tromski-Klingshirn (Associate Professor) 
Faculty Advisor for Omega Chapter of Chi Sigma 
Iota International Counseling Honor Society. 
Past President, Ohio Mental Health Counselors 
Association. 
Editorial Board Member, The Ohio Journal of 
Professional Counseling. 
Program Chair, Miami Valley Counseling Associa­
tion. 
Chair, Faculty Affairs Committee. 
Member, Dean's Doctoral Program Planning 
Committee. 
CEHS Faculty Senate, HS Faculty Representative. 
Member, Chi Sigma Iota Academic and Professional 
Counseling Honor Society International; Member, 
Awards Committee. 
Presented Miami Valley Counseling Association 
(MVCA)-Ohio Mental Health Counselors Association 
(OMHCA) workshop, Case conceptualization and 
treatment planning: Using Cottone's paradigms with 
difficulty cfients at South Community Behavioral 
Healthcare (Dayton, OH). 
Presented MVCA-OMHCA workshop, Case 
conferencing session: Case Conceptualization 
and planning at the Family Services Association 
(Dayton, OH). 
Richard Wantz (Professor) 
Granted Professional Development Leave for the 
2008-2009 academic year. 
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Department of Teacher Education 

Noeleen Mcllvenna Assistant Professor 
Benjamin Montague Assistant Professor 
Michelle Reed Assistant Professor 
Missy Schen Assistant Professor 
William Slattery Associate Professor 
Rebecca Teed Assistant Professor 
Nephi Thompson Assistant Professor 
James Tomlin Professor 
Adjunct Faculty 40 
Executive Summary 
The Department of Teacher Education, through 
its efforts to meet the needs of pre- and in-service 
teachers, was highly productive in 2008-2009. With 
42 full-time and joint appointment faculty members, 
5 visiting professors/one-year appointments and 40 
adjunct faculty members, the department generated 
29,155 student credit hours and actively engaged 
in program development, review, and assessment 
in accordance with the program standards of the 
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education 
(NCATE), the Ohio Department of Education (ODE), and 
Specialized Professional Associations (SPAs). Each 
content area boasts its own SPA and each program 
must meet the required standards of the SPA. These 
include: National Association for the Education of 
Young Children (NAEYC), National Council for the 
Social Studies (NCSS), National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics (NCTM), International Reading Associa­
tion (IRA), The Council for Exceptional Children (CEC), 
Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages 
(TESOL), National Council of Teachers of English 
(NCTE), American Council on the Teaching of Foreign 
Languages (ACTFL), National Middle Schools Associa­
tion (NMSA), and National Science Teachers Associa­
tion (NSTA). 
The big event for the College of Education and 
Human Services (CEHS) this year, especially the 
Department of Teacher Education (TED), was the 
external review and official visit of the National Council 
for Accreditation for Teacher Education (NCATE), which 
took place in November 2008. Of the master's degree 
programs in CEHS, eighteen (18) are housed in the 
Teacher Education Department. Under the category of 
Classroom Teacher, these include advanced programs 
requiring a current teaching license, (Advanced Studies, 
Reading and Early Childhood Intervention) and initial 
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licensure programs (Intervention Specialist: Mild to 
Moderate Educational Needs, Intervention Specialist: 
Moderate to Intense Educational Needs, Middle 
Childhood Education with six (6) possible areas of 
focus, Adolescent to Young Adult Education with four 
(4) areas of focus and Multi-age Education with three 
(3) areas of focus). Teachers with a current license 
may also earn an endorsement in the areas of Reading 
(grades K-12), Literacy Specialist (grades K-12), Gifted 
Education (grades K-12), or Preschool Special Needs 
(3-5 year olds). Additionally, WSU is one of only four 
Institutions of Higher Education (IHE) in Ohio that offers 
the Transition to Work Endorsement (TrW), designed 
for teachers licensed as intervention specialists and 
vocational educators to support youth with disabilities 
in their transition planning and services. 
TED undergraduate programs- Early Childhood 
Education (ECE) and Middle Childhood Education 
(MCE)-continue to thrive, with the MCE program 
having the second largest undergraduate program 
enrollment in the college. The Middle Childhood 
education program is also the largest of the graduate 
licensure programs. 
The Intervention Specialist (K-12) programs with 
licensure in Mild-to-Moderate Educational Needs, 
Moderate to Intensive Educational Needs, and Early 
Childhood Intervention Specialist, strive to meet the 
continual demand for highly qualified special educators 
in the State of Ohio. Intervention Specialist off-campus 
programs at Lake Campus and Greenfield continue to 
flourish, with a new cohort added almost yearly. 
Graduate and undergraduate programs in TED have 
participated in careful self-evaluation this year and 
have modified programs and courses accordingly. For 
example, the Adolescent to Young Adult (grades 7-12) 
and Multi-age (grades K-12) graduate licensure M.Ed. 
programs continue to offer two entry points each year, 
fall and winter. However, in summer 2010, these two 
programs will move to a summer start, similar to the 
Middle Childhood Education program (grades 4-9). The 
summer-start candidates in these graduate licensure 
programs who successfully complete the requirements 
will graduate with a masters degree and teaching 
licensure in June. 
The State of Ohio has created an Early Childhood 
Generalist Endorsement that will license Early 
Childhood teachers to teach 4th and 5th grade self­
contained classrooms. TED full time and joint faculty 
collaborated on the design of this program and look 
forward to the time when WSU will join the ranks of 
other Institutions of Higher Education in Ohio who offer 
this endorsement. 
Twelve Early Childhood and Multi-age Spanish 
teacher candidates spent a month in Concepci6n, 
Chile last fall, assisting in an English immersion school. 
One student returned to complete her student teaching 
there. Teacher candidates and faculty look forward 
to continuing and expanding this program to Lake 
Campus and Middle Childhood teacher candidates. 
Candidates in the graduate licensure programs have 
been studying co-teaching, working on inquiry projects 
and presenting their finding at colloquiums, attending 
professional conferences, and participating in special 
year-long placement opportunities in our partnership 
school sites. 
All program committees have been busy this year 
analyzing and discussing data results from our data 
collection system, Tk20, regarding transition points, 
key assessments, teacher candidate portfolios, and 
student learning. Committees are gearing up to discuss 
transition planning for the conversion from quarters 
to semesters and the design of degree and licensure 
programs in the semester system. 
Faculty/Staff Highlights 
Andy Baker (Administrative Specialist) 
Attended the following trainings and seminars: 
Electronic Classroom Orientation, Web Course 
Management, Respect & Appreciation in the 
Workplace, Personalities People and Productivity, 
Minute Taking Made Easy, Competency Based 
Interviewing, Personalities at Work, Introduction to 
Computer Security. 
Participated in the College of Education and Human 
Services Leadership Academy. 
Provided administrative support for the Literacy 
Educator Training Consortium. 
Acted as recording secretary for all department 
faculty meetings. 
Assisted faculty in preparation for NCATE review. 
Served on the Classified Staff Holiday Event 

Planning Committee. 

Supervised administration and reporting of student 
evaluations for TED faculty. 
Member of the WSU Event Coordinator Consortium. 
Mary Ellen Bargerhuff (Associate Professor and 
Assistant Chair) 
Served as Assistant Chair in Teacher Education 
Department. 
Served as Co-Program Coordinator for Intervention 
Specialist/Program Advisor for Moderate/Intense 
Intervention Specialist. 
Served as site liaison for Milton-Union Middle 

School. 
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Acted as liaison for Greene County Educational 

Service Center Partners in Transition (PIT Crew). 

Consulted for Miami County Educational Service 
Center Autism Committee. 
Participated on the ODE State Advisory Panel for 
Exceptional Children (SAPEC). 
Served as national reviewer for NCATE/CEC. 
Served on the following university committees: 
University Senate and University Senate Executive 
Committees.. 
Served on the following college committees: Chair, 
CEHS Nominations and Elections Committee, 
Promotion and Tenure Committee. 
Served on the following department committees: 
Intervention Specialist, Program Area Coordina­
tors Committee, Promotion and Tenure Committee, 
Professional Development Committee. 
Beth Basista (Associate Professor) 
Director, West Ohio Center of Excellence in Science 
and Math Education (WeEXCEL Center). 
Ohio Performance Assessment Project Science 
Advisor. 
EDvention Board Member. 
Member of WSU: Center for Math and Science 
Education, Teacher Education Council, Science and 
Math Education Council. 
Co-authored a grant proposal for Dayton Regional 
STEM K-8 Programs of Excellence, resulting in 
$547,605 in funding through Montgomery County 
ESC and the Lebanon School District. 
Co-authored a grant proposal for Dayton Regional 
STEM K-8 Programs of Excellence Expansion 
Plan, resulting in $249,344 in funding through 
Montgomery County ESC and the Lebanon School 
District. 
Judith Brewer (lecturer) 
Received Wright State University Presidential Award 
for Excellence: Outstanding University Lecturer. 
Served as co-director of the Lake Campus Reading 
Center. 
Served as CORE trainer in Literacy for the Ohio 
Department of Education. 
Served as GEAR UP trainer for the Ohio Board of 
Regents. 
Participated as Board Member for Elida Schools 
Teacher Academy. 
Served as faculty representative to the Western 
Ohio Educational Foundation. 
Participated as co-planner of the Lake Campus 
Summer Institute for Educators. 
Attended the International Reading Association 
Convention in Phoenix, Arizona. 
Served as co-organizer of author Michelle Houts' 
highly successful book launch "A Night at the Fair." 
Delivered the following professional development: 
A baker's dozen: How to help your children at home 
with reading (New Bremen, OH), How to write 
instructional objectives (Celina, OH), Serving the 
community through the work of the Lake Campus 
Reading Center (St. Mary's, OH), Using literature 
circles in the classroom (New Bremen, OH). 
Jacqueline Collier (Assistant Professor) 
Awarded the Faculty Excellence in Teaching Award 
by (Southwest Ohio Council Higher Education). 
Served as Praxis III Assessor. 
Served as Site Coordinator for Reading Recovery. 
Served on the State School Support Team. 
Delivered workshops on literacy for local school 
systems. 
Presented professional development sessions, 
Response to intervention, at Centerville City 
Schools Professional Development Symposium, 
January - March 2009. 
Served on the following university committees: 
University Undergraduate Curriculum and Academic 
Policy. 
Served on the following college committees: 
Undergraduate Curriculum Policy, Unit Assessment 
Committee. 
Served on the following department committees: 
Curriculum Policy Committee, Program Area Coor­
dinators Committee, Coordinator, Reading Masters, 
Coordinator, Reading Endorsement Coordinator, 
Early Childhood Committee, By Laws Revisions. 
Colleen Finegan (Professor and Chair) 
Fulbright Senior Specialist Grant - June 13-28, 
2009 - School of Education Paula Frassinetti, 
Department of Special Education, Porto, Portugal. 
Served as the NCATE national and state program 
reviewer for the Council for Exceptional Children 
(CEC), National Association for the Education of 
Young Children (NAEYC), and Praxis III Assessor for 
the State of Ohio. 
Met with Ad Hoc ECE Articulation Committee 
with five local two-year colleges to align courses 
and requirements in program. Met with Sinclair 
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Community College regarding articulation between 
Career Tech / Teacher Prep programs, Sinclair and 
WSU. Met with Early Childhood Education Advisory 
Committee. 
Advisor/Mentor for several honors students to 
complete Teacher Education project to earn depart­
mental honors as well as university honors. 
External Reviewer for Journal of Teacher Education 
- Special Education; Textbook reviewer for Pearson/ 
Merrill/Prentice-Hall, McGraw Hill, and Delmar 
Publishers. 
Professional development attended: National 
Network for Educational Renewal Confer­
ence (Arlington, TX). The American Association 
of Colleges for Teacher Education Conference 
(Chicago, IL), Ohio Regional Leadership Forum 
for Women Administrators: American Council on 
Education: Office of Women in Higher Education 
(Cincinnati, OH), Landmark Leadership Forum 
(Cincinnati, OH), CEHS Leadership Academy 
2008-09. 
Member of the following Professional Associations: 
Council for Exceptional Children (CEC), the Division 
for Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Exceptional 
Learners, the Division for Early Childhood, Teacher 
Education Division, Ohio Association of the Council 
for Exceptional Children, National Association for 
the Education of Young Children (NAEYC), Dayton 
Association for the Education of Young Children 
(DAEYC), Association of Supervision and Curric­
ulum Development (ASCD), American Association 
of Colleges for Teacher Education (MCTE). 
Served on the following university committees: 
Chair, Quadrennial Review Committee; CEHS 
representative - Quarter to Semesters Committee, 
Calendar Subcommittee; Title VIA Asian Studies 
Committee; Service Learning Faculty Learning 
Community; First Year Experience; Committee W; 
International Seed Grants Committee; Interna­
tional Curriculum Committee; University Center 
for International Education Advisory Committee, 
Women's Studies Advisory Committee, Second 
Mile (Ad-Hoc); Enrollment Management Council 
Subcommittee (Ad-Hoc). 
Served on the following college committees: Dean's 
Cabinet, Strategic Planning Committee, Doctoral 
Planning Committee, Partnership Committee and 
Partnership Network Steering Committee, Wright 
Intervention Advisory Committee. 
Served on the following department commit­
tees: Teacher Education, Program Advisors, Early 
Childhood Education, Adolescent and Young Adult 
/ Multi-age Committees, Advanced Studies, Curric­
ulum Committee. 
lena Friend (Administrative Specialist) 
Member of National Institute of Business Manage­
ment. 
Served on the Classified Staff Advisory Council 
(CSAC) and the Ohio Staff Council of Higher 
Education (OSCHE). 
Participated in the College of Education and Human 
Services (CEHS) Leadership Academy. 
Served as a member of the CEHS Retreat Subcom­
mittee. 
Helped coordinate CEHS Student Appreciation 
Luncheon. 
Participated in the Student Employment Job Fair. 
Volunteered for Freshmen Move-In Day. 
Attended the following workshops: "Help Me Figure 
This Out! WSU Benefits," "At Least Say 'Good 
Morning!'" and "Cultural Awareness." 
Provided support for the Reading Recovery 
program. 
Editor of Green Tips column in the Grapevine, a 
quarterly publication of the Classified Staff Advisory 
Council (CSAC). 
John Haught (Assistant Professor) 
Served as chair of the Greater Miami Valley English 
as a Second Language (ESL) Consortium. 
Served on Ohio Department of Education Limited 
English Proficient (LEP) Assessment Advisory 
Council. 
Served as Visiting Professor at Woosong Univer­
sity in Daejeon, South Korea, mentored MA TESOL 
students and taught Drama Activities for the EFU 
ESL Classroom. 
Mentored English Department teaching assistant 
teaching Mandarin Chinese at Bellbrook High 
School. 
Served on University Diversity Advocacy Council 
and Student Affairs Committee. 
Organized and served as workshop host - Miami 
Valley ESL Consortium Professional Development 
Workshop, Bridging the Gap, Wright State Univer­
sity. 
Mentor to Ohio State University Ph.D. candidate 
through the OSU Preparing Future Faculty Program. 
Conducted professional development for Spring­
boro Public Schools. 
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Ronald Helms (Professor) 
Participated on the National Council for Accredi­
tation of Teacher Education (NCATE) member of 
Board of Examiners. 
Received the National Council for the Social 
Studies (NCSS) Presidential Appointment as one of 
two National Council for Accreditation of Teacher 
Education (NCATE) and National Council for the 
Social Studies Social Education (NCSS) Program 
Review Auditors. Also received the NCSS Presi­
dential Appointment as NCSS/NCATE Program 
Lead Reviewer, as well as a national NCSS/NCATE 
Program Review Consultant. 
Member of the National Council of the Social 
Studies (NCSS) National Conference Planning 
Committee which selects U.S. cities to host the 
annual national conference, and NCSS member of 
the NCSS Social Education Committee which sets 
the agenda for the national publications. 
Acted as national reviewer for Kappa Delta Pi, The 
educational forum and international news columnist 
for an international travel magazine that has a 
bimonthly, international circulation of 28,433. 
Served as the Phi Delta Kappa International, 
National Fastback author, and National Visiting 
Professor for the Education Foundation Author 
Seminar Program. 
Served as national reviewer for National Council for 
the Social Studies (NCSS) College and University 
Faculty Assembly Program Proposals. 
Served as National Lecturer, The Population 
Connection Organization, Education Foundation 
National Program. 
Participated in the National Summit, American 
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, and 
U.S. Holocaust Museum at Louisville, Kentucky. 
Served on the Ohio Department of Education Ohio 
Standard Setting Committee for Social Studies; 
Served as Ohio Council for the Social Studies and 
Ohio Department of Education National Council for 
Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) consul­
tant. 
Member of the following university, college, 

community, and department committees: Univer­

sity Commencement Committee, North Central 

Association of Colleges and Schools: Criterion Five 

Committee on Engagement and Service, University 

Community and Civic Engagement Task Force, 

Teacher Education Council, College of Liberal 

Arts Forum, Centerville Sister City Association, 

Adolescent to Young Adult-Multi-age Committee, 

Adolescent to Young Adult Social Studies Program 

advisor, TED Promotion and Tenure, TED Profes­
sional Development, TED Curriculum Committee. 
Deborah Hess (Assistant Professor) 
Served as Program Advisor for the Early Childhood 
Intervention SpecialistiPre-K Special Needs Endorse­
ment Graduate Program Advisor, which included 
NCATE coordinator for the Early Childhood Inter­
vention Specialist (ECIS) program, and wrote Ohio 
Department of Education Pre-K Special Needs 
Endorsement Program Update. 
Served as faculty advisor for graduate students in 
Classroom Teacher: Advanced program. 
Participated on the Association for Childhood 

Education International (ACEI) Publications 

Committee. 

Served as co-editor for Focus on Inclusive Education 
ACEI quarterly publication. 
Served as Proposal Reviewer for Mid-Western 
Educational Research Association Conference, and 
Chair and Discussant for Research on Teaching 
Strategies. 
Served as member of the Ohio Department of 
Education & Educational Testing Service Panel for 
ECIS & Pre-Kindergarten Special Needs Endorse­
ment Standard Setting Study. 
Participated on the Clinton Memorial Hospital 
Community Advisory Group. 
Served on the Laurel Oaks Early Childhood 
Education Advisory Committee. 
Served on the following university committees: 
University Commencement Committee. 
Served on the following college and department 
committees: Undergraduate Student Affairs, Inter­
vention Specialist Program. 
Phoebe Ingraham (Faculty Associate) 
Conducted professional development and coaching 
sessions to 55 trained Reading Recovery teachers. 
Supervised Wright State University's yearlong 

training course for 10 teachers. 

Catherine Keener (Assistant Professor) 
Served as site liaison for Horace Mann Elementary 
School, Dayton City Schools. 
Supervised three (3) intervention specialist and five 
(5) early childhood interns through the Office of Part­
nerships and Field Experiences. 
Served as Federal Grant Reviewer for Office of 

Special Education Programs (OSEP) Special 

Education Pre-service Program Improvement. 
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Served as reviewer for Mid-Western Educational 
Research Association (MWERA). 
Served as reviewer for the Journal on Excellence in 
College Teaching, Miami University, Oxford, OH. 
Invited Participant: American Recovery and Rein­
vestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) Discussion with 
Office of Special Education Programs (OSEP) with 
National leaders in Personnel Development, April 
2009. 
Presented Book Group - Making Their Own Way: 
Narratives for Transforming Higher Education to 
Promote Self-Development. 
Member of the following organizations external 
to Wright State University: Chair, Ohio Credential 
Review Board, Ohio Department of Education, 
Region 9 Secretary and Representative to the 
State Advisory Board, OASCES (Ohio Association 
for Supervisors and Coordinators for Exceptional 
Children), Regional District 10 Representative, Ohio 
Department of Education (ODE) Regional local 
Professional Development Committee. 
Served on the following college committees: 
Faculty Senate, Chair, local Professional Develop­
ment, Chair, Diversity Committee. 
Served on the following department committees: 
Intervention Specialist Program Committee, Chair, 
Early Childhood Search Committee. 
lisa Kenyon (Assistant Professor) 
Participated with Modeling Designs for learning 
Science (MoDelS) Project, collaboration with 
Northwestern University, University of Michigan, 
Michigan Sate University, University of Illinois­
Urbana Champaign, American Association for the 
Advancement of Science (AAAS), and Weitzman 
Science Institute. 
Served as Thesis Chair Advisor for two graduate 
students. 
Supervised four undergraduate students in my 
research program. 
Consulted with Beavercreek School District to enact 
scientific modeling curriculum. 
Served on the Dayton Regional Stem School Curric­
ulum Committee at WSU. 
Served as a national reviewer for proposals to 
National Association for Research in Science 
Teaching Meeting (NARST) 09, proposals to 
American Educational Research Association (AERA) 
09. 
Served as national reviewer for Journal of Research 
in Science Teaching-special issue on learning 
progressions. 
Served on the following university committees: 
Center for Math and Science Education, Steering 
Committee. 
Served on the following departmental commit­
tees: Undergraduate Assessment and Curriculum 
Committee and Space Committee. 
Kathy Koenig (Assistant Professor) 
2009 Presidential Early Career Achievement 

Awardee. 

Elected as President-Elect for the Southern Ohio 
Section of American Association of Physics 
Teachers (term is April 25, 2009 through April 25, 
2010). 
Served as COSM Program Coordinator - BS 
Physics Program. 
Served on Physics Department Undergraduate 
Studies Committee. 
Served as Chair/Coordinator of the Girls in Science 
Program - Cincinnati and Dayton. 
Served as reviewer for Physics Education Research 
Conference Proceedings, Summer 2008, Alberta, 
Canada. 
Tracey Kramer (lecturer) 
Served as Program Area Coordinator and Faculty 
Advisor for Middle Childhood Education Program. 
Served as Site Liaison and Supervisor, Fairborn 
Intermediate School (Fairborn City Schools). 
Served as faculty advisor for the Collegiate Middle 
level Association. 
Served Ohio Department of Education as a Praxis III 
assessor. 
Attended the following Professional Development: 
CEHS leadership Academy; Professional Develop­
ment Schools, Daytona, FL. 
Delivered the following Professional Development: 
Five co-teaching workshops for partnership schools 
and three follow-up sessions for co-teaching. 
Member of the following professional organizations: 
International Reading Association, National Middle 
School Association, Association for Supervision and 
Curriculum Development, and National Council of 
Teachers of English. 
Served on the following university committees: 
Faculty Affairs Committee. 
Served on the following college commit­
tees: Partnership Committee, Unit Assessment 
Committee, and Network Steering Committee, 
Integrated language Arts Joint Appointment Search 
Committee. 
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Served on the following department commit­
tees: Literacy, Middle Childhood, and Curriculum 
Committees. 
Noeleen Mcllvenna (Assistant Professor) 
Participated at the NNER workshop. 
Led Teaching American History Seminar for Greene 
County Teachers on "American Revolution." 

Participated in Faculty Writers' Boot Camp. 

Presenter, CTL Workshop "Faculty Writing Groups." 

Elected to Faculty Senate. 

Participated on the Wright Intervention Grant 

Advisory Council. 

Jack McKnight (lecturer) 
Collaborated with Dave Herick to revise ED 301 for 
fall term. 
Developed and piloted the ED 101 Introduction to 
Education course during Winter and Spring Terms. 
Developed ED 102 Introduction to Education, 
the permanent introduction to education course. 
Collaborated with Dr. Joe Law, Assistant Vice 
President for Articulation and Transfer, to submit the 
course to Education to the State Board of Regents 
for Transfer Assurance Guide (TAG) approval. 
Collaborated with Pam Wallace-Stroble to initiate 
ED 102 as part of the Dual Enrollment Program. 
Collaborated with Greene County Career Center to 
develop a model for the integration of ED 102 Intro­
duction to Education into their Teacher Academy 
Tech Prep Program. 
Collaborated with Jean Denny of Disabilities 
Services to conduct disabilities workshops and 
interview sessions within ED 301 during Fall, Winter 
and Spring Terms. 
Professional Development: Completed Center 
for Teaching and Learning workshop (TLT 670), 
Transforming Learning through Teaching Learning 
Centered Teaching. Attended SOCHE Articulation 
and Transfer Conference. 
Participated in Miami Valley Tech Prep conference, 
Teacher Education and Early Childhood Summit at 
Sinclair Community College. 
William Mosier (Associate Professor) 
Appointed to the Wright State University Peace 
Lecture Advisory Committee Executive Board. 
Appointed to the Wright State University Veterans 
Enrollment Team (VET Committee). 
Reappointed to the editorial board of The Family 
Journal: Counseling and therapy for couples 
and families, the peer-reviewed journal of the 
International Association of Marriage and Family 
Counselors. 
Reappointed as Academic Advisor on the Editorial 
Advisory Board of the Annals of the American 
Psychotherapy Association. 
Served as the Wright State University faculty 
representative to the Governing Board of the 
Dayton Association for Young Children (DAYC). 
Reappointed to the Executive Board Research 
Committee of the Ohio Association for the 
Education of Young Children. 
Received the Department of Defense specialty 
training designation of International Health 
Specialist for medical personnel ear-marked to 
perform Humanitarian Missions in developing 
nations. 
Awarded the Defense Meritorious Service Medal 
while serving as Chief of Medical Lessons Learned, 
Senior medical analyst, and International Health 
Specialist assigned to the United States Joint 
Forces Command during activation for Operation 
Iraqi Freedom. 
Appointed to the editorial review board of the Early 
Childhood Research Quarterly of the National Asso­
ciation for the Education of Young Children. 
Delivered the following professional development: 
Developmentally appropriate classroom manage­
ment techniques: What works and what doesn't 
(WPAFB, OH), Helping children develop self-control 
for the home and classroom (Rosa Parks Pre-K 
- 8 School), Developmentally appropriate child 
guidance (Ruskin Pre-K - 8 School), Developmen­
tally adult-child interactions: Following the Head 
Start performance standards (Minnesota Head Start 
Area Council). 
Richele O'Connor (Associate Professor) 
Awarded one year leave for professional develop­

ment. 

Dayton Children's Hospital volunteer. 

Conducted research at four different children's 

hospitals. 

Consultant for Ohio Presbyterian Retirement 

Services Education Department. 

Member, IRA Legislative Action Team; visited 

Capitol Hill in April 2009. 

Chair, MWERA Division K: Teacher Education 

Division. 
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Reviewer for two journals: OMSA & scholarlyparn­
terships.edu. 
Co-produced a video, "WSU Democrats' National 
Election Day." 
Attended International Reading Association's Winter 
Conference, Phoenix, AZ. 
Taught a unit at Bellbrook Middle School, "If I Can 
Watch It, I Can Write It." 
Nimisha Patel (Assistant Professor) 
Served as site liaison for Baker Middle School, 
Fairborn City Schools and site supervisor for Baker 
Middle School - Middle Childhood and AYNMA 
interns. 
Served as the Graduate Research Project Advisor 
for Middle Childhood Education and Adolescent 
Young Adult/Multi-Age. 
Participated as a Mid-Western Educational 
Research Association (MWERA) Conference discus­
sant. 
Served as Greene County Career Center portfolio 
rater. 
Served as co-teaching facilitator: 4 co-teaching 
introductory workshops, 1 co-teaching pairs 
workshop, 3 co-teaching follow-up sessions. 
Attended the following conferences: Professional 
Development Schools Annual Conference, and Mid­
Western Educational Research Association Annual 
Conference. 
Member of the following Professional Organizations: 
American Educational Research Association, Mid­
Western Educational Research Association. 
Served on the following university committees: 
Faculty Senate, Academic Integrity Hearing Panel, 
WAC Committee. 
Served on the following college committees: Part­
nership Committee. 
Served on the following department committees: 
Middle Childhood Education. 
linda Ramey (Associate Professor) 
Professional development delivered: January 
15, 2009 - conducted workshop "Where do the 
children play?" for parents and childcare providers 
at Overfield Childcare Center with Bernadette 
Whitworth of Wegerzyn Gardens MetroPark, Troy, 
OH. July 30, 2008 - conducted workshop "Where 
do the children play?" for childcare providers 
associated with Wright Patterson Air Force Base 
with Bernadette Whitworth of Wegerzyn Gardens 
MetroPark, Prairies Youth Center, Fairborn, OH. 
Professional development attended: April 8 and 
9,2009. Attended the Annual Conference of The 
University Clean Energy Alliance of Ohio, Columbus, 
OH. April 30, 2009, attended "Overcoming Barriers 
to Green Building," Professional Working Forum 
presented by Environmental Education Council of 
Ohio, Columbus, OH. 
Delivered the following Professional service to 
organizations: 2009 Earth Day Presentation to 
fourth graders and teachers, Fairborn Intermediate 
School. 
Led Middle Childhood book discussion on Ron 
Berger's Ethic of excellence: Building a culture of 
craftsmanship with students. 
Proposal reviewer for the 2009 presentation for 
three sections of the North American Association 
for Environmental Education. 
Proposal reviewer for the 2008 Presentation, 
Mid-Western Educational Research Association 
(MWERA). 
Member of the following committees and orga­
nizations: 2009 Member of the Dayton Regional 
Green 3 committee, Wegerzyn Gardens Youth and 
Family Education Council Advisory Board, Evaluator 
Wildlife Forever Outdoors Advisory Panel Member, 
University Faculty Implementation Advisory Board 
Member, Ohio Department of Natural Resources, 
Project Wild Advisory Board Member, Environ­
mental Education Council of Ohio; North American 
Association of Environmental Education. 
Served on the following university committees: 
WSU Sustainability Taskforce, CEHS representa­
tive, Common Text Selection Committee, CEHS 
representative, Faculty Advisor for WSU Gang 
Green (formerly WSU Recycling Club), Science and 
Mathematics Education Curriculum Committee, 
WSU Buildings and Grounds Committee, CEHS 
representative. 
Served on the following department committees: 
4th/5th Grades ECE Endorsement Group, Science 
Chair, Search Committee - Mathematics Education 
position. 
Patricia Renick-Wood (Associate Professor) 
Chair of Teacher Education Curriculum Committee. 
Program Area Coordinator Intervention Specialist/ 
Special Education. 
Program Area Coordinator Transition to Work 
Program. 
Program Area Coordinator Mild/Moderate 
Education Needs Program. 
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Member, University Transition to Semesters 
Committee. 
Member, Department Promotion and Tenure 
Committee. 
Member, College Diversity Committee. 
Wrote NCATE Report for Mild/Moderate Education 
Needs Licensure. 
Wrote NCATE Report for Transition to Work 
Endorsement. 
Edited FalllWinter Edition of The Electronic Journal 
for Inclusive Education. 
Kenneth Rosengarten (Associate Professor) 
Developed a service-learning component in ED 210. 
Observed all of the student teachers in their final 
clinical experience. 
Involved four college students in the writing of a 
paper for publication. 
Attended SmartBoard training at both campuses. 
Served as advisor for Phi Theta Kappa organization. 
Presented and attended the Association for 
University Regional Campuses of Ohio (AURCO) 
Conference. 
Member of the following professional organiza­
tions: Association for Supervision and Curriculum 
Development, International Reading Association, 
American Reading Forum, and National Association 
for the Education of Young Children. 
Served on the following college committees: 
Undergraduate Petitions Committee. 
Served on the following department committees: 
Teacher Education Committee, Budget Priority 
Committee, Early Childhood Committee, Reading 
and Literacy Committee. 
Kenneth Schatmeyer (Associate Professor) 
Awarded the Online Teaching and Learning Certifi­
cate from the Center for Teaching and Learning at 
Wright State University, April 2009. 
Delivered the following professional development 
workshops: Developing WebQuests to Promote 
Problem-Based Learning (for the Early Childhood 
Education Program), January - May 2009; facili­
tated professional development meetings for 
revising the TED Bylaws, January - May 2009. 
Supervised students' practicum experience at 
Fairview Elementary (DPS) and student teachers at 
Fairborn Primary and Wright Campus Schools, and 
served as site liaison for Fairborn Primary School. 
Participated on the Board of Directors, Ohio Council 
of the International Reading Association and the 
Editorial Advisory Board for Ohio Reading Teacher. 
Served as the field faculty trainer for literacy 

specialist coaches in Dayton, Springfield, and 

Cincinnati (Literacy Educator Training Consortium), 

as well as Director of the WSU/Kettering Collabora­

tive Literacy Partnership. 

Member of the following organizations and commit­

tees external to Wright State: Literacy Educator 

Training Consortium (LETC) , International Reading 

Association, Ohio Council of the International 

Reading Association (Past-President), National 

Council of Teachers of English, Ohio Council of 

Teachers of English Language Arts, Association for 

Supervision and Curriculum Development, National 

Reading Conference, College Reading Association, 

Phi Delta Kappa; Studies and Research Committee, 

Ohio Council of the International Reading Associa­

tion; Awards and Scholarships Committee, Ohio 

Council of the International Reading Association, 

Partnership Network Steering Committee (NNER). 

Served on the following university committee: 

Parking Services and Traffic Appeals. 

Served on the following college committees: 

Faculty Affairs Committee (Past-Chair), Information 

Literacy Committee, ERC Advisory Committee, ERC 

Test File Committee. 

Served on the following department committees: 

Reading/Literacy Committee (Chair), Programs 

Advisors Committee, Curriculum Committee, 

Promotion & Tenure Committee, Bylaws Ad Hoc 

Committee. 

Jackie Stevens (Administrative SpeCialist) 
Attended the following seminars and training: 
Banner Admin training, WSU Staff Development 
Days. 
Assisted with the interview process for new 
graduate assistants and a student worker. 
Provided administrative support for TED Curriculum 
Committee, TED Promotion and Tenure Committee, 
and Scholarship Committee. 
Acted as liaison between Greenfield cohort 
students and Teacher Education Department. 
Provided the following student support: cleared 
students for registration, monitored enrollment and 
closed class lists to suggest additional sections to 
meet student needs. 
Provided the following faculty support: created 
independent study courses for faculty, created final 
exam schedules, revised Intervention Specialist 
Licensure Checklist forms, prepared various 
program reports of faculty, courses offered and 
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enrollment, ordered desk/exam copies as requested 
by faculty, submitted quarterly book orders to 
bookstore, collected course syllabi for retention by 
department. 
Provided the following support to Teacher 
Education Department: assisted department chair 
with changes to projected schedule and proofs 
each quarter, consolidated requested changes from 
faculty, prepared faculty load reports to department 
chair, advised Student Services of courses offered 
for Phase I graduate teacher preparation programs. 
Rebecca Teed (Assistant Professor) 
Served on the following college committees: 

Center for Math and Science Education Curriculum 

Committee, Teacher Education Council, Science 

and Math Education Council. 

Served on the following department committees: 

Master of Science and Teaching - Earth Science 

Committee. 

Participated in the Dayton Regional STEM School 

Global Climate Change Unit Planning Meeting. 

Jim Tomlin (Professor) 
Site liaison, Bellbrook Middle School. 
Praxis III assessor. 
NNER Journal Committee member. 
NNER Tripartite Council member. 
WeEXCEL Center Executive Council member. 
AYA-Science Program Advisor. 
Science Program Area Coordinator. 
Center for Math and Science Education Steering 
Committee member. 
Member of WSU: University Promotion and Tenure 
Committee, Unit Assessment Committee, Center for 
Math and Science Education, CEHS Partnerships 
Committee, Teacher Education Council, Science 
and Math Education Council, Classroom Teacher: 
Advanced Studies Committee. 
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Division of Professional 

Development 

Director and 
ED lINK-12 Director Don Walls 
Support Staff 
Sue Artz-Bevan Student Services Specialist 
Lori Luckner Office Assistant II 
Paul Wotherspoon Program Coordinator 
Adjunct Faculty 51 
Executive Summary 
The Division of Professional Development (DPD) 
works to provide quality professional development 
programs for area school districts and area educators. 
This is done in a variety of ways including, but not 
limited to: helping individual school districts set up 
professional development programs for their staff and 
encouraging local educators to work with their district 
and share their expertise in various topics. 
With competition growing, it is important that DPD 
offer quality programs with knowledgeable adjuncts. 
One way this is accomplished is by offering a number 
of reduced tuition (flat rate) courses to area school 
districts. This keeps the division competitive with other 
sister institutions without compromising quality. 
The division began offering one-day educator 
workshops in an effort to bring important information 
at a competitive price to area educators. Hopefully, 
this will be a benefit not only to DPD, but to its many 
school partners. 
The Division of Professional Development is happy 
to collaborate with many "outside" entities and help 
them in offering or establishing professional develop­
ment for their clientele. 
DPD encourages staff attendance at various confer­
ences to help further develop programs of interest 
and also to find out different, effective ways of doing 
business. 
In the 2008-2009 academic year, an emphasis was 
placed on expanding the way in which Wright State 
University and the Division of Professional Devel­
opment could partner with area school districts in 
providing quality professional development programs 
at a reduced tuition for their teachers. It has been 
embraced by a number of school districts and has 
helped WSU to remain competitive in the professional 
development marketplace. 
Another important part of the Division of Profes­
sional Development is the Educational Leadership 
Information Network (ED LlNK-12). This popular 
program provides area educators, such as superin­
tendents, principals, curriculum directors, guidance 
counselors, business managers, and transportation 
supervisors an arena to discuss current concerns 
in their districts, network about new mandates in 
education, and experience a general meeting of like­
minded professionals to discuss day-to-day activities 
of their schools. 
The Division of Professional Development remains 
committed to offering quality workshops that are inno­
vative, current, appropriate and useful to educators 
and human service professionals. 
Division Activities 
The division continues to make great strides 
through presentation of many services to educational 
institutes and human services agencies. 
• Held summer course programs at the Kettering 
Center and on campus. 
• Generated tuition revenue for the university and 
CEHS through graduate and undergraduate credit 
workshops during staff development institutes, one 
weekend-one credit hour programs, classes, and 
conferences. 
• Worked with the College Board Advanced 
Placement Program to offer six courses through an 
Advanced Placement Institute. 
• Continued to update DPD web page from within 
the division to include current listings of relevant 
conferences and forums, classes, workshops, 
seminars, and link to the CEHS home page. 
• Extended outreach efforts in collaboration 
with Lake Campus, University of Dayton, Sinclair 
Community College, Wright Patterson Air Force Base 
and multiple school districts in Southwest Ohio. 
• Continued effective communications and collabo­
ration with internal departments including Educational 
Leadership, Teacher Education, Human Services, 
and Student Services, and campus offices including 
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Office of the Registrar, Office of the Bursar, Kettering 
Center, College of Science and Mathematics, School 
of Professional Psychology, and Lake Campus. 
• Maintained collaborative partnerships with 
external agencies and institutions including Miami 
Valley Special Education Regional Resource Center, 
Kettering City Schools, Springfield City Schools, 
Catholic Education Collaborative and Sinclair 
Community College. 
ED UNK-12 
The Educational Leadership Information Network 
for grades K-12 (ED LlNK-12) is a field-based 
program coordinating professional staff development 
programs designed for individual school districts with 
dedication and emphasis on school improvement. 
The ED LlNK-12 networks provide an excellent 
forum for sharing ideas, giving attendees a casual 
yet professional atmosphere to discuss school 
activities, curriculum and instruction concerns, and 
administrative issues. District representatives attend 
approximately three network meetings throughout 
the school year. Wright State provides a facilitator for 
the meeting. District representatives have an oppor­
tunity to decide the content of each meeting through 
advanced notice of the meetings with a mailer to 
return to Wright State designating agenda items they 
wish to discuss. 
ED LlNK-12 provided 31 school systems with 
approximately 44 combined professional staff devel­
opment programs that involved approximately 637 
administrative and personnel participants. This 
program is heavily involved in planning for school 
improvement, collaborative inservice training support 
and instruction, and coordinating district-wide 
professional development for its member schools. 
The program served approximately 7,475 teachers/ 
administrators and approximately 118,616 students 
within 14 counties. 
Staff Highlights 
Sue Artz-Bevan (Student Services Specialist) 
Assisted with the Advanced Placement Summer 
Institute. 
Facilitated on-campus workshops and Kettering 
Center workshops. 
Collaborated with Wright State's Math Department 
to offer two workshops with Pearson Achievement 
Solutions. 
Worked with PBS TeacherLine and ThinkTV to 
offer online workshops. 
Worked with Vandalia Butler Schools, Springfield 
City Schools, Fairborn City Schools, Indian Lake 
Schools, and Preble and Montgomery County 
ESC's to offer workshops. 
Worked with employee contracts and account infor­
mation as well as financial transactions and student 
information. 
Supervised student workers. 
Helped with the Ohio Staff Council of Higher 
Education (OSCHE) hosted by Wright State Clas­
sified Staff. It was attended by Columbus State, 
Ohio University, Lorain County Community, Miami 
University, Bowling Green, Sinclair, Ohio State, and 
University of Akron. 
Attended Staff Development Day. 
Member of the following university committee(s): 
Representative for the Classified Staff on the Classi­
fied Staff Advisory Council (CSAC) and serve on the 
following committees: CSAC Election Committee, 
CSAC Parking and Transportation and Parking 
Appeals, WSU Golf Scramble. 
Lori Sue Luckner (Office Assistant II) 
Attended "How to Design Attention-Grabbing 

Brochures, Catalogs, Ads, Newsletters and 

Reports" offered by Skill path. 

Assisted with the Advanced Placement Summer 
Institute. 
Facilitated on-campus workshops. 
Worked with agencies off campus to schedule 
meetings for the ED LlNK-12 program. 
Member of the following university committee(s): 
Vice President, Wright State Organization for 
Women. 
Member of the following committee(s)/association(s) 
external to Wright State: Fairborn Art Associa­
tion (past president and on Board of Directors); 
Fairborn Sweet Corn Festival (chairperson); Aero 
Chapter #536 Order of Eastern Star, Fairborn 
(secretary); Order of the Eastern Star, District #18 
Charities Director in Ohio; Co-Coach and Manager 
for Abiding Christ Lutheran Church softball team; 
Fairborn Heritage Days Festival Committee (Board 
of Directors); City of Riverside's Parks and Recre­
ation Board (Board Member). 
Don Walls (Division and ED LlNK-12 Director) 
Worked with Springfield City Schools in developing 
Highly Qualified Teacher (HQT) courses for approxi­
mately 40 staff members. 
Continued working with the Air Force Teacher Asso­
ciation and TechFest with workshop development. 
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Represented CEHS at the Catholic Education 
Collaboration meetings. 
Provided support in collaboration with the Univer­
sity of Virginia program: National Center for 
Research on Early Childhood Education. 
Coordinated and collaborated with COLA in the 
development of a summer workshop with the 
Asian-Chinese Study Grant. 
Developed a better working relationship with the 
Registrar's Office in handling DPD registrants. 
Remained a liaison with all ED LINK groups and 
Wright State University. 
Coordinated another successful Advanced 
Placement Summer Institute. 
Member of the following college committee(s): 
Chairs; Dean's Cabinet; Local Professional 
Development; ERC Advisory; Teacher Education 
Council; Partnership Committee; Communications 
Committee; Asian-Chinese Study Grant Committee 
member. 
Member of the following committee(s)/ 
association(s) external to Wright State: Kettering 
Rotary Foundation to provide scholarships to 
area seniors; MON-DAY Community Correction 
Institution, appointed by county commissioners 
to the Facility Governing Board; Trustee for the 
Miami Valley Military Affairs Association; Education 
Foundation meeting for Centerville, Kettering 
and Oakwood; Trustee for Partners for Healthy 
Youth; Mentoring two senior students at Fairmont 
High School; Catholic Education Collaboration 
Committee; Day of Service Mentor. 
Paul Wotherspoon (Program Coordinator) 
Coordinated and developed the professional devel­
opment weekend workshops that were attended 
by a host of area educators. 
Facilitated ED LlNK-12 programs for business 
managers, curriculum directors, high school prin­
cipals and middle school principals throughout the 
southwestern and west central Ohio regions. 
Actively marketed the concept of "customized 
professional development" with area school 
districts. 
Served as president of the Board of Directors for 
the Miamisburg City Schools Secondary Digital 
Academy. 
Worked with the initiative to provide dual enroll­
ment opportunities to area high school students at 
Wright State University. 
Member of the following committee(s)/association(s) 
external to Wright State: Ohio Association of School 
Business Officials; Ohio Association of Supervision 
and Curriculum Administrators; Phi Delta Kappa; 
Board of Directors for the Miamisburg City Schools 
Secondary Digital Academy. 
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Educational Resource Center 

Director 	 Travis Bautz (through 
January 2009) 
Stephanie Bange (beginning 
May 2009) 
Support Staff 
Elizabeth Styers 	 Media Resource Assistant 
Executive Summary 
The Charles and Renate Frydman Educational 
Resource Center (ERG) supports the College of 
Education and Human Services (CEHS) by providing 
materials, services, and state-of-the-art equipment 
needed by educators and those in the human service 
professions. The Instructional Materials Center (lMG) 
is the library-type area of the ERC and the Media 
Production Lab (MPL) is a hands-on lab for creating 
classroom, multi-media presentation materials. 
Throughout the year, efforts were made to evaluate, 
supplement, and improve the resources, services, 
and events provided by the ERC. A brief summary of 
accomplishments is as follows: 
• Evaluation and removal of older, dated, or 
underused resources including equipment, software, 
textbooks, and library resources. 
• Acquisition of new materials to replace or 
update discarded resources including computers, 
camcorders, scanners, laptops, microphones, printers, 
books, media, tests, and periodicals. 
• Hosting the annual ERC "pumpkin decorating" 
contest, which was jointly won by the CEHS Dean's 
Office/Division of Professional Development and the 
ERC. 
• Collaboration with faculty and staff in coordi­
nating special events. A select listing includes a WSU 
Disability Services roundtable, along with additional 
numerous integrated classroom presentations. 
• Hosting two Scholastic book fairs, netting the ERC 
additional support for needed resources. 
Statistically, the ERC has noted an increase in 
overall foot traffic based on security gate crossing 
counts while the circulation counts for materials has 
also increased over last school year. 
WebCheck background checks are required by 
a number of state, federal, and private agencies of 
persons who will be working with children, persons 
with developmental disabilities, or aging adults. 
Besides being required of educators, WebCheck back­
ground checks are required also of those in nursing, 
those considering adoption, and those working for the 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security. The WebCheck 
background check service is available for the general 
public, as well as WSU affiliations, and has become a 
heavily used ERC service. 
As a support unit, the ERC promoted the college 
and hosted activities by offering use of space. Select 
examples of CEHS events hosted by the ERC include: 
• Academic Green and Gold Days for prospective 
students and their families held in the fall and spring. 
• CEHS Student Employee recognition luncheon for 
National Student Employment Week in April. 
• Pit Crew recognition ceremony in May. 
• Numerous departmental, committee, and service 
organization meetings held in the ERC's Media Produc­
tion Lab or Conference Room. 
• Display of class projects and resources for college 
or campus viewing. 
In addition, the ERC Media Production Lab 
served as the document/work room for the Board of 
Examiners team during the fall 2008 NCATE site visit. 
In 2008-2009, the circulation of materials for the 
Dayton Holocaust Resource Center (DHRG) increased 
316% over the previous year. During this time period, 
just under 600 books and over 350 movies were 
borrowed from the collection. Approximately 300 
new items were added; formats included audiobooks, 
documentary and feature movies, fiction and non­
fiction titles for both adults, children, and teenagers. 
We expect usage of these materials to continue to 
increase as efforts to market the collection to the larger 
community are stepped up. 
The role of the DHRC is to serve as a resource 
for educators in the Miami Valley Area and beyond 
(through resource sharing means such as OhioLlNK). 
It is intended for their use in teaching units on the 
Holocaust extending to include modern day genocides 
and for research on related topics. 
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The ERC staff has worked together with students, 
faculty, and staff to continuously improve the resources, 
services, and events entrusted to our care. We are 
grateful for all of the feedback we have received and 
look forward to continuing to serve the CEHS community 
in the coming academic year! 
Staff Highlights 
Stephanie Bange (Director - beginning May 2009) 
Member of the American Library Association (ALA). 
Member of ALA Campaign for America's Libraries 
Subcommittee. Attended ALA Midwinter Meeting, 
January 2009. 
Member of Academic Library Association of Ohio 
(ALAO). Member of ALAO Curriculum Material 
Centers Interest Group. Attended ALAO Spring 
Meeting, May 2009. 
Presentations made and projects lead: Dayton Asso­
ciation for Young Children (DAYC) break-out program 
presenter, "Eek! School's Out! 25 New Titles to Use 
with School Age Children" (September 2008); WSU 
ERC panelist/presenter, "How to Locate Great New 
Books for Kids" (September 2008); Dayton Metro 
Library Staff Training break-out program co-presenter, 
"New Titles to Suggest when the Children's Librarian 
is Out" (October 2008); Kentucky Library Associa­
tion Annual Conference featured program presenter, 
"Kids! @ Your Library" (October 2008); Dayton Metro 
Library panelist/presenter, "Audiobooks" (November 
2008); John F. Kennedy Elementary School, Literacy 
Night keynote speaker (November 2008); Dayton 
Metro Library Kids! @ Your Library Week system-wide 
organizer (March 2009); Van Buren Middle School 
Career Day presenter (May 2009). 
Attended the following professional development: 
Ohio/Kentucky/Indiana (OKI) Children's Literature 
Conference (October 2008), Virginia Hamilton Chil­
dren's Multicultural Literature Conference (April 2009), 
Library Journal webcast: "Returning the Researcher 
to the Library," parts 1-2 (of 4) (June 2009). 
Travis Bautz (Director - through January 2009) 
Attended: CEHS Annual Retreat, Ohio/Kentucky/ 
Indiana (OKI) Children's Literature Conference, SOITA 
Annual Conference, WSU Staff Development Day, 
American Library Association (ALA) Annual Confer­
ence. 
Member of the following college committees: CEHS 
Dean's Cabinet, CEHS Technology. 
Member and presider of the following department 
committees: ERC Advisory, ERC Test File. 
Elizabeth Styers (Media Resource Assistant) 
Attended: Southwestern Ohio Instructional Technology 
Association/Greater Miami Valley Educational Tech­
nology (SOITA) Conference, Wright State University 
Staff Development Day, Procurement Card Training, 
and informational session for Career & Technical 
Education Administrators in Southwest Ohio. 
Member of the following department committees: ERC 
Advisory, ERC Test File. 
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Educational Resource Center 
Usage Figures 

Summer 2008 - Spring 2009 

Educational Resource Center 
Security gate crossings 
(records both inbound and 
outbound) 
Instructional Materials Center 
Automated checkouts 
Manual checkouts 
In-house use 
Occasional classes/ 
workshops (not tours) 
Tours 
Material bookings 
Media Production lab 
Cash and Banner sales 
Open lab attendance 
Regularly scheduled classes 
Occasional classes/work­
shoDs/meetinas 
Tours 
WebCheck Fingerprinting 
Number of Transactions 
BCIO 
FBIO 
BFBI 
TOTAL 
Summer 
2008 
18,901 
1,889 

0 

2 

0 

0 

117 

$742.22 

579 

2 

2 

2 

124 

93 

587 

804 

Fall 
2008 
41,584 
2,497 

177 

6 

2 

2 

156 

$1,016.28 

799 

3 

6 

1 

216 

48 

366 

630 

Winter 
2009 
39,382 
2,756 

0 

28 

5 
1 

86 

$763.70 

1095 

4 

4 

1 

229 

16 

392 

637 

Spring 
2009 
41,317 
2,977 

0 

47 

0 
3 

91 

$600.08 

975 

2 

5 

0 

174 

13 

310 

497 

TOTAL 
141,184 
10,119 

177 

83 

7 

6 

450 

$3122.28 

3448 

11 

17 

4 

743 

170 

1655 

2568 
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Quarterly Circulation of Dayton Holocaust Resource Center (DHRC) Materials* 
*fiqures included in automated checkout statistics 
Summer 2008 Fall 2008 Winter 2009 Sprinq 2009 Year Total 
Books 83 210 143 157 593 
Vertical Files 0 8 0 0 8 
Nonprint Items 64 73 70 152 359 
Totals 147 291 213 309 960 
Materials Purchased for DHRC Collection by Approximate # of Items in 

Type DHRC Collection by Year 

Audio/Musical CD 2 2009 2700 
Audiobook 3 2008 1990 
Children's Picture Book 7 2007 1860 
DVD/Documentary 34 2006 1500 
DVD/Feature Film 8 2005 1370 
Education/Instructional 5 2004 1280 
Fiction (Adult) 3 2001 340 
Graphic Novel 1 
JuvenilelYA (Fiction & Non-Fiction) 24 
Literary Anthology 5 
Media Guide 1 
Memoir 13 
Non-Fiction (Adult) 192 
Poetry 1 
Reference (Non-Circulatinq) 6 
Report 1 
TOTAL 306 
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Office of the Dean 

Gregory R. Bernhardt 
Associate Dean Charlotte Harris 
Assistant Dean 
for Administration Donna Hanby 
Assistant Dean for Donna Cole 
Partnerships and 
Clinical Placements 
Staff 
Allyson Copper Administrative Specialist 
Theresa Dorn Data Reporting Analyst 
Joyce Gilmore Administrative Specialist 
Matthew Grushon Director of Grants and 
Major Gifts 
Linda Kauppila Office Assistant II 
Kevin Knapp Computer Systems Admin 2 
Nova Lasky Administrative Support 
Coordinator 
Jonathan Smith Network Administrator 
Kevin Watson Business Manager 
Executive Summary 
See Dean Bernhardt's Executive Summary on page 
1. 
Faculty/Staff Highlights 
Gregory Bernhardt (Professor and Dean) 
President, Dayton Regional STEM School Board. 
Chairperson, Governing Council, National Network 

for Education Renewal. 

Member, Steering Committee, Council of Great City 

Schools Colleges of Education. 

Council of Deans, Graduate Council, Research 

Council, Co-Chair, Teacher Education Council and 

Chairperson, Mini University Board of Trustees. 

Ohio Department of Education's Committee of 

Practitioners, member. 

EDvention, executive board member. 

Hub Center Director, Ohio STEM Learning Network. 

Unit Head, NCATE. 

Renewed licenses for Professional Clinical 
Counselor and Psychologist in Ohio. 
Grant funding - $1.9 million - Dayton Regional 
STEM School (ODE & OSLN funding). 
Allyson Copper (Administrative Specialist) 
Served as chair of the CEHS Classified Staff, 
September 2008 through June 2009. 
Provided administrative support for the Ohio Core 
Program. 
Provided administrative support prior to and during 
the college's NCATE visit. 
Completed 13 semester hours in the Library and 
Information Science program at Kent State Univer­
sity. 
Received the A. Robert Rogers Memorial Scholar­
ship for 2008-2009 from the Kent State School of 
Library and Information Science. 
Attended the following professional development 
sessions: Discovering the Leader in U, As the World 
Changes, and Workplace Etiquette. 
Theresa Dorn (Data Reporting Analyst) 
Prepared reports for the successful CEHS NCATE 
accreditation visit. 
Presented Tk20 to over 14 classes. Trained, 
problem solved, and reviewed keyassess­
ment data with numerous faculty members and 
program teams. Built new or revised rubrics for the 
2008-2009 academic year for program keyassess­
ments. 
Prepared CEHS General Education Area VI report 
for the WSU report. 
Presented and participated in the 2008 CEHS 
Retreat. 
Member of the following college committees: 
Communications, Teacher Education Council, and 
Unit Assessment. 
Member of the Wright Intervention Grant Advisory 
Council. 
Attended trainings: July and December Staff Devel­
opment sessions, Tk20 Advanced FEB training. 
continued 
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Continued EDL coursework in the Organizational 
Leadership Program. 
Guest Speaker for intervention specialist classes 
regarding "A Parent's Perspective of the IEP Process" 
and two on "Teaching Diverse Learners in ECE." 
Joyce Gilmore (Administrative Specialist) 
Representative to Classified Staff Council 2008-2009 
Academic Year). 
Served as a representative from Classified Staff 
Council to Sustainability Committee 2008-2009 
Academic Year). 
Attended Staff Development Day in July 2008 and 
December 2008. 
Attended OSCHE Winter Meeting January 23, 2009 at 
Nutter Center. 
Matt Grushon (Director of Grants and Major Gifts) 
Co-Presenter at NNER 2008 Annual Conference­
"Sustainable Partnerships for Improving STEM 
Education" - Arlington, TX. 
Attended OSLN Target Conference, COSI ­
Columbus, OH. 
Appointed Co-Chair of Dayton Regional STEM 
Scholars' Network planning committee. 
Member of the following college committees: Dean's 
Cabinet, Communications Committee. 
Guest presenter in several CEHS classes regarding 
grant writing for educators. 
Coordinated searches for OSLN-funded positions. 
Donna Hanby (Lecturer and Assistant Dean) 
Member of the following college committee(s): Dean's 
Cabinet, Technology, Local Professional Develop­
ment, Partnership Steering Committee, Teacher 
Education Council (coordinator), Gifted Advisory 
Committee (chair), Communication Committee 
(chair), Unit Assessment Committee (chair), Strategic 
Planning Committee, TED Curriculum Committee, IS 
Federal Grant Advisory Council. 
Member of the following University committees: 
Academic Assessment Coordinators, Undergraduate 
Program Assessment Committee, Ad-Hoc Voluntary 
System of Accountability Study 01SA) Group, COLA 
Quarterly Forum (Co-Chair), COSM Quarterly Forum, 
University Learning Communities College Represen­
tative. 
Member of the following national associations: Phi 
Delta Kappa, National Association for Gifted Children 
(NAGC) Board of Examiners for the National Council 
for Accreditation of Teacher Education, TECSCU 
(Institutional Representative), Eduventures (Institu­
tional Liaison). 
Member of the following state committees: State 
University Education Deans (SUED), ODE Stake­
holders committee, Ohio Association for Gifted 
Children (OAGC), OAGC Higher Ed Committee, 
ODE Accreditation Mentors. 
Teacher Performance Assessment National 
Grant, Lead Institutional Representative for Ohio. 
Presented Teacher Performance Assessment 
Overview and Teaching Event Critiques at the 
Nutter Center, June 2009. 
Elected President-Elect and re-elected member of 
the Board of Trustees for OCTEO for a four-year 
term, April 2009-2013. 
Accreditation mentor for Ohio University and 
University of Dayton, Fall 2008-present. 
Committee member of PreService Connections 
Committee for the Ohio Department of Education. 
Committee Member on Dissertation for Brad 
Summers (Liberty University, Lynchburg, VA). 
Presented Pathwise Level I training for university 
and school partnership faculty at Fairborn High 
School August 2008 and June 2009. 
Facilitated the preparation for the successful 
fall 2008 NCATE site visit (Institutional Report, 
Response to BOE Report, and BOE Rejoinder) 
and related materials for the on-site visit 
November 1-5, 2008. 
Charlotte Harris (Associate Professor and As­
sociate Dean) 
Audit Team Chair, Unit Accreditation Board, 
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher 
Education (NCATE). 
Coordinator and advisor, Classroom Teacher: 
Advanced Studies Program. 
Reviewer, Ohio Journal of Teacher Education. 
Coordinated CEHS collaboration with African and 
African American Studies (COLA) in the develop­
ment of the Competency in the African-American 
Experience certificate program for teacher candi­
dates. 
Coordinated practicum seminar for AYN 
Multi-age teacher candidates as a virtual learning 
community to promote reflective practice and 
cultural effectiveness. 
Coordinated implementation of two Ohio Core 
Support grant programs. 
Member of the following college committees: 
Dean's Cabinet, Graduate Studies (ex-officio), 
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Curriculum and Academic Policy (ex-officio), Faculty 
Affairs (ex-officio), Diversity (ex-officio), Unit Assess­
ment, Partnership Network Steering. 
Member of the following university committees: 
UDAC Cultural Competence (co-chair), Semester 
Transition Team (College Coordinator), Centers of 
Excellence, Choose Ohio First Scholarship, Univer­
sity Classrooms of the Future, Teacher Education 
Council, CEHS, COLA Forum, Science and Math 
Education Council. 
Member of the following professional committees 
and associations: State University Education Deans 
(SUED), Literacy Specialists Endorsement Consor­
tium Advisory, Greene County Career Center Teacher 
Prep Advisory, Warren County Teacher Academy 
Advisory, American Educational Research Associa­
tion (AERA), AERA SIG Research on Women and 
Education (RWE), Women Educators (WE), Kappa 
Delta Pi, and Phi Delta Kappa International. 
linda Kauppila (Office Assistant II) 
Attended Administrative Professional Event -
Personalities, People and Productivity. 
Participated in Staff Development Day - (a) "Personal 
and Home Preparedness for the next Flu Pandemic" 
(b) "Who? Me? Oh, I just work here" (c) "Workplace 
Etiquette" (d) "Dealing with Difficult People" 
Attended all Classified Staff Meetings. Attended 
Audio Session: "Now Hear This! Become a Better 
Listener." Workshop - "Managing Classroom Disrup­
tions and Identifying Disturbing Student Behavior." 
Member of the newly formed WSU Committee, 
"Consortium of Event and Special Program Coordi­
nators." 
Kevin Knapp (Computer Systems Admin 2) 
Member of the following committees: Univer­
sity Assessment Committee, Web Administrators 
Committee, Technology Committee, Unclassified 
Staff Advisory Committee. 
Served as Co-Chair for the President's Awards for 
Excellence. 
Assisted with technology needs of the Dayton 
Regional STEM School. 
Nova Lasky (Admin Support Coordinator) 
Compiled, edited, and published the 2007-2008 
College of Education and Human Services Annual 
Report. 
Served as scribe for "K-12 Education: Ohio's 21st 
Century STEM Education" content session of the 
2008 WSU Regional Summit. 
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Served as notetaker for WSU Tabletop Emergency 
Management exercise. 
Continued coursework toward B.S. in Organiza­
tional Leadership. 
Attended workshop: Adjust your lens: A focus on 
leadership and diversity. 
Served as CEHS unit chair for the 2009 Campus 
Scholarship Campaign reaching 51 % participation. 
Served on the following college committees: 
Dean's Cabinet, Communications. 
Jonathan Smith (Network Administrator) 
Assisted with the development of the technology 
infrastructure for the Dayton Regional STEM School 
(DRSS). 
Provided support to DRSS for the first implementa­
tion of computer technology. 
Completely replaced the computer lab with new 
Apple I-mac computers that have the ability to dual 
boot (Mac OSX & Windows). 
Aided CEHS in being the first to explore and 

implement the dual-boot lab. 

Installed a new SmartBoard in the ERC. 
Replaced and upgraded HPR with a new Apple­
laptop cart. 
Kevin Watson (Business Manager) 
Made a budget presentation to students in the 
Student Affairs in Higher Education program, 
September 2008. 
Saw the college through a routine procurement 
card internal audit with no findings of significant 
noncompliance issues. 
Prepared all necessary fiscal data and reports for 
the successful NCATE visit, November 2008. 
Managed base budget reductions requested by 
university administration. 
Acted as coordinator and liaison for CEHS internal 
audit conducted fall 2008. 
Served on Dean's Cabinet. 
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Office of Graduate Programs 

Director 	 Charles Ryan 

Professor 

Executive Summary 
The Office of Graduate Programs continues to 
concentrate on marketing, recruiting, and oversight of 
graduate programs in the College of Education and 
Human Services (CEHS). For example, occasional memos 
and special reports are published to inform faculty of 
issues related to advising and development of graduate 
programs for students admitted to degree candidacy 
in the college. Marketing materials related to graduate 
programs were routinely distributed at graduate career 
fairs in 2008 as the college was represented at several 
recruitment initiatives. In addition, the Director serves 
on the WSU Enrollment and Marketing Committee to 
assist in planning for increases in graduate enrollment. 
During 2008, three graduate marketing fairs were held to 
increase graduate student enrollment. Analysis of enroll­
ment data for Fall Quarter 2008 indicated a 1.5% increase 
in graduate student head count. 
The Office of Graduate Programs prepares special 
reports for the Dean's Cabinet, faculty, and the Graduate 
Studies Committee of CEHS. For example, the following 
reports were completed, and submitted to the Dean's 
Cabinet and CEHS faculty for review and discussion: 
• Merging of Community and Mental Health Counseling 
programs and deactivation of Community Counseling 
program. 
• Overview of a new MSLD (Leadership) program. 
• Modification of HPR Master of Arts degree. 
• Progress report on the pending Ph.D. in Sustainability 
and Renewal in Organizations. 
The above reports are part of continued efforts to 
examine issues that are of interest to graduate faculty as 
they develop marketing and recruiting programs for all 
existing degree areas in the college. 
The number of course inventory requests, modifica­
tion reports, course deletions and graduate petitions 
continued to increase in 2008-2009 as departments 
have responded to the Registrar's initiative on reviewing 
all courses and deleting those no longer used from the 
course inventory. The committee reviewed 35 course 
inventories, 30 modifications, 18 academic petitions, and 
20 admission petitions in 2008-2009. Graduation reviews 
for 2008-2009 were as follows: 
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• August 2008 - 103 awarded 
• November 2008 - 75 awarded 
• March 2009 - 49 awarded 
• June 2009 - 194 
In sum, the Office of Graduate Programs oversees 
the following activities: 
• Admission processing 
• Student records management 
• Graduation certification checks 
• Processing of Programs of Study, Change of 
Program forms, and Change of Major forms 
• Processing petitions for admission and exceptions 
to academic policy 
• Advising incoming students interested in Teacher 
Education, Human Services, Educational Leader­
ship, and Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
programs 
• Graduate assistantship recruiting and application 
maintenance. 
• Assisting the chair of the Graduate Studies 
Committee by recording meeting minutes, preparing 
agenda materials and providing materials to each 
member. 
• Participating in recruitment efforts for graduate 
programs in the College of Education and Human 
Services by completing routine information requests. 
• Consultation with the Graduate School on the 
development of new academic programs and assis­
tance in periodic review of graduate programs campus 
wide. 
As the Office of Graduate Programs continues to 
examine role and function, it is apparent that one of 
the more important functions is to continue confer­
ring with faculty on a regular basis regarding program 
development, marketing and recruitment services to 
each academic unit within the college and nominating 
outstanding candidates for campus wide awards, thus 
ensuring that students, faculty, and staff in education 
are recognized. 
The office has continued to review candidates for 
the Graduate Council Scholarship Award, the Wright 
State University Graduate Tuition Scholarship program, 
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the Ohio Board of Regents Fellowship award and 
Alumni Scholarship awards. In 2008, one CEHS 
candidate was awarded a $12,000 Graduate Council 
Scholar award. The successful applicant entered an 
education masters program in August 2008. 
The Director of this office serves ex-officio on the 
Graduate Studies Committee with major responsi­
bility for oversight of graduate policies, procedures, 
academic petitions, and program/course develop­
ment. The Director continues to serve on the Policy 
Committee of the University Graduate Council and as 
an alternate member to the Graduate Council. This 
provides opportunities to influence policy and proce­
dures. This office monitors the admission process 
and reviews all candidates graduate status to ensure 
accurate implementation of standards for degree 
programs. Also, responding to information requests 
about CEHS programs from interested candidates 
continues to be a vital function. 
The graduate assistants for the Office of Graduate 
Programs have many varied responsibilities. 
Generally, they maintain a graduate student database 
of 1000 +/-, along with hard file copies for each 
of these students. Over the course of a year, the 
graduate assistants complete approximately 400 
graduation reviews to ensure that graduate students 
are in compliance with Program of Study require­
ments and other graduate school policies, thereby 
clearing them for graduation. Along with this, they are 
responsible for creating files for advisors and each 
new graduate admit. Each of these admits will receive 
a welcome letter to CEHS produced by this office. 
It is anticipated that the student database will move 
to an electronic record keeping system in Fall 2009. 
Finally, records are maintained for petitions, concern 
conference reports and Graduate Studies Committee 
minutes in this office. 
In summary, the Office of Graduate Programs 
continues to work with faculty for fair and equitable 
implementation of graduate policies and procedures. 
All efforts of this office are dedicated to improve and 
strengthen the general graduate culture in the College 
of Education and Human Services. 
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Office of Partnerships and 

Field Experiences 

Director Donna J. Cole 
Professor and Assistant Dean 
for Partnerships and Clinical 
Placements 
Support Staff 
Patricia Long Administrative Specialist 
Ron McDermott Assistant Director 
Mary Jane Walling Administrative Coordinator 
Practicum Supervisors: 53 
Cooperating Teachers/Supervisors: 12 
Executive Summary 
The Office of Professional Field Experiences (OPFE) 
continued to foster the development of superior 
educators who effectively impact all PK-12 student 
learners through quality practicum experiences during 
the 2008-2009 academic year. To reflect the increasing 
importance of the partnerships, the office name was 
adjusted to "Office of Partnerships and Field Experi­
ences." Also, the office of the director was elevated 
to Assistant Dean for Partnerships and Clinical Place­
ments. 
OPFE provided field practicum assignments for both 
undergraduate and graduate students in PK-12 schools 
and other professional sites. During this academic year, 
the office coordinated over 1,340 field assignments for 
undergraduates and graduate level licensure program 
interns. The diverse licensure programs require many 
unique placements. The OPFE staff members continually 
research new placement sites for the various licensure 
programs. Identification of "best practice" sites and 
faculty are gleaned by principals, program advisors, and 
supervisors. 
Communication is a significant goal of OPFE. The 
following details our efforts to strengthen communica­
tion: 
• Phase I orientations for undergraduate students 
entering the education field are offered to improve 
communications with the students. 
• All Early Childhood Education Program under­
graduate participants receive Phase II/Student Teaching 
orientations. 
• Graduate level licensure program orienta­
tions are held for both fall and winter/spring intern­
ships. 
• To improve communication and mentoring 
in practicum experiences, cooperating teachers 
and clinical faculty are encouraged to attend Tk20 
training, which is offered each term. 
• To improve the delivery of accurate informa­
tion to students, the OPFE web site was divided 
into separate pages for each individual licensure 
program or phase, addressing each program's 
required practicum criteria. 
• During the course of the past year, the office 
received over 450 walk-in visitors and responded to 
an average of 2,000 email inquiries each month. 
• OPFE made approximately 30 classroom 
visits during the year to provide technical assistance 
with field experience binders on Tk20 and to answer 
questions and provide clarification on program 
practicum expectations. 
CT/CF criteria requires a minimum of three years 
teaching experience (or two years with recommen­
dation from their administrator), master's degree, 
or extensive in-service training, along with current 
certification (or licensure) in the candidate's antici­
pated area of licensure, and PRAXIS/Pathwise or 
Ohio First training. OPFE offered tri-annual (fall, 
winter, and summer) PRAXIS/Pathwise training 
sessions for college faculty, university supervisors, 
clinical faculty, and cooperating teachers. This 
training fostered knowledge and understanding of 
PRAXIS, the four domains and nineteen criteria, 
which serve as the basis for our student teacher/ 
intern final assessment. 
The supervision staff assisted in the design, 
implementation, and evaluation of practicum expe­
riences and played an integral role in pre-service 
teacher development. Content area specialists 
are encouraged to be involved in candidates' final 
intern/student teaching assessments. Supervisors 
guide candidate development and promote the 
demonstration of candidate knowledge and skills. 
School sites that are within a 30-mile radius of 
Wright State typically house WSU student place­
ments. OPFE requested that administrators in 
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potential area schools recommend and identify 
teachers willing to host students in their classrooms, 
usually in January. Many supervisors and CEHS 
faculty members assisted OPFE with public relations, 
placements, and problem solving. 
Applications are located on the Tk20 site for 
students requesting field practicum assignments. 
Electronic formats of all forms are available in binders 
on Tk20 for students, teachers, and supervisors. 
The requirements for the National Council for 
Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE), specific 
content association standards, and state standards are 
being assimilated on the field practicum assessments. 
The college's identified dispositions are infused in each 
practicum assessment. 
OPFE has an ongoing triangular collection of longi­
tudinal data on the following: 
• Student perception of OPFE, supervisors, and 
cooperating teachers/clinical faculty; 
• Cooperating teacher assessment of contact 
with OPFE and the supervisor; 
• Supervisor assessment of OPFE and the coop­
erating teacher. 
Identified growth areas provide opportunities to 
improve and strengthen the office's commitment to 
developing superior educators. 
Phase I, Phase II, and Phase III course packet infor­
mation for teacher candidates is available on Tk20. All 
practica and clinical forms reflect the PRAXIS domains 
and conceptual framework strands, and identify 
Specialized Professional Association (SPA) guidelines. 
Supervisors are responsible for submitting all end-of­
term practicum assessments and student teaching 
internship forms electronically via Tk20. 
Partnerships 
Eight PK-12 school districts have formal agreements 
with Wright State's College of Education and Human 
Services. The following are partnership districts: 
• Dayton Public Schools 
• Fairborn City Schools 
• Milton-Union Exempted Village Schools 
• Reading Community Schools 
• Sugarcreek Local Schools 
• Trotwood-Madison City Schools 
• Troy City Schools 
• West Carrollton City Schools 
The primary goals of the partnerships are to 
enhance students' achievement in the PK-12 schools, 
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to provide a vehicle for better understanding between 
the schools and the university, to have better teachers 
and better schools through quality preparation of 
teacher candidates, and to provide quality practicum 
sites for teacher candidates to learn the art and 
science of teaching. 
The goal of the partnership office was to increase 
the number of teacher candidate placements in partner 
schools to 85%, with an emphasis on long-term 
placements in Dayton Public Schools and Trotwood­
Madison City School districts. That was accom­
plished. Presentations were made to several schools 
in the two districts that highlighted the partnership, 
co-teaching as method of instruction, and expectations 
of hosting teacher candidates. Many new cooperating 
teachers were identified as interested in serving as 
mentors to teacher candidates. 
Site liaisons playa key role in building a strong 
rapport between the clinical faculty and the university 
community. All site liaisons are encouraged to hold 
building-level advisory meetings, which are to include 
upcoming events, creating a better understanding of 
the expectations of a teacher candidate and the role of 
the cooperating teacher. Site liaisons, because of their 
knowledge of the building/district, can make recom­
mendations to OPFE on which teachers utilize best 
practices in their classroom and model good teacher 
behavior. It is the goal of the partnership office to 
increase the number of university faculty in CEHS to 
take a more active role in the schools by serving as a 
site liaison or a mentor to a new principal. 
The Partnership Network Steering Committee 
meetings were held this year. This forum has given 
partnership schools/districts the opportunity to share 
their strengths with others. At the January meeting, 
Fairborn High School Assistant Principal, Belinda 
Banks, presented the "Freshman Focus" program, an 
initiative that is designed to help freshmen students 
make a successful transition to high school. West 
Carrollton's Superintendent, Rusty Clifford, presented 
the "40 Developmental Assets," which promote an 
atmosphere where all young people are valued and 
action strategies are put in place that create a safe 
school atmosphere for all races, ethnicities, cultures, 
genders, religions, economic backgrounds, sexual 
orientation, and abilities in the schools and the 
community. At the January meeting, Michael Cusack, 
EDL Assistant Professor, informed participants of a 
new sports management program in HPR and Nimisha 
Patel and Tracey Kramer presented on co-teaching, 
a model that has the teacher candidate planning and 
delivering instruction along with the clinical faculty. 
Trotwood-Madison principal Deborah Smith and 
teachers Jennifer Zent and Tanya Mikesell shared their 
initiative of co-teaching in the elementary grades, a 
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program that places two licensed teachers in each 
classroom. 
This July 2009, two principals will be attending the 
NNER summer symposium, Agenda for Education in a 
Democracy, in Seattle, Washington. David Lawrence, 
principal at Thurgood Marshall High School, Dayton 
Public Schools, and Jeffery Hall, principal at the 
Trotwood-Madison Early Learning Center will have 
the opportunity to meet with colleagues across the 
NNER network to share conversation and study 
what it means to have schools embedded in social 
democracy. 
Faculty/Staff Highlights 
Donna Cole (Professor and Assistant Dean) 
Conducted six student teaching/cooperating 
teacher orientations, led MC/AYNMA orientations, 
led six Phase I Orientations, and conducted two 
supervisor meetings. 
WSU representative on the NNER Tri-Partite 
Council and served as continuing NNER associate. 
Attended the fall 2008 OCTEO Conference and 
presented at the 2008 NNER Conference, March 
2009 National At-Risk Conference, and the March 
2009 National Professional School Conference. 
Authored the OPFE annual report information. 
Member of the following: Ohio Forum of Field 
Directors, Richard Allen Schools Education 
Committee, Dayton, OH, Association of Teacher 
Education (ATE), Children's Academy Board, 
Springfield, OH. 
Served as a member of the following TED commit­
tees: Middle Childhood, AdolescentIYoung Adult, 
Promotion and Tenure, Professional Development, 
and By Laws. 
Served as a member of the following college 
committees: Unit Assessment, Dean's Cabinet, 
Strategic Planning, CEHS Communication, Local 
Professional Development Committee and Part­
nership Steering Committee Co-Chair. 
Served as a member of the following university 
committees: Teacher Education Council, Graduate 
Council, Ohio Cooperative Education and Intern­
ship Program (OCEIP),COLNCEHS Quarterly 
Forum. 
Served on the eight Partnership Steering Commit­
tees and the Network Partnership Steering 
Committee. 
Awarded $1,500 International Seed Grant from the 
University Center for International Education for 
2008-2009. 
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Ron McDermott (Assistant Director) 
Served as Partnership Coordinator, Assistant 
Director of Field Experiences (OPFE), and Coor­
dinator for Early Childhood Education (ECE) 
placements and orientations. 
Presented ECE Pre-Service Teacher, Clinical 
Faculty, and Field Supervisor orientations. 
Served as Site Liaison and supervised pre-service 
teachers at Dayton Early College Academy (DECA). 
Judged for Dayton Public Schools City Spelling 
Bee and presented at Fairborn City Schools Hall of 
Honor. 
Certified as a trainer by Ohio Department of 
Education as a Child Abuse, Safety, and Violence 
Trainer. 
Attended The Ohio Confederation of Teacher 
Education Organizations (OCTEO) Conference. 
Served on the Wright State University Boonshoft 
School of Medicine Weekend Intervention Program 
Advisory Board. 
Served on the Wright State University Boonshoft 
School of Medicine Center for Interventions, 
Treatment and Addictions Research (CITAR) 
Advisory Board. 
Served on the following committees: Unit 
Assessment Committee, CEHS Communications 
Committee, Early Childhood Advisory Board. 
Awarded $1,500 International Seed Grant from the 
University Center for International Education for 
2008-2009. 
Mary Jane Walling (Administrative Coordinator) 
Communicated practicum requests for confirmation 
with area school district and school site administra­
tors. 
Assisted with coordination and/or presentation/ 
co-presentation of field practicum orienta­
tions: Undergraduate Phase I ECE & MNMC/ 
AYA (quarterly), Undergraduate Phase I Music (as 
needed/requested by the department), Undergrad­
uate HPR Checkpoint I (quarterly), Undergraduate 
ECE Internship (quarterly), Student Teaching 
(graduate & undergraduate quarterly sessions). 
Graduate Licensure Program (multiple sessions for 
each cohort group beginning program Fall Quarter 
2008 and Winter Quarter 2009). 
Web site revisions for Office of Partnerships and 
Field Experiences site pages (quarterly and as 
needed). 
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Adjustments as needed to practicum course 
paperwork and Tk20 electronic field experience 
binders. 
Cooperating Teacher/University Supervisor Tk20 
training sessions - two dates offered quarterly 
(Winter/Spring/Fall). 
Miscellaneous classroom visits as requested to 
offer review of practicum expectations and address 
candidates' questions (MCE, ILA, etc.). 
Attended Field Director Forum meetings when 

requested. 

Patricia long (Administrative Specialist) 
Managed the finances for the Office of Partner­
ships and Field Experiences under the direction of 
Dr. Donna Cole, including payment of supervisors, 
payment of cooperating teachers, payments for 
mileage, and reconciliation of books. 
Organized the Supervisors Meetings for Fall 2008 
and Winter and Spring 2009 and prepared the 
minutes. 
Provided general oversight for Student Teacher 
Orientations during Fall 2008, Winter 2009, and 
Spring 2009. 
Coordinated the preparation of the Annual Report 
and compiled OPFE statistics. 
Provided administrative support for placements and 
assisted with Tk20. 
Served as mentor to the supervisor for teacher 
candidates in Modern Languages and OPFE liaison 
to Modern Language Department. 
Attended the following workshops: 2009 Administra­
tive Professionals Event "SUCCESS at work - It's 
More Than Meets The ... Ear" and CTL workshop 
"Managing Classroom Disruptions and Identifying 
Disturbing Student Behavior." 
continued 
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Partnership School Liaisons 

School 
Baker Middle School 
Bellbrook High School 
Bellbrook Middle School 
Bell Creek Intermediate School 
C.F. Holliday Elementary School 
Charity Adams Earley Academy for Girls 
Fairborn High School 
Fairborn Intermediate School 
Fairborn Primary School 
Fairborn Wright Campus 
Frank Nicholas Elementary School 
Franklin Montessori School 
Harry Russell Elementary School 
Harold Schnell Elementary School 
Horace Mann Elementary School 
Kemp Elementary School 
Meadowdale Elementary School 
Milton-Union Elementary and High Schools 
Milton-Union Middle School 
Orville Wright Elementary School 
Reading Community Schools 
Ruskin Elementary School 
Stephen Bell Elementary School 
Stivers School for the Arts 
Thurgood Marshall High School 
Trotwood-Madison City Schools 
Troy City Elementary Schools 
Troy Jr High and High Schools 
West Carrollton High School 
West Carrollton Middle School 
Wilbur Wright Middle School 
Site Liaison 
Nimisha Patel 
Nancy Sturtz 
Jim Tomlin 
Dave Herick 
Jim Dunne 
Ann Farrell 
Steve Graham 
Tracey Kramer 
Ken Schatmeyer 
Stacy Delacruz 
Joyce Rains 
Barb Calhoun 
Joyce Rains 
Gary Alexander 
Cathy Keener 
Jackie Collier 
Ernie Flamm 
Jerry Baker 
Mary Ellen Bargerhuff 
Will Mosier 
AI Riley 
Susan Brenner 
Mike Dingledine 
Jim Frantz 
Rob Banks 
Mac Howard 
Joe Bledsoe 
Gene Paul 
Noeleen Mcllvenna 
Linda Ramey 
Anna Lyon 
continued 
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Field Placement Statistical Data 
Phase I 
Phase II 
Phase III 
Phase 
Total 
Individual Students Placed 
Summer Fall 
17 175 
0 154 
1 75 
18 404 
Winter 
148 
201 
42 
391 
Spring 
173 
92 
158 
423 
Term 
Summer 
Fall 
Winter 
Spring 
Total 
Students 
Completed 
17 
175 
148 
173 
513 
Phase I Placements 
Placements 
Placements 
Coordinated 
Dropped / Not 
Approved 
18 1 
199 16 
171 24 
199 22 
587 63 
Placements 
Moved / 
Changed 
0 
7 
5 
4 
16 
Buildings 
6 
59 
56 
58 
179 
Summer 
Fall 
Winter 
Spring 
Term 
Phase I Field Supervision 
Full Time Faculty 
Part Time / Adjunct 
Faculty 
1 3 
11 21 
11 16 
7 18 
Total # of Supervisors 
4 
32 
27 
25 
Term 
Summer 
Fall 
Winter 
Spring 
Total 
Phase II Undergraduate Placements 
Students Placements Placements 
Placements 
Completed Coordinated Dropped 
Moved / 
ChanQed 
0 0 0 0 
62 69 1 6 
74 74 0 0 
51 55 12 1 
187 198 13 7 
Buildings 
0 
26 
31 
26 
83 
Term 
Summer 
Fall 
Winter 
Spring 
Total 
Students 
Completed 
0 
92 
127 
41 
260 
Phase II Graduate Placements 
Placements Placements 
Coordinated Dropped 
0 0 
98 0 
135 1 
43 0 
276 1 
Placements 
Moved 
0 
5 
7 
2 
14 
Buildings 
0 
40 
43 
23 
106 
continued 
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Phase II Field Supervision 
Part Time / Adjunct 
Term Full Time Faculty Total # of Supervisors
Faculty 
Summer 0 0 0 
Fall 12 22 34 
Winter 10 24 34 
Spring 9 20 29 
Phase III Undergraduate Student Teaching Placements 
Term 
Students 
Completed 
Placements 
Coordinated 
Placements 
Dropped / Not 
Approved 
Placements 
Moved / 
Changed 
Buildings 
Summer 0 0 0 0 0 
Fall 31 32 0 1 21 
Winter 30 30 0 0 30 
Spring 55 55 0 0 35 
Total 116 117 0 1 86 
Phase III Graduate Student Teaching Placements 
Placements Placements
Students Placements
Term Dropped / Not Moved / Buildings
Completed Coordinated 
Approved Changed 
Summer 1 1 0 0 1 
Fall 44 47 0 3 28 
Winter 12 17 3 1 13 
Spring 103 105 0 2 48 
Total 160 170 3 6 90 
Phase III Student Teacher Field Supervision 
Part Time / 
Term Full Time Faculty Total # of Supervisors
Adjunct Faculty 
Summer 1 0 1 
Fall 12 17 29 
Winter 9 15 24 
Spring 16 20 36 
Total 38 52 90 
Miscellaneous EDS assignments 
Summer Fall Winter Spring Total 
12 17 8 37 
continued 
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2008-2009 Placement Data 
Phase 
Placements 
Coordinated 
Phase I 587 
Phase II Undergraduate 198 
Phase II Graduate 276 
Phase III Undergraduate 117 
Phase III Graduate 170 
Total 1348 
OPFE E-mail Correspondence 
MonthNear E-mails 
July 1102 
AUQust 1917 
September 3308 
October 2391 
November 1742 
December 1262 
January 1926 
February 1610 
March 2126 
April 3019 
May 2124 
June 1613 
Total 24140 
Students 
Dropped / Not 
Approved 
Placements 
Moved / Changed 
Number of 
Students Completed 
63 16 513 
13 7 187 
1 14 260 
0 1 116 
3 6 160 
80 44 1236 
OPFE Student Walk-Ins 
MonthNear Walk-Ins 
July 17 
August 20 
September 63 
October 67 
November 44 
December 24 
January 35 
February 28 
March 46 
April 36 
May 44 
June 31 
Total 455 
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Office of Student Services 

Director Chris Murphy 
Assistant Director Eric Poch 
Support Staff 
Autumn Coleman Teacher Licensure Advisor 
Darla Donohue Administrative Specialist 
Theresa Hicks Administrative Specialist 
Linda Hockaday Teacher Licensure Advisor 
Gayle Wiley Teacher Licensure Advisor/ 
Minority Recruitment 
Specialist 
Executive Summary 
The Office of Student Services continues to be a 
center of activity in the college. During this reporting 
period, the Student Services team recorded over 
7,000 contacts with students-over 4,000 individual 
advising sessions and over 3,000 individual audits 
on behalf of students (see data table for actual 
numbers). 
When student-clients visit for advising, they are 
provided with an advising feedback card. The tally 
of that data for the last year reveals that the vast 
majority of student clients (92%) rate the advising 
services as 'Excellent' to 'Very Good'. The Office of 
Student Services continues to assess its work via 
focus groups, emails, surveys, and other measures. 
A new initiative for the department has been the 
review, preparation, scanning, and shredding of the 
student files in the archives. Last year the depart­
ment processed over 8,600 files---about 30% of 
the current archives, which go back to the earliest 
days of the college. This labor-intensive process will 
enable the department to protect and access student 
records via the university's student information 
system (Banner). When the archives are completely 
scanned, the office will undertake scanning of current 
files-to move to a 'paperless' future. 
Assistant director and Teacher Licensure Advisor, 
Eric Poch, has moved on to a new position and is 
now an Assistant Registrar in the university's Regis­
trar's Office. At this time, there is no plan to replace 
this position and the Director of Student Services, 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES 
Chris Murphy has assumed most of the Assistant 
Director duties. The office wishes Eric well on his new 
position and will miss his lively personality and good 
humor! 
Please review the noted activities and achieve­
ments of the Student Services staff. The department 
is pleased to maintain such a high level of professional 
development, growth, and achievement-even while 
serving record numbers of student clients. 
Calendar Year 2008 Activity Number 
Advising Sessions 4,128 
Academic Audits 3,049 
Undergraduate Petitions 36 
Student Records Scanned into 
Banner 
8,635 
Staff Highlights 
Autumn Coleman (Academic & Licensure Advi­
sor) 
Attended Council for American Private Education 
(CAPE) 2008 Teacher Academy at the University 
of Dayton and SOCHE Articulation and Transfer 
Conference. 
Attended the OCTEO Conference sponsored by 
the Ohio Department of Education focusing on 
licensure requirements and ongoing changes. 
Served as the National Occupational Competency 
Testing Institute (NOCTI) Liaison and Test Coordi­
nator. 
Represented the Office of Students Services at the 
Career and Technical Education Southwest Ohio 
Administrators Meeting. 
Coordinated the Winter Quarter 2008 MCE Orienta­
tion. 
Attended a workshop sponsored by The Center for 
Teaching and Learning entitled CAS Training. 
Presented teacher licensure application and proce­
dures to Early Childhood and Health and Physical 
Education licensure candidates. 
continued 
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Presented at the Essentials Tour Summer Orienta­
tions. 
Supplied information about CEHS majors to 
prospective students at Wright State's "Wright From 
the Start" open house and AdultiTransfer College 
Night, and to current students during Welcome 
Week and May Daze events. 
Darla Donohue (Administrative Specialist) 
Provided administrative support to the assistant 
director and three licensure advisors. 
Supervised three senior student assistants. 
Processed and mailed 473 license applications to 
the Ohio Department of Education. 
Processed 469 senior checks, 288 student teaching 
applications, and 565 graduation applications for 
advisor approval. 
Attended Staff Development Days and various clas­
sified staff and university training sessions. 
Theresa Hicks (Administrative Specialist) 
Served as lead administrative specialist for the 
CEHS application process to graduate teacher 
preparation programs (AYA, MA, MCE), interven­
tion specialist programs, early childhood, health 
and physical education, integrated business, and 
marketing education programs. 
Served as lead administrative specialist for CEHS 
undergrad programs admissions process. 
Served as supervisor for temp staff for scanning 
project since December 2008. 
Goals included continuing to learn in administrative 
specialist position. 
Continued to seek out future professional develop­
ment opportunities. 
linda Hockaday (Academic and licensure Advi­
sor) 
Served as the Counselor for the Lambda Phi 
Chapter of the Kappa Delta Pi International 
Honorary Society in Education and CEHS liaison for 
the Wright on Track Program. 
Attended the Ohio College Personnel Association/ 
Open Access Scholarly Publishers Associa­
tion (OCPNOASPA) Annual Conference, OHAAA 
Regional Seminar, OCTEO Licensure Update, WSU 
Quest for Community, WSU Omicron Delta Kappa 
Leader 2 Leader Conference, OHAAA Annual 
Conference, National Academic Advising Associa­
tion (NACADA) National Conference (Chicago, IL), 
Southwestern Ohio Council for Higher Education 
(SOCHE) Articulation Conference, and two Kappa 
Delta Pi Webinars. 
Created four podcasts and posted them to the SS 
web site. 
Represented CEHS and the Office of Student 
Services at (3) Essentials Summer Orientations, (3) 
UVC classes, (6) licensure application presenta­
tions to students participating in student teaching, 
(2) undergraduate program orientations, (1) Lake 
Campus Open House, (1) Clark State Transfer Day, 
and (1) CTE Administrators Meeting. 
Participated in multiple BANNER work sessions/ 
trainings regarding paperless processes. 
Participated in the NCATE site visit - Poster Session 
and Student Organization Meeting. 
Created and implemented a Senior Check postcard, 
Introduction to Office of Student Services brochure 
and Key Steps to Graduation brochure. 
Chris Murphy (Director) 
Served as CEHS United Way representative and 
served on college's Assessment Committee, 
Partnership Steering Committee, and Technology 
Committee. 
Recruited and administered the admissions process 
of over 100 candidates for the winter and summer 
cohorts of the graduate level teacher prep programs 
and implemented a new admissions process in 
support of the Intervention Specialist programs. 
Received Title II technical training from ODE and 
completed the 2007/2008 report for Title II. 
Served the college as the Alumni Society repre­
sentative (coordinated Homecoming events, 
receptions, and other alumni-related activities). 
Provided oversight, support, and service to our 
advisors and administrative specialists as they: 
conducted over 4,000 walk-in advising sessions, 
"moved in" 945 new admits to our undergraduate 
programs, and achieved strong ratings on our 
advising comment cards - as in the past, over 90% 
of respondents rated the experience as "Excellent" 
or "Very Good." 
Participated in the SoGS open house events. 
Coordinated the $500,000 Graduate Tuition Schol­
arship process for CEHS. 
Presented to classes on CEHS programs and 
admissions criteria. 
Provided assistance in completing MCTE report, 
NCATE report and visit, and multiple SPA reports. 
Identified, billed, and established Tk20 accounts for 
573 candidates in calendar year 2008. 
continued 
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Eric Poch (Assistant Director and Teacher licen­
sure Advisor) 
Presented teacher licensure application procedures 
to Early Childhood undergraduate and Middle 
Childhood graduate students and OCALP and 
CORE II students. 
Attended the National Academic Advising Associa­
tion (NACADA) National Conference in Chicago, IL 
and the SOCHE Articulation and Transfer Confer­
ence and Workshop held at WSU. 
Supervised the "Moving Through" and "Moving On" 
Administrative Specialist position (Darla Donohue) 
and monitored the responsibilities that are involved 
with this position. 
Administered the WSU Undergraduate and 
Graduate Catalogs revision process for CEHS. 
Coordinated and co-presented an undergraduate 
Middle Childhood Orientation. 
Served on the Undergraduate Advising Council 
and the Undergraduate Admissions Recruitment 
Committee. 
Lead contact person for CEHS for Degree Audit and 
Reporting System (OARS). 
Provided support to other advisors on OARS' 
concerns and issues. 
Collaborated with CEHS faculty and the Office 
of Registrar regarding the undergraduate degree 
programs in OARS (modifying degree audits appro­
priately). 
Gayle Wiley (Teacher licensure Advisor, Minority 
Recruitment Specialist) 
Served as advisor for the African American Teacher 
Association (AATA). 
Co-hosted the Dean's Diversity Forums for CEHS 
minority students during Fall, Winter and Spring 
Quarters. 
Presented teacher licensure application procedures 
to Early Childhood, School Nurse, and Health and 
Physical Education licensure candidates. 
Attended the National Academic Advising Associa­
tion (NACADA) National Conference in Chicago, IL. 
Presented orientation sessions to incoming 
freshman and their parents; also provided informa­
tion about CEHS majors to prospective students 
at WSU open houses, "Wright From the Start" and 
Adult & Transfer Night at Main and Lake Campuses. 
Shared information about CEHS majors during 
Welcome Week, Fall Fest, and May Daze. 
Served on Undergraduate Academic Advising 
Council with representatives from other colleges 
and administrative units on campus. 
Presented in the CEHS Middle Childhood Orienta­
tion. 
Presented in UVC 101 freshman seminar course to 
future CEHS undergrad students. 
Participated in "Overcoming Racism" workshop and 
book discussion group. 
Participated in two SOCHE conferences: Student 
Leadership Conference: Emotionally Intelligent 
Leadership held at Cedarville University, and Articu­
lation and Transfer Conference and Workshop held 
atWSU. 
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WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES 

Organization 2008-2009 

Division of Professional 
Development and Office of the Dean 
Dept. of Educational 
Leadership 
ED LlNK-12 
Don Walls, Director 
437 A (3362) 
~ Gregory R. Bernhardt 
Dean 
- Scott Graham, Chair 473 A (3007) 
427 A (2822) Workforce Education Center 
Charlotte Harris 
449 A (3598) 
Associate Dean 
Educational Resource Center ~
421 A (2509) 
Travis Bautz, Director Donna Cole 
116D A (2050) Assistant Dean - Dept. of Health, Physical 
for Partnerships and Education, and Recreation 
Clinical Placements Drew Pringle, Chair 
Office of Graduate Programs ­ 371 A (3998) 321 NC (3257) 
Charles Ryan, Director 
377 A (3286) 
Donna Hanby 
Assistant Dean 
for Administration 
417 A (3584) 
Dept. of Human Services 
Office of Student Services Kevin G. Watson 
 - Steve Fortson, Chair 
Chris Murphy, Director Business Manager 
 M052D CA (4467) 

365 A (4508) ~ 431 A (2635) 

Eric Poch, Assistant Director 
 Matthew Grushon 
359 A (4846) Director of Grants and 
Major Gifts 
433 A (2573) Dept. of Teacher Education 
Office of Partnerships and 
Field Experiences ~ 
Theresa Darn 
Data Reporting Analayst 
Colleen Finegan, Chair 
315 A (3285) 
Donna Cole, Assistant Dean 419 A (2456) 
for Partnerships and Clinical 
Placements 371 A (3998) 
Ron McDermott, Assistant 
I 
I 
Director I I 
375 A (4966) I 
Faculty Senate Chair 

Marietta Langlois (4023) 
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WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES 

Organization 2009-2010 

Division of Professional 

Development and 

ED LlNK-12 

Don Walls, Director 

~ 
Office of the Dean 
Gregory R. Bernhardt 
Dean 
Dept. of Educational 
Leadership 
Jill Lindsey, Chair 
473 A (3298) 
437 A (3362) 
 427 A (2822) 
Workforce Education Center 
Charlotte Harris 
449 A (3598) 
Associate Dean 
Educational Resource Center ­ 421 A (2509) 
Stephanie Bange, Director 

1160 A (2050) 

Office of Graduate Programs ~ 

Donna Cole 
Assistant Dean for 
Partnerships and 
Clinical Placements 
371 A (3998) 
Dept. of Health, Physical 
Education, and Recreation 
Drew Pringle, Chair 
321 NC (3257) 
Charles Ryan, Director 

377 A (3286) 
 Donna Hanby 
Assistant Dean 
for Administration 
417 A (3584) 
Dept. of Human Services 
Steve Fortson, Chair 
Office of Student Services 
 Kevin G. Watson M052D CA (4467) 
Chris Murphy, Director ........... 
 Business Manager 
365 A (4508) 
 431 A (2635) 
Matthew Grushon 
Director of Grants 
Office of Partnerships and 

Field Experiences 

and Major Gifts 
433 A (2573) Dept. of Teacher Education 
Colleen Finegan, Chair 
Donna Cole, Assistant Dean 
for Partnerships and Clinical 

Placements 

1-­
Theresa Dorn 
Data Reporting Analyst 
315 A (3285) 
371 A (3998) 
 419 A (2456) 
Ron McDermott, Assistant 

Director 

375 A (4966) 

I 
I 
Faculty Senate Chair 
Roger Carlsen (3283) 
revised August 2009 
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C - Classified Staff
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES F = Faculty 
IT = Joint Appointment 
u = Unclassified 
PERSONNEUDEPARTMENTALLISTING 
Academic Year 2008-2009 =E External Suppport 
OFFICE OF THE DEAN (DO) 
CEHS Reception Area Ext. Room # 
(C) Kauppila, Linda, Office Staff 2821 404A 
(F) Bernhardt, Greg, Dean 2822 427 A 
(F) Harris, Charlotte, Assoc. Dean 2509 421A 
(F) Hanby, Donna, Asst. Dean 3584 417A 
for Administration 
(C) Copper, Ally, Office Staff 2041 415A 
(U) Dorn, Theresa, Data Analyst 2456 419 A 
(C) Gilmore, Joyce, Office Staff 2029 415A 
(U) Grushon, Matt, Dir., Grants 2573 433 A 
and Major Gifts 
(U) Knapp, Kevin, Tech Support 2449 251A 
(C) Lasky, Nova 2822 415A 
(U) Rutter, Ed 3168 172C BL 
(U) Smith, Jonathan, Tech Support 4964 251A 
(U) Watson, Kevin, Business Mgr. 2635/3252 431 A 
DEPT. OF EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP (EDL) 
Receptionist 25]6 Ext. Room # 
(F) Graham, Scott, Chair 3007 473 A 
(F) Bennett, Frieda 2884 445 A 
(F) Berg, Susan 4148 439A 
(F) Carlsen, Roger 3283 459 A 
(U) Cahill, Diana 2518 490 A 
(F) Cusack, Michael 3261 442 A 
(F) Davis, Stephanie 2880 449 A 
(F) Diamantes, Thomas 3008 479 A 
(F) Franco, Suzanne 3673 455 A 
(F) (,arner, Rochelle 2040 443 A 
(F) Hambright, Grant 3281 477 A 
(C) Jackson, Sarah (Office Stall) 3006 490 A 
(F) Kraner, Brenda 3951 466 A 
(F) Lindsey, Jill 3298 463 A 
(F) Miura, Yoko 3282 453 A 
(F) Mrozek, Larry 2447 461 A 
(F) Rafferty, Timothy 3097 465 A 
(F) Risacher, Joanne 2680 444 A 
(F) Roby, Douglas 3280 475 A 
(F) Ryan, Charles 3286 377 A 
(F) Veres, Maggie 3277 451A 
(F) Wildermuth, Cris 4712 466 A 
Organizational Leadership 2506 
Teacher Leader 3236 or ] -800-320-7455 
Workforce Education 3598/2880 
DEPT. OF HEALTH, PHYS. ED. & RECREATION (HPR)
Receptionist 3223 Ext. Room # 
(F) Pringle, Drew, Chair 3223 321 NC 
(F) Bower, I-I.ebekah 3259 303 NC 
(C) Cwirka, Barb, Office Staff 4735 318NC 
(F) Fagan, Siobhan 4078 322NC 
(F) Jagger-Mescher 4080 324NC 
(F) Langlois, Marietta 4023 311 NC 
(F) Lorson, Kevin 3258 324NC 
(F) Ortiz, Tony 3827 303 NC 
(C) Welles, Peggy, Office Staff 3222 319NC 
(F) Wonders, Karen 2637 301 NC 
(F) Zhang, Peng 2615 317NC 
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES (HS) 
Ext. Ext. Room # 
(F) Fortson, Steve, Chair 4467 M052D CA 
(F) Bernhardt, Gregory 2822 427 A 
(C) Cox, Joyce, Office Staff 2075 M052CA
(F) Dunaway, Barbara 4166 M086CA
(F) Frey, Diane 2077 M072CA
(F) Henderson, Phyllis 2584 M058CA 
(F) Jones, Mary Ann 3287 M078CA 
(F) Keferl, Joseph 2076 M080CA 
(F) Knigga, Greta 2075 M062CA 
(F) La Forge, Jell 2150 M084CA 
(C) Pickett, Marilyn, Office Staff 4207 M052CA 
(F) Self, Eileen 3290 M074CA 
(F) Tromski-Klingshirn, Donna 3288 M068CA 
(F) vVagner Williams, Carol 3270 M095B CA 
(F) Wantz, Richard 3481 M097CA 
DEPARTMENT OF TEACHER EDUCATION (TED) 
Receptionist 2677 Adjunct Room 2678 
Ext. I~oom # 
(F) Finegan, Colleen, Chair 3285 315A 
(F) Agiro, Christa 3065 330A 
(F) Appova, Aina 4673 262M&M 
(C) Baker, Andy, Office Staff 2164 310A 
(F) Banks, Rob 2963 333A 
(F) Bargerhuff, Mary Ellen 2022 313A 
(F) Basista, Beth (JT) 2954 259F 
(F) Boester, Tim (JT) 2276 ]03 M&M 
(F) Boyd, Brian (JT) 3275 349A 
(F) Brenner, Susan 2678 320A 
(F) Cole, Donna 3998 371A 
(F) Collier, Jackie 2974 323A 
(F) Delacruz, Stacy 4144 331A 
(F) Dona, Elfe (JT) 2600 325M 
(F) Dunne, James 3913 327A 
(C) Friend, Lena, Office Staff 2332 310A 
(F) Gruber, Sue 4721 320A 
(F) Hanby, Donna 3584 417 A 
(F) Harris, Charlotte 2509 421A 
(F) Haught, John (JT) 2053 483M 
(F) Helms, Ron 3276 321A 
(F) Hess, Deborah 2024 347 A 
(F) Ingraham, Phoebe 2764 326A 
(F) Jackson, Cynthia 3065 330A 
(F) Johnson, Angela (JT) 2194 449M 
(F) Johnson, Doris 2994 337 A 
(F) Keener, Catherine 2965 353A 
(F) Kenyon, Lisa (.IT) 2435 219BH 
(F) Koenig, Kathleen (JT) 3139 265F 
(F) Kramer, Tracey 2995 343 A 
(F) Lamping, Sally (JT) 3136 470M 
(F) Lyon, Anna 4582 341 A 
(F) Mathews, Susann (JT) 3187 230M&M 
(F) Mcllvenna, Noeleen (.IT) 3872 358 M 
(F) McKnight, Jack 4473 354A 
(F) Montague, Benjamin (.IT) 4116 226ACA 
(F) Mosier, William 3274 339A 
(F) O'Connor, Richele 3266 329A 
(F) Patel, Nimisha 4474 340A 
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(F) Ramey Linda 3231 345A OFFICE OF PROFESSIONAL FIELD EXPERIENCES 
(F) Reed, Michelle (JT) 270l 238 M&M (OPFE) 
(F) Renick, Patricia 2679 325A Main Office 2107 
(F) Schatmeyer, Ken 4471 351 A Ext. Room # 
(F) Schen, Missy (JT) 3422 173A BL (F) Cole, Donna, Director 3998 371 A 
(F) Scott, Gail 3272 342A (C) Patty Long, Office Staff 2157 378A 
(F) Shilt,Amy 2764 326A (U) McDermott, Ron 4966 375A 
(F) Slattery, William (JT) 3441 271 BL (U) Walling, Mary Jane 3999 373 A 
(C) Stevens, Jackie, Office Staff 4472 310A (E) Wimsatt, Rosie, Office Staff 4942 378A 
(F) Teed, H.ebecca (.IT) 3446 269 BL 
(F) Thompson, Nephi (JT) 2760 251 F OFFICE OF STUDENT SERVICES (SS) 
(F) Tomlin, James (.IT) 4951 311 A 
Ext. Room # 
DIVISION OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT (DPD) (U) Murphy, Chris, Director 4508 365A 
Ext. Room # (U) Poch, Eric, Asst. Dir. 4846 359A 
(U) Walls, Don, Director 3362 437 A (U) Coleman, Autumn 3268 356A 
(C) Bevan, Sue, Office Staff 2204 4]5A (C) Donohue, Darla, Orfice Stall 3086 378 A 
(C) Luckner, Lori, Office Staff 2305 415A (C) Hicks-Peacock, Theresa, Ofl Staff 3088 378A 
(U) Wotherspoon, Paul 2400 415A (U) Hockaday, Linda 3267 359A 
(U) Wiley, Gayle 2043 355A 
EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE CENTER (ERC) 
Ext. Room # 
(U) Bautz, Travis, Director 2050 116DA LAKE CAMPUS 
(C) Styers, Elizabeth, Office Staff 3271 116CA Ext 
Instructional Materials Center 
Media Production Lab 
2878 
2883 
116;\ 
116BA 
Adabor, James 
Brewer, Judy 
Bryan, Paula 
8380 
8323 
8352 
OFFICE OF GRADUATE PROGRAMS (GP) 
Muhlenkamp, Liane 
Rosengarten, Ken 
8316 
8315 
Showman, Sharon 8305 
(F) Ryan, Charles, Director 
Ext. 
3286 
Room # 
377 A 
Steinbrunner, Lucy 8328 
Graduate Assistant 3293 378A 
MAIL ROOM LOCATIONS 
448 Allyn DO,DPD,EDL 
348 Allyn TED, SS, GP, OPFE 
116 Allyn ERC 
316 Nutter Center HPR 
M052B CA lIS 
CEHS CONFERENCE ROOMS 
404 Allyn (fourth floor reception area conference room, seats 16, 

schedule through Linda Kauppila, 2821) 
382 Allyn (seats 12, schedule through Linda Kauppila, 2821) 

116 Allyn ERC (seats 12, schedule through Linda Kauppila, 2821) 
320 A Nutter Center (seats 10-15, schedule through Peggy Welles, 3222)
M054 CA (seats 10, schedule through Joyce Cox, 2075) 
SEMINAR ROOM 
384 Allyn (seats 12, schedule through Linda Kauppila, 2821) 
STUDENT TECHNOLOGY ASSISTANCE CENTER (STAC) 
240 Paul Laurence Dunbar Library, 2656 
CEHS STUDENT GOVERNMENT REP 
Dustin Brown, 5508 
Office Fax Number 
Dean's Office 4855
DPD 4855 
EDL 2405
ERC 2059 
HPR 4252 
HS 2042 

SS 2099 
TED 3308 
Personnel Number 
(C) Classified 18
(F) Faculty 89 
(U) Unclassified 17 
TOTAL 124 
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2008-2009 

Faculty/Staff Information 

Action 	 Name 
Appointments 	 Donna Cole 
New Faculty/Staff 	Christa Agiro 
Aina Appova 
Stephanie Bange 
Susan Brenner 
Michael Cusack 
Siobhan Fagan 
J. Sue Gruber 
Brenda Kraner 
Yoko Miura 
Cristina Wildermuth 
Peng Zhang 
Separations 	 Travis Bautz 
Brian Boyd 
Susan Brenner 
Stacy Delacruz 
Nephi Thompson 
R. Todd Webster 
Paul Wotherspoon 
Peng Zhang 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HillvIAN SERVICES 
Title Office 
Assistant Dean OPFE/DO 
Assistant Professor TED 
Assistant Professor TED/COSM 
Director ERC 
Instructor TED 
Lecturer EDL 
Lecturer I Athletic Trainer HPR/ATHL 
Instructor TED 
Instructor EDL 
Assistant Professor EDL 
Instructor EDL 
Instructor HPR 
Director ERC 
Assistant Professor TED 
Instructor TED 
Instructor TED 
Assistant Professor TED/COSM 
Director-STEM DO 
Program Coordinator DPD 
Instructor HPR 
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2008-2009 

Committee Membership 

STANDING COMMITTEES 
 MEMBERITITLE AFFILIATION 
Curriculum and Academic Policies 
 Jackie Collier (Chair) 
 TED 
Frieda Bennet 
 At-Large 
Stephanie Davis 
 EDL 
Tonv Ortiz 
 HPR 
Carol Waqner Williams 
 HS 
Charlotte Harris (Ex-Officio) 
 DO 
Diversity Cathy Keener (Chair) 
 TED 
Mary Ann Jones 
 HS 
Judy Jagger-Mescher 
 HPR 
Larry Mrozek 
 EDL 
Patricia Renick 
 At-Larqe 
Charlotte Harris (Ex-Officio) 
 DO 
Faculty Affairs Donna Tromski-Klingshirn (Chair) 
 HS 
Ken Schatmever (Past-Chair) 
 TED 
Siobhan Faqan 
 HPR 
Grant Hambright 
 EDL 
Scott Graham 
 At-Large 
Faculty Senate Marietta Lanqlois (Chair) 
 HPR 
Roger Carlsen (Chair-Elect) 
 EDL 
Mary Ellen Bargerhuff (Past Chair) 
 TED 
Susan Berq 
 At-Larqe 
Suzanne Franco 
 EDL 
Cathy Keener 
 TED 
Jan La Forge 
 HS 
Karen Wonders 
 HPR 
Graduate Studies Jim Dunne (Chair) 
 TED 
Tim Raffertv (Past-Chair) 
 EDL 
Grant Hambright 
 At-Large 
Kevin Lorson 
 HPR 
Eileen Self 
 HS 
Charlotte Harris (Ex-Officio) 
 DO 
Chuck Ryan (Ex-Officio) 
 GP/EDL 
Local Professional Development Phvllis Henderson (Chair) 
 HS 
Cathy Keener (Past-Chair) 
 TED 
Jack McKnight 
 TED 
Drew Pringle 
 HPR 
Donna Cole (Ex-Officio) 
 OPFEITED 
Donna Hanbv (Ex-Officio) 
 DO 
Don Walls (Ex-Officio) 
 DPD 
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STANDING COMMITTEES 
Nominations and Elections Mary Ellen Bargerhuff (Chair) 
 TED 
Mary Ann Jones 
 HS 
Joanne Risacher 
 EDL 
Doug Roby 
 At-Large 
Drew Pringle 
 HPR 
Promotion and Tenure Charles Ryan (Chair) 
 EDL 
Roger Carlsen 
 At-Large 
Diane Frey 
 HS 
Joseph Keferl 
 At-Large 
Marietta Langlois 
 HPR 
Linda Ramey 
 At-Large 
Patricia Renick 
 TED 
Greg Bernhardt (Ex-Officio) 
 DO 
Technology Maggie Veres (Chair) 
 At-Large 
Susan Berg (Chair Elect) 
 HS 
Doris Johnson (Past Chair) 
 TED 
Rebekah Bower 
 HPR 
Barbara Dunaway 
 HS 
Donna Hanby (Ex-Officio) 
 DO 
Undergraduate Student Affairs Karen Wonders (Chair) 
 HPR 
Deborah Hess (Past Chair) 
 TED 
Frieda Bennett 
 EDL 
Joseph Keferl 
 HS 
Anna Lyon 
 At-Large 
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OTHER COMMITTEES MEMBERSHIP AFFILIATION 
Communications Donna Hanby (Chair) 
Donna Cole 
DO 
OPFE 
Theresa Dorn DO 
Matt Grushon DO 
Charlotte Harris DO 
Kevin Knapp 
Nova Lasky 
Bonnie Mathies 
DO 
DO 
LC 
Ron McDermott OPFE 
Chris Murphy 
Charles Ryan 
Jonathan Smith 
SS 
GP 
DO 
Don Walls DPD 
Doctoral Planning Greg Bernhardt (Co-Chair) 
Charles Ryan (Co-Chair) 
Roger Carlsen 
Colleen Finegan 
Glenn Graham 
Dean 
GP 
EDL 
TED 
EDL 
Jill Lindsey 
Tim Rafferty 
James Tomlin 
EDL 
EDL 
TED 
Donna Tromski-Klingshirn HS 
Partnership Gale Adkins 
Gary Alexander 
Jerry Baker 
Rob Banks 
Field Supervisor 
Field Supervisor 
Field Supervisor 
TED 
Mary Ellen Bargerhuff 
Greg Bernhardt 
Joe Bledsoe 
Tim Boester 
TED 
DO 
Field Supervisor 
TED 
Barb Calhoun 
Kathy Call 
Lynda Cohen 
Donna Cole 
Field Supervisor 
Lead Teacher 
Field Supervisor 
OPFE 
Jackie Collier TED 
Stacy Delacruz 
Mike Dingledine 
James Dunne 
TED 
Field Supervisor 
TED 
Ann Farrell 
Colleen Finegan 
Ernie Flamm 
Jim Frantz 
Steve Graham 
Donna Hanby 
Charlotte Harris 
Field Supervisor 
TED 
Field Supervisor 
Field Supervisor 
Field Supervisor 
DO 
DO 
John Haught TED 
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OTHER COMMITTEES MEMBERSHIP AFFILIATION 
Partnership (cant.) Phyllis Henderson HS 
Dave Herick Field Supervisor 
Deborah Hess TED 
Mac Howard Field Supervisor 
Judy Jagger-Mascher HPR 
Terrye Johnson Field Supervisor 
Cathy Keener TED 
Peggy Kelly TED 
Tracey Kramer TED 
Flo Krikke Field Supervisor 
Sally Lamping TED 
Kevin Lorson HPR 
Anna Lyon TED 
Ron McDermott OPFE 
Noleen Mcllvenna TED 
Jack McKnight TED 
Wayne Markworth Field Supervisor 
Susann Mathews TED 
Benjamin Montague TED 
Will Mosier TED 
Chris Murphy SS 
Tony Ortiz HPR 
Jeri Pace Field Supervisor 
Nimisha Patel TED 
Gene Paul Field Supervisor 
Joyce Rains Field Supervisor 
Linda Ramey TED 
Patricia Renick-Wood TED 
Allen Riley Field Supervisor 
Carole Roberts Field Supervisor 
Ed Rutter DO 
Ken Schatmeyer TED 
Jacob Schuck Partnership Graduate Assistant 
Gail Scott TED 
Eileen Self HS 
Meghan Smith Field Supervisor 
Nancy Sturtz Field Supervisor 
Jim Tomlin TED 
Don Walls DPD 
Dick Wiggins Field Supervisor 
Teacher Education Council Donna Hanby (Coordinator) DO 
Greg Bernhardt (Co-Chair) DO 
Michele Wheatly (Co-Chair) COSM 
Charles Taylor (Co-Chair) COLA 
David Hopkins WSU President 
Steven Angle WSU Provost 
Lillie Howard WSU Vice President 
Charlotte Harris DO 
Theresa Dorn DO 
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OTHER COMMITTEES MEMBERSHIP AFFILIATION 
Teacher Education Council (cont.) Colleen Finegan 
Doris Johnson 
TED 
TED 
Jackie Collier TED 
Linda Ramey 
Mary Ellen Bargerhuff 
Richele O'Connor 
TED 
TED 
TED 
Ron Helms TED 
Tracey Kramer 
William Mosier 
TED 
TED 
Brian Boyd 
Jim Tomlin 
Ken Rosengarten 
Paula Bryan 
Don Walls 
TED/COSM 
TED/COSM 
TED/Lake Campus 
TED/Lake Campus 
DPD 
Judy Jagger-Mescher 
Donna Cole 
HPR 
OPFE 
Ron McDermott OPFE 
Chris Murphy 
Andrew Statt 
SS 
Student Government 
Allen Burton COSM 
Ann Farrell COSM 
Daniel Bombick COSM 
David Dominic COSM 
David Goldstein COSM 
Joanne Dombrowski COSM 
Kenneth Turnbull COSM 
Lok Lew Van Voon COSM 
Suzanne Lunsford COSM 
Weifu Fang 
Dan Voss 
Ed Rutter 
Aina Appova 
Beth Basista 
Bill Slattery 
Kathy Koenig 
Lisa Kenyon 
Melissa Schen 
Michelle Reed 
Nephi Thompson 
Rebecca Teed 
Susann Mathews 
Tim Boester 
Carol Engelhardt Herringer 
Henry Limouze 
Herbert Dregalla 
Jim Tipps 
Linda Caron 
COSM 
COSM/CEHS 
COSM/CEHS 
COSM/TED 
COSM/TED 
COSM/TED 
COSM/TED 
COSM/TED 
COSM/TED 
COSM/TED 
COSM/TED 
COSM/TED 
COSM/TED 
COSM/TED 
COLA 
COLA 
COLA 
COLA 
COLA 
Marjorie McLellan 
Nancy Mack 
COLA 
COLA 
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OTHER COMMITTEES 	 MEMBERSHIP AFFILIATION 
Teacher Education Council (cont.) 	 Richard Bullock COLA 
William Jobert COLA 
Angela Beumer-Johnson COLA/TED 
Benjamin Montague COLA/TED 
Christa Agiro COLA/TED 
Elfe Dona COLA/TED 
John Haught COLA/TED 
Noeleen Mcllvenna COLA/TED 
Sally Lamping COLA/TED 
Kim Patton Com. & Mktg. 
Ann Aaronson Greene County ESC 
Stacia Smith Clark County ESC 
Frank DePalma Montgomery Co. ESC 
Gary Greenburg Think TV 
Rebecca Lowry Dayton Public 
Kurt Stanic Dayton Public 
Lori Ward Dayton Public 
Rusty Clifford West Carrollton City 
Robert Cotter Fairborn High School 
Lowell Draffen Trotwood-Madison 
Ed Gibbons Fairborn City 
David Gibson Reading Community 
Scott Inskeep Reading Community 
Keith S1. Pierre Sugarcreek Schools 
Charles Birkholtz Sugarcreek Schools 
Patty Stricker Sugarcreek Schools 
David Scarberry Fairborn City 
Belinda Banks Fairborn City 
Martha Shields Baker Jr. High 
Chris Baker Bellbrook H.S. 
Jenness Sigman Bellbrook Jr. High 
Tom Dunn Troy City 
Virginia Rammel Milton-Union 
Unit Assessment 	 Donna Hanby (Chair) DO 
Theresa Dorn DO 
Charlotte Harris DO 
Kevin Knapp DO 
Rick Wantz HS 
Phyllis Henderson HS 
Tony Ortiz HPR 
Kevin Lorson HPR 
Grant Hambright EDL 
Susan Berg EDL 
Jackie Collier TED 
Jim Tomlin TED 
Mary Ellen Bargerhuff TED 
Tracey Kramer TED 
Paula Bryan LC 
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UNIVERSITY FACULTY SENATE 
COMMITTEES MEMBER DEPARTMENT 
Faculty Senate StandinQ Committees 
Faculty Senate Executive Mary Ellen Barqerhuff TED 
Faculty Budqet Priority Douqlas Roby EDL 
Non-Barqaininq Unit Faculty Affairs Tracey Kramer TED 
Undergraduate Curriculum & Academic 
Policy (UCAP) 
Jackie Collier TED 
Writinq Across the Curriculum Nimisha Patel TED 
UCAP Undergraduate Academic 
Program Review 
Donna Hanby DO 
Student Affairs Karen Wonders HPR 
Doris Johnson TED 
Student Petitions Karen Wonders HPR 
Buildinqs and Grounds Linda Ramey TED 
Information Technoloqy Maqqie Veres EDL 
Underqraduate General Education Doris Johnson TED 
Other Senate Committees and 
Appointments 
Commencement Ron Helms TED 
Deborah Hess TED 
Honors Carol Wagner Williams HS 
Parking Advisory and Appeals Ken Schatmeyer TED 
Tenure Removal Colleen Finegan TED 
Charles Ryan (Alt.) GP 
Administrative Advisory Committees 
Academic Integrity Hearing Panel Nimisha Patel TED 
Judicial Review Panel Lawrence Mrozek EDL 
University Appeals Panel Tom Diamantes EDL 
Councils 
Athletics Council Rochelle Garner EDL 
Stephen Fortson (Faculty Rep.) HS 
Graduate Council Greg Bernhardt DO 
Charles Ryan (Alternate) GP 
Donna Cole OPFE 
Tim Rafferty EDL 
Grant Hambright EDL 
Graduate Council Policies Charles Ryan GP 
Graduate Council Student Affairs Eileen Self HS 
Graduate Council Membership Tom Diamantes EDL 
Research Council Suzanne Franco EDL 
Other Committees 
Promotion and Tenure Greg Bernhardt DO 
James Tomlin TED 
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CEHS Awards ofExcellence
Academic 
 Outstanding Support Staff 
 Bonnie Mathies 
Year 
 Faculty Mem­ Teaching Service Scholarship Service 
 External Service Award for 
ber Outstandin2 Service 
2007-2008 M. Suzanne Franco 
 Richard Wantz Joyce Cox 
 L. Tony Ortiz 

2006-2007 Richard Wantz Jackie Collier 
 Joseph Keferl 
 Jackie Stevens 
 Jan La Forf?e 

2005-2006 Ronald Helms G. William Gayle 
 Doris Johnson 
 Brian Yontz 
 Rachel Murdock Mary Ellen Barf?erhuff 

2004-2005 Kathy Adams 
 Grant Hambrif?ht 
 Mary Ellen Barf?erhuff 
 Melanie Rammel 

2003-2004 Jill Lindsey 
 Steve Frederick 
 Scott Graham 
 Ronald Helms 
 Martha Sonner 
 Marjorie McLellean 
2002-2003 
Colleen Finegan 

Jan La Forf{e 

Jan La Forge Rick Wantz 
 Mary Jean Henry 
 Chris Roberts 
2001-2002 Patricia Renick Jill Lindsey-North 
 Eileen Self 
 Mary Jane Wallinf{ 
 Shelly Shafer 

2000-2001 James Tomlin 
Richele O'Connor 

Tim Rafferty 

Colleen Finegan 
 Ronald Helms 

Janet Frederick 

Eric Poch 

Linda Dunbar 

Billie Harris 

Deborah Roshto 

1999-2000 Valerie Doll 
 Jill Lindsey-North 

Frances Cooper 

Theresa Hines 

Ed Gibbons 

1998-1999 Steve Hansell Timothy Kerlin 
 Eileen Self 
 Ronald Helms 
 Leah Ricketts 

Ron McDermott 

Kriss Haren 

1997-1998 Glenn Graham Phillis Henderson 
 Patrick Taricone 
 Drew Pringle 
 Anne Carone 
 Linda Waldron 

1996-1997 Patricia Kleine 
Colleen Finegan-

Ronald Helms 
 Drew Pringle 

Stoll 

Stephen Fortson 
 Linda Ramey-Gassert 

James Tomlin 

Helen Abrahamovitz 

1995-1996 James Uphoff 
Steve Hansell 
 Mary Ann Jones 
 Diane Frey 

Marilyn Pickett 

Phyllis Henderson 
 Eileen Self 
 Charles Ryan 

Bernadine Parks 

Norma Gaston 

Timothy Ilf! 

1994-1995 Donna Cole 
Steve Hansell 

Carol Wagner Wil­Patrick Taricone 

Phyllis Henderson 

liams 
 Richard Wantz 

Jan La Forf!e 

Connie Thiel 

Mindy Young 

1993-1994 
Phyllis Hender­
Pricilla Bolds 

son 
 Patricia Renick 

Charles Leonard 

Tyrone Payne 

Vicki Miller 

Chris Murphy 

Dixie Barnhart 
 Marilyn Adkins 

1992-1993 Donna Courtney 
 Larry Chance 
 June Kisch 
 Ron McDermott 

Patricia Kleine 
 Susan Morrison 

Alyce Earl Jen Dixie Barnhart 

1991-1992 
kins 

Will McCarther 

Michael Williams 

Donna Cole 

Mary Ellen Hoefler 

Larry Isaacs 

William Gordon 

Philliv Messner 
 Lewis Shuve 

1988-1989 Pamela Cramer 
 Carl Benner 
 Jan LaForge 
 Lorna Dawes 

Larry Chance 

Robert Clark 

1987-1988 
Doris Dittmar 

Patricia Gilbert 

Glenn Graham 

Eileen Self 
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Academic Outstanding Support Staff Bonnie Mathies 
Year Faculty Mem- Teaching Service Scholarship Service External Service Award for 
ber Outstanding Service 
Gregory Bernhardt 
Joseph Emanuel 
Deborah Golub 
1986-1987 Marlene Bireley Glenn Graham 
Dorothy Johnson 
Roberta Pohlman 
Eileen Self 
Gregory Bernhardt 
Robert Clark 
1985-1986 Gary Barlow Doris Dittmar 
Pastricia Gilbert 

Glenn Graham 

Gregory Bernhardt 

Doris Dittmar 

1984-1985 Larry Isaacs 
Glenn Graham 

1'l1ary Francis Landers 

Daniel Orr 

Barbara Tea 

1983-1984 Glenn Graham 
1982-1983 
Diane Frey 
Glenn Graham 
1981-1982 
Gregory Bernhardt 
Shelby Crowe 
1980-1981 
Gregory Bernhardt 
Shelby Crowe 
1979-1980 
Hemy Andrews
Mary Francis Landers 
1978-1979 
Oris Amos 
Larry Chance 
William Brown 

Doris Dittmar 

1977-1978 
Glenn Graham 

Wes Huckins 

Tyrone Payne 

Alice Swinxer 

James Dillehay 
1976-1977
Glenn Graham 
Gil Hutchcraft 

Ruth KinR, 
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Wright State University Awards ofExcellence 
Presented to College ofEducation and Human Services Personnel 
Trustees'
Faculty Faculty Lecturer Teaching Service Scholarship Innovation Unit Human Relations 
Award
2008 Judith Brewer 
Marietta Langlois 
2005 (Early Career 
Achievement) 
Scott Graham 
2004 (Early Career 
Achievement) 
2003 Mary Jean Henry 
2002 Tony Ortiz Donna Cole Educational Leadership 
2001 Steve Hansell James Tomlin Sue Artz 
Student Services 
2000 William Slattery Professional Field Experiences 
Graduate Programs 
1998 Jan La Forge Jeff Lucas 
1997 James Uphoff Michael Williams Charles Ryan 
1993 Lee Guild 
1991 Carl Benner 
1989 Lee Guild 
1988 Gary Barlow Glenn Graham Carl Benner Tyrone Payne 
1987 Oris Amos Marlene Bireley Glenn Graham Michael Williams Larry Isaacs 
1986 Gary Barlow Gregory Bernhardt Lewis Shupe Larry Isaccs 
1985 Gregory Bernhardt 
1984 Gregory Bernhardt 
Glenn Graham 
1982 Dan Orr 
Shelby Crowe 
1981 Mary Lou White Jerry Sturm 
1980 Glenn Graham 
1978 Bea Chait 
1977 Gilbert Hutchcraft 
1976 Mary Harbage Glenn Graham 
1975 Marlene Bireley 
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2008-2009 CEHS Adjunct Faculty 

III III 

Adjunct Instructor DPD EDL HS HPR OPFE TED Adjunct Instructor DPD EDL HS HPR OPFE TED 
Abrahamowicz, Dan X Dillon, Douglas K. X 

Adams, Sandra D. X Dingledine, Michael L. X 

Adkins, Gale C. X Drake, Patricia L. X 

Alexander, Gary F. X Drewry, Steven A. X 

Allen, Eddie L. X Dupler, Valerie A. X 

Anastasio, Carmine J. X Dynes, Diane T. X 

Anderson, Larry D. X Early, Dena X 

Ankeney, Jean E. X Ehrensberger, Lori S. X 

Anslinger, Amy A. X Fahrer, Frank J. X 

Anzalone, Ann E. X Faris, Marian G. X 

Baker, Jerry R. X X Farley, Marie T. X 

Banks, Robert E. X Ferris, Frederick A. X 

Bier, Regina X Finnie, David A. X 

Bledsoe, Joe B. X Flamm, Ernest C. X X 

Bloom, Amber L. X Fortman, Roger H. X 

Boucher, Janet A. X Fox, Rhonda V. X 

Braukman, David J. X Fraker, Susan M. X 

Braukman, Melanie R. X Franklin, Jason L. X 

Brooks, Otis H. X Frantz, James A. X 

Brown-Wright, Holly A. X Frederick, Stephen D. X 

Brown, James E. X Frey, Gaye L. X 

Budd, Elizabeth X Frey, George A. X 

Busher, Edward J. X Frey, Margaret W. X 

Byars, Janet L. X Frysinger, Phyllis A. X X 

Cahill, Diana L. X Fultz, Joseph L. X 

Calhoun, Barbara G. X Gaal, Monica L. X 

Calhoun, David R. X Galey, Diane L. X 

Call, Kathleen X Geitgey, Gayle A. X 

Campbell-Ruggard, Julie L. X Giesige, Ashley K. X 

Campbell, Lawrence J. X Goslin, Debra L. X 

Carman, Jamie L. X Graessle, Doris M. X X 

Chivers, Judith M. X Graham, Glenn T. X 

Clark, George M. X Graham, J. S. X 

Cline, John C. X Gruber, Jimmie S. X 

Cohen, Lynda A. X X Guy, Anisa J. X 

Coleman, Autumn M. X Hall, KellyS. X X 

Combs, Lisa E. X Hartman, Barbara A. X 

Cooper, Beth A. X Hasler, Cynthia A. X 

Corbillon, Fabien E. X Hays, Karen S. X 

Corbitt, Betsy M. X Heckler, Sue A. X 

Corcoran, Stephanie H. X Herick, David L. X X 

Curry, Mark E. X Hesler, Ruby V. X 

Daily, Kay D. X X Hitzman, Keba M. X 

Darst, Betty X Hoffeditz, Lori L. X 

Davis, Janette M. X Holmes, Marc D. X 

Daye, Michael G. X Holt, Timothy H. X 
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Adjunct Instructor DPD EDL HS HPR OPFE TED Adjunct Instructor DPD EDL HS HPR OPFE TED 
Howard, Mac A. X Parks, Marie B. X 

Huelskamp, Diane X Paul, Gene K. X 

Ickes, Melinda J. X Pence, Deborah L. X 

Irish, Cheryl L. X Peterson, Frederick L. X 

Jackson, Cynthia A. X Pierce-French, Lynne C. X 

Jackson, Sarah M. X Pohly, Carol R. X 

Jacobs, Pamela L. X Poland, Kristofer P. X 

Jarvis, Stephanie A. X Poock, Joanne L. X 

Jeffers, Catherine B. X Rains, Joyce A. X X 

Jefferson, Cathy A. X Riley, Allen K. X 

Jefferson, Fredric D. X Roberts, Carole L. X X 

Johnson, Terrye L. X Root, Debra J. X 

Johnson, Wanda Y. X Roseberry, Jamie A. X X 

Jones, Gwendolyn M. X Rosengarten, Tiffany L. X 

Jones, Jeffrey A. X Ross, Melissa A. X 

Jones, Melissa R. X Ruble, Amanda E. X 

Jordan, Katrina S. X Schneider, Carri A. X 

Jungdahl, Kimberly A. X Schomburg, Gary P. X 

Keener, Edwin M. X Schumm, Robert E. X 

Keihl, Engelina G. X Searcy, Joshua J. X 

Kelly, Peggy A. X X Skolik, Steven W. X 

Ketron, Shannon M. X Smith, Meghan E. X 

King, Julia M. X X Smith, Stacia A. X 

Kistler, Holly A. X Sonenshein, Charles X 

Krikke, Florence X Stambaugh, Beverly D. X 

Kump, Gretta H. X Steinbrunner, Barbara J. X 

Lane, Sharon L. X Stephens, Jodi M. X 

Leonhardt, Stephanie M. X Stephens, Yolanda N. X 

Link, Joseph C. X Stover, Sheri E. X 

Louis, Gary W. X Sturtz, Nancy E. X X 

Markworth, Wayne H. X Taylor, Kathryn C. X 

Marx, Patricia J. X Taylor, Ryan R. X 

Maxwell, Kristi K. X Trujillo, Gwendolyn L. X 

McAllister, Susan J. X Uphoff, James K. X 

McCaffrey, Sean M. X Vaught, Paula G. X 

McClintock, Robert P. X Waddel, Janet M. X 

McCormick, John M. X Walker, Charlene A. X 

McWhorter, Clara J. X Wall, David J. X 

Metcalf, Tammy J. X Wathen, Paula F. X 

Miller, Kathy M. X Webb, Alice M. X 

Miura, Yoko X Webb, Stacia D. X 

Moore-Goad, Christine L. X Webster, Deanna M. X 

Moore, Kenneth R. X Weeda, Jocelyn R. X 

Morand, Shirley E. X X Werle, Maria J. X 

Morrisey, Shannon G. X Wiggins, John R. X 

Mostaed, Benjamin B. X Wilson, Vicki A. X 

Myers, Katherine L. X Wittig, Carol B. X 

Noble, Brenda K. X Wood, Karen K. X 

Noble, Phillip A. X Woodin, Teresa F. X 

Osterfeld, Deborah A. X Woolfe, Timothy W. X 

Ovington, June A. X Wotherspoon, Paul C. X 

Pace, Jeri R. X Youngman, William K. X 

Palmer, Julie J. X Yuppa, Joseph A. X 

Paquette, Gregory M. X Total Adjunct Faculty: 199 
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College of Education & Human Services 

Fall Quarter Enrollment 

No. of Students 1983-2008 
2500 
2000 
1500 
1000 
500 
o 
83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 
Year 
No. of No. ofUndergraduate Enrollment Graduate Enrollment 
Students Students 
by College by College 
3000 1400 
12002500 
COLA 
1000 
2000 
800 
1500 
CEHS 
COSM 600 +-------------~~~~~--------====CECS 
RSCOB 
RSCOB 
1000 I 
CONH 400 
CECS _____--~:::::::::::::::::COSMCOLA 
I 
500 CONH 
200 ~jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiC::':::;;;;;;;;;-----~ 
o o 
98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 
Key: 
Year Year 
CEHS College of Education and Human Services CONH College of Nursing and Health 
CECS College of Engineering and Computer Science COSM College of Science and Mathematics 
COLA College of Liberal Arts RSCOB Raj Soin College of Business 
Charts provided by Budget Planning and Resource Analysis 
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College of Education & Human Services 
Fall 2008 Ethnicity & Gender Breakdown 
• 	 Native American Ethnicity 
<1 0 Unknown 3.5% 
IJ African American 
o Hispanic <1 	 7.7% 
o Caucasian 86.5% 
Gender-Undergraduate 	 Gender-Graduate 
Male 
Charts provided by Budget Planning and Resource Analysis 
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College of Education & Human Services 
Fall 2008 Enrollment by Program 
Undergraduate Students 
Ed. Leadership 
(Org. Leadership) 
457 
Teacher Education 
(Middle Childhood) 
Teacher Education 
(Early Childhood) 
Pre-CEHS Programs 
Human Services 
(Rehabilitation) 
Health, Physical Ed. & 
Recreation 
(Athletic Training) 
Health, Physical Ed. & 
Recreation 
(Health Ed.!Physical 
Ed.) 
Ed. Leadership 
(Career Tech, Bus Ed.! 
Marketing) 
Human Services 
(Sign Language 
Interpreting) 
o 100 200 300 
No. of Students 
400 500 
Charts provided by Budget Planning and Resource Analysis 
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Intervention Specialist 
Middle Childhood 
Reading 
Advanced Studies 
Endorsements 
Integrated Language Arts 
Science Education 
Integrated Social Studies 
Integrated Mathematics 
Foreign Language 
Education 
Visual Arts 
Professional Development 
(Non Degree) 
College of Education & Human Services 

Fall 2008 Enrollment by Program 

Graduate Students-TED 
2 
o 50 100 150 200 
No. of Students 
Charts provided by Budget Planning and Resource Analysis 
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Teacher Leader 
Student Affairs in Higher 
Education 
Principal 
Career & Technical 
Education 
Computer Technology 
Library Media 
Curriculum, Instruction 
and Professional 
Development 
Superintendent 
College of Education & Human Services 
Fall 2008 Enrollment by Program 
Graduate Students-EDL 
21 
o 50 100 150 200 
No. of Students 
Charts provided by Budget Planning and Resource Analysis 
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College of Education & Human Services 
Fall 2008 Enrollment by Program 
Graduate Students-HS 
Mental Health Counseling 64 
School Counseling 

Rehabilitation Counseling: 

Chemical Dependency 

Rehabilitation Counseling: 

Severe Disabilities 

Community Counseling 

Marriage and Family Counseling 
Business, Organizational 
Management Counseling 
Exceptional Children Counseling 
o 	 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
No. of Students 
Graduate Students-HPR 
School Nurse 13 
Health/Physical 
3
Education 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
No. of Students 
Charts provided by Budget Planning and Resource Analysis 	 continued 
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Ed. Leadership 
(Org. Leadership) 
Teacher Education 
(Middle Childhood) 
Teacher Education 
(Early Childhood) 
Human Services 
(Rehabilitation) 
Health, Physical Ed. & 

Recreation 

(Health Ed.!Physical 

Ed.) 

Health, Physical Ed. & 

Recreation 

(Athletic Training) 

Human Services 
(Sign Language 
Interpreting) 
Ed. Leadership 
(Career Tech, Bus Ed.! 
Marketing) 
College of Education & Human Services 

Degrees Awarded 

July 1, 2008 - June 30, 2009 

Undergraduate Students 
o 50 100 150 200 
No. of Students 
Charts provided by Budget Planning and Resource Analysis 
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Intervention Specialist 
Middle Childhood 
Reading 
Advanced Studies 
Integrated Language 
Arts 
Integrated Social 
Studies 
Endorsements 
Foreign Language 
Education 
Science Education 
Integrated Mathematics 
Visual Arts 
College of Education & Human Services 

Degrees Awarded 

July 1, 2008 - June 30, 2009 

Graduate Students-TED 
75 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
No. of Students 
Charts provided by Budget Planning and Resource Analysis 
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College of Education & Human Services 

Degrees Awarded 

July 1, 2008 - June 30, 2009 

Graduate Students-EDL 
Teacher Leader 91 
Student Affairs in Higher 

Education 

Principal 
Computer Technology 
Career & Technical 

Education 

Curriculum, Instruction 

and Professional 2 

Development 

o 	 20 40 60 80 100 
No. of Students 
Charts provided by Budget Planning and Resource Analysis 
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25 
College of Education & Human Services 

Degrees Awarded 

July 1, 2008 - June 30, 2009 

Graduate Students-HS 
School Counseling 
Mental Health Counseling 
Community Counseling 
Marriage and Family Counseling 
Rehabilitation Counseling: 

Chemical Dependency 

Rehabilitation Counseling: 

Severe Disabilities 

Business, Organizational 

Management Counseling 

Exceptional Children Counseling 
o 	 5 10 15 20 25 
No. of Students 
Graduate Students-HPR 
Health/Pysical 
3
Education 
o 
Charts provided by Budget Planning and Resource Analysis 
5 10 15 
No. of Students 
20 25 30 
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2008-2009 Licenses Recommended for Program Completers 
Adapted Physical Education Endorsement 1: 
Career Technical Education ::::; 
ComputerfTechnology Endorsement 
Curriculum, Instruction, and Professional Development 
Early Childhood (PreK-3) "'1': : 103 
Early Childhood Intervention Specialist (PreK-3) 
French (PreK-12) 
Gifted Intervention Specialist (K-12) Endorsement 
Health (PreK-12) I. ~ 21 
Integrated Business 
Integrated Language Arts (7-12) JI__ _ 
Integrated Mathematics (7-12) ~ 
Integrated Social Studies (7-12) 1 
Intervention SpecialistMild/Moderate (PreK-12) 1. 
119
I 
· 19 
: -: 7 
Intervention SpecialistModerate/lntensive (PreK-12) 
Library Media (PreK-12) 
Life Science/Chemistry (7-12) 
Life Science/Physics (7-12) 
Life Sciences (7-12) * ' 13 
Literacy Specialist Endorsment 
Middle Childhood Generalist End.: Language Arts/Reading (4-6) 
Middle Childhood: Language Arts/Reading (4-9) • 
Middle Childhood: Mathematics (4-9) J: I I a 33 
Middle Childhood: Science (4-9) 
Middle Childhood: Social Studies (4-9) 1.====:a 
3 
Music (PreK-12) 
Physical Education (PreK-12) • - , 22 
Physical Sciences: Chemistry 
PreKindergarten Special Needs Endorsement 
Principal 
~13 
1•---1 I19 
Reading (K-12) Endorsement " ' - "- 8 
School Counselor 7 
School Nurse = 120 
Spanish (PreK-12) 
Superintendent 
Teaching English as a Second Language Endorsement 
Transition to Work Endorsement 
Visual Arts (PreK-12)
o 20 40 60 80 100 120 
Scholarship Awards 

The College of Education & Human Services continues to support our students with scholarship awards. 
During 2008-2009, the college saw contributions to the Alumni Fund to be at a low level, and therefore we 
delayed awards from that funding source until we could accumulate more donations. 
In fiscal year 2003-2004, the college awarded ten $1,000 Alumni Scholarships and twenty $500 Alumni 
Scholarships to full-time graduate students for a total of $20,000. In 2004-2005 distribution was increased 
to twenty $1 ,000 awards and twenty $500 awards. Funding of the Alumni Scholarships remained at 
$30,000 for fiscal year 2005-2006 and was increased to $36,000 in fiscal year 2006-2007 and maintained 
for fiscal year 2007-2008. While no awards were made for 2008-2009, plans are underway to make awards 
for the next academic year. 
In fiscal years 2005-2006 and 2006-2007, the college allotment of Graduate Tuition Scholarship funds 
(labeled as GTS on the award chart) was distributed to 40 full-time students in each fiscal year, totaling 
$500,000 per fiscal year. In fiscal year 2007-2008, the value of the 40 awards was adjusted to reflect tuition 
increases to $537,137. For fiscal year 2008-2009, the Graduate Tuition Scholarship funds totaled $516,4 78. 
In fiscal year 2007-2008, the university WSU Scholars (undergraduate scholarship awards) was 
$583,715, the second year in a row that we saw an increase in awards in this area. During 2008-2009, the 
university increased this amount again and awarded $635,983 to undergraduate students in our college. 
CEHS Alumni Scholarship Awards 
$40,000 -r--------------------------­
$36,000 $36,000 
$35,000 -1- ------------1--..--­
$30,000 $30,000 
$30,000 
$25,000 
$20,000 
$15,000 
$10,000 
$5,000 
$0 
$0 
Alumni 04/05 Alumni 05/06 Alumni 06/07 Alumni 07/08 Alumni 08/09 * 
*Funding for Alumni Scholarship was suspended to grow and replenish funds at the $40,000 level for FY09-10. 
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Graduate Tuition & WSU Scholars Awards 
$800,000 ~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,
$700,000 I $648,796 
$635,984 
$583,715 
$600,000 +1----------------------' 
$537,137 
$500,000 _ $513,478 
$500,000 
$400,000 
$300,000 
$200,000 
$100,000 
$0 
GTS 04/05 GTS 05/06 GTS 06/07 GTS 07/08 GTS 08/09 WSU 04/05WSU 05/06WSU 06/07WSU 07/08WSU 08/09 
Scholars Scholars Scholars Scholars Scholars 
2008-2009 

Budget 

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION & HUMAN SERVICES 
BUDGET INFORMATION: September 2,2009 
Budgeted Staffing in FTE's: FY 06-01 
Adjunct Faculty** (Estimated for FY09-1 0) 
Classified Staff 
Full Time Faculty (Academic) 
Full Time Faculty (Fiscal) 
Graduate Assistants 
Unclassified Staff 
TOTAL 
33.54 
21.00 
61.90 
9.00 
7.26 
11.83 
144.53 
College Operating Budget: % 
Faculty Salaries ** (Estimated for FY09-1 0) 33.60% 
Benefits (Healthcare, Dental, Vision, etc.) 13.39% 
Summer Salaries 5.44% 
Unclassified Staff Salaries 6.07% 
Adjunct Salaries and Overload Contracts 3.56% 
Classified Staff Salaries 4.01% 
Misc Services 0.99% 
Graduate Assistants 1.19% 
Student Wages 1.07% 
SUB-TOTAL 69.32% 
Data Processing 7.13% 
Tuition Waivers (Graduate Assistants) 2.25% 
Information & Communication 1.84% 
Supplies 1.48% 
Other Misc. 15.92% 
Travel 1.75% 
Scholarships 0.03% 
Maintenance & Repair 0.19% 
ERC Acquisitions 0.09% 
TOTAL 100.00% 
Department Operating Budgets: % 
Academic Support Services 3.78% 
Communications & Technology 1.35% 
Dean's Office 15.31% 
Division of Professional Development (*) 5.03% 
Educational Leadership 17.14% 
Educational Resource Center 1.93% 
Field Experiences 5.04% 
Health/Physical Education/Recreation 9.31% 
Human Services 10.99% 
Summer Salaries 3.41% 
Teacher Education 25.73% 
Faculty Salary Increases (Estimated) 0.98% 
(*) Self supporting. TOTAL 100.00% 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HillvIAN SERVICES 
FY 01-08 
41.36 
17.00 
63.42 
9.00 
7.26 
15.83 
153.87 
FY 08-09 
$5,028,419 
$2,003,572 
$814,460 
$907,534 
$531,949 
$600,190 
$148,771 
$177,326 
$160,042 
$10372263 
$1,066,876 
$336,625 
$275,263 
$221,046 
$2,382,838 
$262,031 
$5,000 
$28,100 
$13,300 
$14963342 
FY 08-09 
$565,084 
$201,815 
$2,291,056 
$752,722 
$2,565,445 
$289,462 
$753,849 
$1,392,874 
$1,644,748 
$509,656 
$3,850,172 
$146,459 
$14963342 
FY 08-09 FY 09-10 
41.36 41.00 
18.00 17.00 
65.09 64.42 
9.00 9.00 
7.59 7.59 
14.50 13.50 
155.54 152.51 
% FY 09-10 
31.47% $4,905,451 
13.54% $2,111,057 
5.50% $857,775 
5.48% $854,629 
4.17% $649,441 
3.72% $579,613 
1.51% $235,839 
1.13% $176,778 
1.03% $160,042 
67.55% $10530625 
6.84% $1,066,876 
2.28% $354,699 
1.78% $277 ,852 
1.29% $200,910 
18.05% $2,812,954 
1.68% $261,996 
0.13% $21,000 
0.22% $34,731 
0.17% $26,903 
100.00% $15588546 
% FY 09-10 
3.76% $586,244 
1.40% $218,429 
19.89% $3,100,692 
4.16% $648,293 
16.32% $2,544,132 
1.70% $264,334 
5.03% $784,637 
8.68% $1,353,684 
10.99% $1,712,470 
2.07% $323,288 
24.58% $3,831,476 
1.42% $220,867 
100.00% $15588546 
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Articles 

Bao, L., Cai, T., Koenig, K., Fang, K., Han, J., Wang, J., Liu, Q., Ding, L., Cui, L., Luo, Y., Wang, Y., Li, L., & 
Wu, N. (2009). Learning and scientific reasoning. Science, 323(5914), 586-587. (R) 
Berg, S. (2008). Living the solution: Using research findings for continual improvement. Ohio Media 
Spectrum, 60(1), 19-24. 
Collier, J., Keener, C. D., Bargerhuff, M. E., Hanby, D., & Birkholtz, C. (2008). Co-teaching placements: 
Issues in the field for pre-service teachers. Scho/arlypartnershipsedu, 3(2), 51-74. (R). 
Dani, D., & Koenig, K. (2008). Technology and reform-based science education. Theory into Practice, 47(3), 
204-211 . (R) 
Davis, S. K. (2008). Corporations' perceptions that lead to hiring, training and retaining of older workers. 
Insights to a Changing World, 2008(3), 1-14. (R) 
Diamantes, T., & Curtis, M. R. (2009). What teachers and administrators need to know about ESL: Seven 
steps to understanding English as a second language. Journal of International Diversity, 2009(1), 36-46. 
(R) 
Diamantes, T., & Hambright, G. H. (2009). Administrators and educational strategic planning: Eight essential 
steps. Ethics and Critical Thinking Journal, 2009(1), 38-50. (R) 
Franco, S., & Reynolds, K. (2008). Online research tutorial meets students' needs. Ohio Media Spectrum, 
60(1), 28-33. 
Hambright, W. G., & Franco, M. S. (in press). A case study of the impact of technology in the delivery of 
graduate courses for educators. Journal of Applied Technology. 
Hambright, W. G., & Franco, M. S. (2008). Living the "Tipping Point": Concurrent teacher leader and 
principal preparation. Education, 129(2),267-273. 
Harrison, D., & Davis, S. K. (2008). Ohio's response to financial blunders: Adding personal finance to 
education. Ethics and Critical Thinking Journal, 2008(3),126-142. (R) 
Haught, J. R., & Rogaski, S. (2008). Ohio TESOL - a resource for professional development. Ohio TESOL 
Journal 1(2), 5-6. 
Helms, R. (2009). Aquarius at Dorado del mar beach: Puerto Rico. TimeSharing Today, (105), 13. 
Helms, R. (2009). Data, rubrics, and assessments: National Council For Accreditation of Social Studies 
Teachers. Global Education Journal, 2009(1), 123-132. (R) 
Helms, R. (2009). Elementary geography and ecology: If earth were a cookie. Social Studies Research and 
Practice, 4(1), 152-164. (R) 
Helms, R. (2009). Gold Pointe: The Rocky Mountains. TimeSharing Today, (104), 25. 
Helms, R. (2009). Teaching women's rights: A historical perspective. Journal of International Diversity, 
2009(1), 20-28. (R). 
Helms, R. (2009). The land of Canaan: Adventure and nature sojourn. TimeSharing Today, (103), 7. 
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Helms, R. (2009). Women's suffrage: The Nineteenth Amendment. Learning for Democracy: An International 
Journal of Thought and Practice, 3(1), 13-23. (R) 
Helms, R. (2008). Canaan Valley. Wonderful West Virginia, 72(10),2. 
Helms, R. (2008). Conflict and compromise in history. College and University Faculty Assembly News, 
National Council for the Social Studies, 10-11. (I) 
Helms, R. (2008). Democracy and education. National Social Science Journal, 29(2) 54-57. (R) 
Helms, R. (2008). Fragile superpower: Expedition to China. The Ohio Council for the Social Studies Review, 
44(1), 24-33. (R) 
Helms, R. (2008). National and international studies: Alignment of national standards. Global Education 
Journal, 2008(3), 112-119. (R) 
Helms, R. (2008). National certification for the secondary educator. Global Education Journal, 2008(4), 11­
25. (R) 
Helms, R. (2008). The Chinese: American fascination. National Social Science Journal, 31(2) 69-77. (R) 
Helms, R. (2008). The emergence of American democracy. Global Education Journal, 2008(3), 138-144. (R) 
Helms, R., & Ankenbauer, M. (2009). Addressing student needs: Ancillary Spanish and cultural studies for 
primary education students. Ohio Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development Journal, 
12(1), 10-14. (R) 
Janssen, T. W. J., & Pringle, D. D. (2008). Effects of enhanced electrical stimulation-induced leg cycle 
ergometer training for individuals with spinal cord injury. Journal of Rehabilitation Research and 
Development, 45(3), 355-362. (R) 
Keferl, J. E., Lane, F., Glenn, M., Berven, N. L., & Strohmer, D. C. (2008). American Rehabilitation 
Counseling Association research awards. Rehabilitation Counseling Bulletin, 52(1), 3-5. (R) 
Koenig, K. (in press). Building acceptance for pedagogical reform through wide-scale implementation of 
clickers. Journal of College Science Teaching. (R) 
Koenig, K., & Hanson, M. (2008). Fueling interest in science: An after-school program model that works! 
Science Scope, 32(4), 48-51. (R) 
Lorson, K., & Goodway, J. D. (2008). Influence of instruction and gender on the throwing form of children 
during a throwing game. Research Quarterly for Exercise and Sport, 79(2), 174-182. 
Lorson, K., Jagger-Mescher, J., Perry, E., & Thibaut, M. (2008). Get involved! Developing future 
professionals in a major's club. Future Focus, 29(2), 20-24. 
Mosier, W. (2009). Developmentally appropriate child guidance: Helping children gain self-control. Texas 
Child Care Quarterly, 32(4), 2-7. (R) 
Price, J. H., Khubchandani, J., Dake, J. A., Thompson, A. J., Schmalzried, H., Adeyanju, M., Murnan, J., 
Pringle, D., Zullig, K., Ausherman, J. A., Layne Jackson, D., Otterstetter, R., Douthat, S., & Esprit Jr., L. 
G. (2009). College students' coverage and perceptions of health insurance [Abstract]. American Journal 
of Public Health. Available from http://apha.confex.com/apha/137am/mc/papers/ 
viewonly.cgi?username=202653&password=679549. 
Roby, D. (in press). Teacher perceptions of levels of professional contribution to the school. College Student 
Journal. (R) 
Roby, D. (2009). Teacher leader attitudes regarding conflict resolution skills. Conflict Resolution and 
Negotiations Journal 2009(2),29-38. (R) 
Roby, D. (2009). Teacher leadership skills: An analysis of communication apprehension. Education, 129(4), 
608-614. (R) 
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Roby, D., & Diamantes, T. (2008). Mentoring and the promotion and tenure process. Leadership and 
Organizational Management Journal, 2008(4),27-33. (R) 
Schatmeyer, K. (2008). Changing from reading teacher to literacy coach: What does it mean and how will it 
affect you? The Reading Teacher, 61 (6), 440-448. 
Stobie, M. R., & Tromski-Klingshirn, D. M. (in press). Borderline personality disorder and the need for 
spousal and family crisis intervention services. American Journal of Family Therapy. (R) 
Wathen, P., & Davis, S. K. (2008). Dispelling myths, and accommodating high school students with 
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). Global Education Journal, 2008(3), 1-12. (R) 
Wonders, K., Hydock, D., Greufe, S., Schneider, C., & Hayward, R. (in press). Endurance exercise training 
preserves cardiac function in rats receiving doxorubicin and the HER-2 inhibitor GW2974. Cancer 
Chemotherapy and Pharmacology. 
Wonders, K. Y., & Reigle, B.S. (2009). Trastuzumab and doxorubicin-related cardiotoxicity and the 
cardioprotective role of exercise. Integrative Cancer Therapies, 8(1), 17-21. 
Books 
Mcllvenna, N. (2009). A vel}' mutinous people: The struggle for North Carolina, 1660-1713. Chapel Hill, NC: 
University of North Carolina Press. 
Mosier, W. A. (2008). Loving as a verb: A guide to building a healthy relationship. Delhi, India: Indo American 
Books. 
Roby, D. (2009). Pursuing leadership potential: Becoming respected contributors within the workplace. 
Acton, MA: XanEdu Publishing. 
Shively, J., & Helms, R. (2008). Using children's literature to teach the Ohio Social Studies Academic 
Content Standards. Columbus, OH: The Ohio Council for the Social Studies. 
Book Chapters 
Collier, J. K., & Hanby, D. (in press). Ability grouping. In T. C. Hunt et al. (Eds.) Encyclopedia of Educational 
Reform and Dissent. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications. 
Franco, M. S. (in press). Accountability. In T. C. Hunt et al. (Eds.) Encyclopedia of Educational Reform and 
Dissent. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications. 
Franco, M. S. (in press). Education Week. In T. C. Hunt et al. (Eds.) Encyclopedia of Educational Reform and 
Dissent. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications. 
Franco, M. S. (in press). Institute of Educational Science. In T. C. Hunt et al. (Eds.) Encyclopedia of 
Educational Reform and Dissent. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications. 
Franco, M. S. (in press). School climate. In T. C. Hunt et al. (Eds.) Encyclopedia of Educational Reform and 
Dissent. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications. 
Frey, D. (2009). Cognitive behavioral play therapy techniques to enhance self-esteem. In A. Drewes (Ed.), 
Blending play therapy with cognitive behavioral therapy: Evidence-based and other effective treatments 
and techniques (pp. 373-400). Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley. 
Frey, D. (2008). Therapeutic magic in play therapy. In L. Lowenstein (Ed.), Assessment and treatment 
activities for children, adolescents, and families (pp. 12-13). Toronto, Canada: Champion Press. 
Haught, J. R., & McCafferty, S. G. (2008). Embodied language performance: Drama and the ZPD in the 
second language classroom. In J.P. Lantolf & M.E. Pohner (Eds.), Sociocultural theol}' and the teaching 
of second languages (pp. 139-162). London, England: Equinox. 
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Mitchell, S., Collier, C., Lorson, K., & Robinson, B. (in press). Standard 1. In Ohio's Physical Education 
Standards. Columbus, OH: Ohio Department of Education. 
Mitchell, S., Collier, C., Lorson, K., & Robinson, B. (in press). Standard 2. In Ohio's Physical Education 
Standards. Columbus, OH: Ohio Department of Education. 
Roby, D. (2009). Experiencing school year-round: An administrators perspective. In C. Kneese & C. 
Ballinger (Eds.), Balancing the school calendar: Perspectives from the public and stakeholders (pp. 
65-73). Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield. 
Schatmeyer, K. (in press). Choosing books that adolescents can and want to read. In R. Allington (Ed.), 
What really matters in response to intervention. Boston, MA: Allyn & Bacon. 
Presentations (Published) 
Carlsen, R., Weber, R., Fitzgibbon, A., Oldham, E., Dell, E., Kumpulainen, K., & Miller, D. (2009). Preparing 
online materials: supplying your basic toolbox and beyond, part I and II. Proceedings of the Society for 
Information Technology and Teacher Education International Conference, 3021. 
Carlsen R., Weber, R., Gibson, I., Cuthell, J., Millwood, R., & Leask, B. (2009). Cutting-edge tools and 
convergences for the 21 st century curricula: An international vision, Part I and II. Proceedings of the 
Society for Information Technology and Teacher Education International Conference, 2363. 
Miura, Y. (2008). A meta-analytic review of women in educational leadership in K-12 schools since the 
National Education Longitudinal Study (NELS) of 1988. Proceedings of the Research on Women and 
Education 34th Annual Fall Conference. Available from http://www.rwesig.netiproceedings.html 
Wonders, K. Y., & Drury, D. G. (in press). Exercise intensity as a determinant of exercise induced 
hypoalgesia. Medicine & Science in Sports & Exercise. 
Presentations (Unpublished) 
Banks, R., Cole, D., & McDermott, R. (2008, September). Following the NNER agenda for successful 
partnership: The road less traveled. Presented at the National Network for Educational Renewal Annual 
Conference, Arlington, TX. 
Bargerhuff, M. E. (2008, November). Teacher candidates with disabilities: Transdicipfinary teaming for 
success. Presented at the Teacher Education Division for Council for Exceptional Children Fall 
Conference, Dallas, TX. 
Bennett, F. (2008, October). Change happens: Moving to the associate degree Baldridge standards. 
Presented at the 2008 Assessment Institute, Indianapolis, IN. 
Berg, S. (2008, October). Research shows that... Presented at the Ohio Educational Library Media 
Association (OELMA) Conference, Columbus, OH. 
Brewer, J. E. (2009, June). Content area literacy. Presented at the Ohio Department of Education CORE 
Program, Van Wert, OH. 
Brewer, J. E. (2009, June). Differentiation: What is it? How can I do it and still teach the standards ... and not 
lose my mind? Presented at the Lake Campus Summer Institute, Celina, OH. 
Brewer, J. E. (2009, June). Vocabulary: If they don't "get" the words, they can't "get" the message. 
Presented at the Lake Campus Summer Institute, Celina, OH. 
Brewer, J. E. (2009, June). Writing conventions: What about grammar? Presented at the Lake Campus 
Summer Institute, Celina, OH. 
Brewer, J. E. (2009, February). What's vocabulary got to do with it?! Presented at the Northwest Ohio 
SERRC, Bowling Green, OH. 
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Brewer, J. E. (2008, July). Improving student writing. Presented at the Ohio Board of Regents and Miami 
University Professional Development Program, Lima, OH. 
Brewer, J. E., & Bryan, P. (2009, June). Hot topics in literacy education. Presented at the Lake Campus 
Summer Institute, Celina, OH. 
Cole, D., McDermott, R., Kramer, T., & Patel, N. (2009, March). Collaborating on researched best practice: 
Sustaining a twenty-year partnership. Presented at the Professional Development Schools Annual 
Conference, Daytona Beach, FL. 
Collier, J. K. (2009, February). Using strategic thinking with all readers. Presented at the National Reading 
Recovery and K-6 Classroom Literacy Conference, Columbus, OH. (R) 
Collier, J. K. (2008, December). Investigating reflective conversations in the development of community: 
Comparing reading teacher's reactions in two on-line environments. Presented at the American Reading 
Forum, Sanibel Island, FL. (R) 
Davis, S. K., & Johnson, M. (2008, December). Connecting with students: Making contact through activities 
that energize the brain dendrites and body! Co-presented at the Association for Career Technical 
Educators Convention, Charlotte, NC. 
Franco, M. S. (2008, October). An analysis of the generafizabifity in Ohio's teacher quality partnership. 
Presented at the Midwestern Educational Research Association (MWERA) Annual Meeting, Columbus, 
OH. 
Franco, M. S., Henricks, M. S., & Kinnucan-Welsch, K. (2009, April). The relationship among teacher 
preparation, teacher practice and student performance. Presented at the American Education Research 
Association Annual Meeting, San Diego, CA. 
Franco, M. S., Henricks, M. S., & Kinnucan-Welsch, K. (2009, March). Teacher quality partnership: Findings 
regarding first year teachers. Presented at the Spring 2009 Ohio Confederation of Teacher Education 
Colleges (OCTEO) Conference, Columbus, OH. 
Graham, T. S. (2008, October). Games to learn emotional intelligence. Presented at the North American 
Simulation and Gaming Association Annual Conference, Indianapolis, IN. 
Harris, C. M. (2009, April). Ohio Core Accelerated Licensure Program (OCALP): Preparing career 
changers to teach math and science. Presentation at the Effective Pathways to Teaching Conference, 
Washington, DC. 
Haught, J. (2009, February). Essential ESL. Presented at TechFest, Dayton, OH. 
Haught, J. (2008, November). Using drama in the second language classroom. Presented at the Ohio 
TESOL Annual Conference, Columbus, OH. 
Haught, J. (2008, September). Embodied language performance: Mediational affordances of drama activity 
for second language learners. Presented at the International Society for Culture and Activity Research, 
San Diego, CA. 
Helms, R. (2008, November). History and political science: Founding sisters. Presented at the 88th Annual 
Conference of The National Council for the Social Studies, Houston, TX. 
Helms, R. (2008, October). Iron jawed angels: Women's suffrage. Presented at the 2008 National Social 
Science Association Fall Professional Development Conference, Albuquerque, NM. 
Helms, R. (2008, September). The AACTE partnership for the National Holocaust Institute for Teacher 
Educators. Paper presented at the National Network for Educational Renewal Annual Conference, 
Arlington, TX. 
Helms, R. (2008, September). The National Holocaust curriculum in the 21st century. Presented at the 
National Holocaust Summit for Teacher Educators, Louisville, KY. 
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Helms, R., & Bennett, L. (2008, November). Elementary education in the age of NCLB accountability. 
Presented at the 88th Annual Conference of The National Council for the Social Studies, Houston, TX. 
Helms, R., & Dougan, A (2008, November). NCSS reviewers: The electronic preparation of the NCATE 
program report for the experienced NCSS reviewer. Clinic presented at the 88th Annual Conference of 
The National Council for the Social Studies, Houston, TX. 
Helms, R., & Dougan, A (2008, November). Preparing to meet the NCSS/NCATE teacher education 
standards. Clinic presented at the 88th Annual Conference of The National Council for the Social 
Studies, Houston, TX. 
Helms, R., & Dougan, A (2008, November). The NCATE program report system for the novice NCSS 
reviewer. Presented at the 88th Annual Conference of The National Council for the Social Studies, 
Houston, TX. 
Helms, R., & Feinberg, S. (2009, February). AACTE's active partnership with the United States Holocaust 
Memorial Museum. Presented at the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education Annual 
Conference, Chicago, IL. 
Helms, R., & Feinberg, S. (2009, February). Holocaust Institute for teacher educators: Discussion with 
past participants. Presented at the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education Annual 
Conference, Chicago, IL. 
Henricks, M. S., Kinnucan-Welsch, K., & Franco, M. S. (2008, October). Novice teacher findings. Presented 
at Batelle For Kids (BFK), Columbus, OH. 
Iverson, S., Allatorre, H., Gasser, H. S., Mrozek, L. J., Jones, D., & LaCour, L. (2009, March). Forming, 
storming, performing: Group dynamics and social justice education. Panel Presentation at the 
aAmerican College Personnel Association - College Student Educators International Annual 
Conference, Washington, DC. 
Jagger-Mescher, J., & Langlois, M. (2008, December). National health education standards: Shaping health 
behaviors. Pre-conference workshop presented at the Ohio Association for Health, Physical Education, 
Recreation, and Dance Conference, Columbus, OH. 
Jones, M. A, Henderson, P., & Self, E. F. (2008, October). Building self-efficacy among consumers requiring 
rehabilitation services. Presented at the Ohio Rehabilitation Association Annual Conference, Columbus, 
OH. (R) 
Keener, C. D. (2008, October). Case study: Team process and emerging leadership - check your ego at the 
door. Presented at the Mid-Western Educational Research Association Annual Conference, Columbus, 
OH. 
Keener, C. D. (2008, September). Case study model: Team process at an elementary process school. 
Presented at the National Network for Education Renewal Annual Conference, Arlington, TX. 
Keener, C. D., & Hanby, D. (2009, April). Wright intervention: A program redesign. Presented at the 
Licensure Model Development Summit, Columbus, OH. 
Koenig, K. (2009, April). Plenary Speaker: Impact of instruction on development of scientific reasoning. 
Presented at the 2009 joint spring meeting of the Ohio sections of the American Physical Society (APS) 
and American Association of Physics Teachers (AAPT), Ada, OH. (I) 
Koenig, K. (2009, February). Connections between science content, instruction, and development of 
scientific reasoning. Science Forum Presenter at Annual Meeting of American Association for the 
Advancement of Science, Chicago, IL. (I) 
Koenig, K., Carter, T., & Sabella, M. (2009, February). Building acceptance for PER-based reform through 
implementation of clickers. Presented at the American Association of Physics Teachers National 
Conference, Chicago, IL. (I) 
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Langlois, M. (2008, September). Principles of health education and promotion in prevention. Presented at 
the Consortium for Southeastern Hypertension Control 2008 Scientific Session, Baltimore, MD. 
Langlois, M., & Hallam, J. (2009, April). Create a moving classroom: Using lines to teach about movement. 
Presented at the American Association for Health Education Annual Convention, Tampa, FL. 
Lorson, K. (2008, December). Building a standards-based curriculum. Presented at the Ohio Association for 
Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance Conference, Columbus, OH. 
Lorson, K., Grissom, T., Schuth, B., & Werling, C. (2008, December). Assessment of student learning in a 
standards-based physical education curriculum. Presented at the Ohio Association for Health, Physical 
Education, Recreation and Dance Conference, Columbus, OH. 
Lyon, A. F., Hess, D. J., & Vogel, J. J. (2009, March). Understanding families: The importance of interaction 
and reflection. Presented at the Association for Childhood Education International (ACEI) International 
Conference, Chicago, IL. (R) 
Lyon, A. F., Hess. D. J., & Vogel, J. J. (2008, October). Teaching others: Teacher candidates' perception 
of future students. Presented at the Mid-Western Educational Research Association Annual Research 
Conference, Columbus, OH. (R) 
McAweeney, M., Keferl, J. E., & Miller, N. (2009, April). Challenges in delivery rehabilitation counseling 
services to persons with disabilities and substance use disorders. Presented at the Ohio Rehabilitation 
Counseling Association Annual State Conference, Mt. Sterling, OH. 
Mcllvenna, N. (2009, June). Escaping the empire: North Carolina and Culpeper's rebellion. Paper presented 
at the Fifteenth Annual Conference of the Omohundro Institute for Early American History and Culture, 
Salt Lake City, UT. 
Miura, Y. (2009, April). Inclusion of English Language Learners (ELL) in high-stakes testing: School 
differences. Presented at the 2009 Annual American Educational Research Association Meeting, San 
Diego, CA. 
Morris, K., Steiner, K., Danals, R., Griest, M., Krueger, C., Mrozek, L. J., et al. (2009, January). It's all 
about the network: Expanding professional connections in student affairs. Panel Presentation at the 
Annual Conference for the Ohio College Personnel Association/Ohio Association of Student Personnel 
Administrators Conference, Worthington, OH. 
Mosier, W. (2009, June). Addressing fears about terrorism of young children in and out of the classroom: An 
evidence-based approach. Presented at the National Association of Early Childhood Teacher Educators 
Annual Conference, Charlotte, NC. (I) 
Mosier, W. (2009, January). Exploring peace during war. Peace Panel Presentation for the Honors Institute 
Symposium on free speech in a global society, Wright State University, OH. (I) 
Mosier, W. (2008, December). Military medical support to civil authorities through Medical humanitarian 
missions. Presented at the World Health Organization (United Nations) Training Course for Conducting 
Humanitarian Efforts to Developing Nations, Tunis, Tunisia, Africa. 
Mosier, W. (2008, November). Apoyo medico par alas autoridades civiles: Apoyando el sistema de salud 
to naciones colaboradoras. Presented at the Pan-American Congress for Health Care Initiatives, San 
Antonio, TX. (I) 
Mosier, W. (2008, November). Twelve steps to facilitating self-control that enhance young children's self­
esteem. Presented at the National Association for the Education of Young Children Annual Conference, 
Dallas, TX. (I) 
Mosier, W. (2008, September). Helping young children develop positive emotion: Using developmentally 
appropriate child guidance in the classroom. Presented at the Dayton Association for Young Children 
Fall Professional Development Day, Dayton, OH. (I) 
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Mosier, W. (2008, September). Without spanking or spoiling: 12 steps to developmentally appropriate 
positive child guidance. Presented at the North Carolina Association for the Education of Young 
Children Annual Conference, Durham, NC. (I) 
Mosier, W. (2008, July). Developmentally appropriate child guidance: Behavior management techniques that 
really work. Presented at the Hampton Roads and Virginia Beach Area Head Start Programs Annual 
Training Conference, Virginia Beach, VA (I) 
Mrozek, L. J. (2008, November). Exploring respondent issues in the collection of ethnic!cultural 
demographics in survey research. Poster session presented at the annual meeting for the Association 
for the Study of Higher Education, Jacksonville, FL. 
Mrozek, L. J., Badger, J., Beemer, E., & Smith, C. (2009, January). Strategies to develop assessment 
skills in student affairs professionals and graduate students. Presented at the Ohio College Personnel 
Association/Ohio Association of Student Personnel Administrators Conference, Worthington, OH. 
Nelson, R., Warren, E., & Mrozek, L. J. (2009, January). Finding balance between student advocacy and the 
open expression of ideas on college web sites. Presented at the Ohio College Personnel Association/ 
Ohio Association of Student Personnel Administrators Conference, Worthington, OH. 
O'Connor, C. R., (2008, October). The heart and mind coming together: A case study of the implementation 
of a university-children's hospital partnership. Presented at the Mid-Western Educational Research 
Association Annual Conference, Columbus, OH. 
Rosemary, C., Feist-Willis, J., Oswald, R., Schatmeyer, K., & Scharer, P. (2009, February). Ohio's Literacy 
Specialist Endorsement program: Findings from the first two years. Presented at the International 
Reading Association 54th Annual Convention West, Phoenix, AZ.. (R) 
Rosemary, C., Schatmeyer, K., & Feist-Willis, J. (2008, October). University-state school partnerships: 
Preparing school-based literacy coaches to work in high-needs schools. Presented at the Ohio 
Confederation of Teacher Education Organizations (OCTEO) Fall Conference, Columbus, OH. (R) 
Rosengarten, K., Hemmert, A, Bergman, G., Messick, M., & Kramer, K. (2009, April). Service learning: an 
educational experience. Presented at the 15th Annual Association for University Regional Campuses of 
Ohio Conference, Middletown, OH. 
Rosengarten, K., & Lyon, A (2009, April). Student goals: Are universities responding? Presented at the 15th 
Annual Association for University Regional Campuses of Ohio Conference, Middletown, OH. 
Ryan, C., & Tomlin, J. (2008, November). Teaching sustainability science in graduate programs. Presented at 
the Lilly Conference on College Teaching, Oxford, OH. 
Ryan, C., Tomlin, J., & Tromski-Klingshirn, D. (2008, September). Sustainability science for the education of 
educators. Presented at the National Network for Educational Renewal Annual Conference, Arlington, 
TX. 
Ryan, C. W., Risacher, J., & Poch, E. (2009, January). Infusing sustainability science into SAHE graduate 
programs. Presented at the Annual Conference of the Ohio College Personnel Association/Ohio 
Association of Student Personnel Administrators, Worthington, OH. 
Schatmeyer, K., Mickey, D., Scarlato, J., Williams, C., Helterbrand, S., Younge, D., & Scott, R. (2008, 
November). A case study in classroom coaching. Presented at the Literacy Educator Training 
Consortium, Columbus, OH. (R) 
Schen, M. & Koenig, K. (2009, April). Using col/ege math placement exam scores to predict achievement 
in introductory biology. Paper presented at the National Association for Research in Science Teaching 
Annual Meeting, Garden Grove, CA 
Self, E. F., Henderson, P., & Jones, M. A (2008, October). What do we know now? Expanding multicultural 
counseling competencies from admissions to professional work. Presented at the North Central 
Association for Counselor Education and Supervision Annual Conference, Indianapolis, IN. (R) 
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Stevens, S., & Patel, N. (2008, October). Parent and teachers perceptions of students' general scholastic 
abilities: Effects on involvement and communication. Presented at the Mid-Western Educational 
Research Association Conference, Columbus, OH. 
Stroot, S., Hanby, D., Herrington, K., & Barbour, N. (2009, March). Teacher residency programs. Presented 
at the Spring 2009 OCTEO Conference, Columbus, OH. 
Sutherland, S., Ressler, J., Psimopoulos, C., & Lorson, K. (2008, December). Reflections in adventure 
education: Lessons learned. Presented at the Ohio Association for Health, Physical Education, 
Recreation and Dance Conference, Columbus, OH. 
Tromski-Klingshirn, D. (2008, November). Sustaining renewal in the counseling profession. Presented at the 
All Ohio Counselors' Conference (AOCC), Columbus, OH. 
Vogel, J. J., Lyon, A. F., & Hess. D. J. (2009, April). Opening the door to diversity: How art provides the key. 
Presented at the 9th Annual Wright State University Quest for Community: A Call to Action Conference, 
Dayton, OH. (R) 
Welsch, R., Morrow, L., Kroeger, S., & Keener, C. D. (2008, September). The Ohio consortium to improve 
the teaching of students with disabilities. Presented at the Ohio Confederation of Teacher Education 
Organizations Conference, Columbus, OH. 
Wildermuth, C. (2008, December). Optimizing human performance. Pre-conference workshop presented 
at the annual conference of the Associac;ao Brasileira de Treinamento e Desenvolvimento (Brazilian 
Association of Training & Development), Sao Paulo, Brazil. 
Wildermuth, C. (2008, November). Circles of ethics: diversity and ethics. Presented at the Allen County 
Leadership Conference, Lima, OH. 
Wildermuth, C. (2008, September). The ten M's of employee engagement. Presented at the Ohio Society for 
Human Resources Conference, Sandusky, OH. 
Reports 
Collier, J. K., Ingraham, P., & Shilt, A. (2008). Reading Recovery evaluation report. Dayton, OH: Wright State 
University. (N) 
Helms, R. (2008). Carillon History Seminar and National History Day report. Dayton, OH: Wright State 
University. 
Keferl, J. (2008). Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities survey report. Stockton, CA: 
United Cerebral Palsy Association, Inc. of San Joaquin, Calaveras, and Amador Counties. 
Keferl, J. (2008). Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities survey report. New Albany, IN: 
Rauch, Inc. 
Keferl, J. (2009). Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities survey report. Victoria, British 
Columbia, Canada: Garth Homer Society. 
Miura, Y. (2008). Dayton Regional K-8 STEMM Programs of Excellence: Building a model of regional 
STEMM education innovation grant. Interim external evaluation report. Columbus, OH: Ohio Board of 
Regents. 
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Wright State University 

Report on the 

Quality of Teacher Preparation 

Academic Year 2007-2008 

Testing Period: 9/1/2007-8/31/2008 

Provided in compliance with the requirements of the 

Title II Higher Education Act. 

College of Education and Human Services (Fall 2007) 
Teacher Preparation 
The College of Education and Human Services (CEHS) offers more than 50 majors in pre-K-12 education 
leading to provisional licensure in Ohio. Master's degrees are offered in many areas of specialization, an 
Ed.S. program in school administration, a school counseling program, and a post-baccalaureate program 
for licensure candidates who wish to practice the art and science of teaching in the classroom for an entire 
school year. 
Student Characteristics 
The College of Education and Human Services has a total fall 2007 enrollment of 2,347 students; 30 per­
cent are enrolled in graduate programs. The majority of students are female, "nontraditional" age, com­
muter students. The average undergraduate grade-point average (GPA) of a student admitted to a teacher 
education program between 9/1/07 and 8/31/08 was 3.28, with the average GPA for admitted graduate 
students at 3.40. 
Admission Requirements 
Undergraduate admission requirements include the completion of 45 quarter hours with a minimum 2.5 
GPA, a writing sample, and an interview with a faculty advisor. Undergraduates must also demonstrate suc­
cessful scores on the Praxis I basic skills test in reading, writing, and mathematics. In addition to the formal 
application process described above, requirements for admission to a graduate program include a 2.7 GPA 
and successful scores on the content area, Praxis II specialty area exam(s). 
State Approval and Accreditation 
The Teacher Preparation Program at Wright State University is approved by the Ohio Department of Educa­
tion and is accredited by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE). 
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HEA-Title II 2007-2008 Academic Year 
Institution Name: Wright State University Institution Code: 1179 Number of Program Completers Submitted: 317 
State: Ohio Number of Program Com pieters Found, Matched, and Used in Passing Rate Calculations' : 315 
Type of Assessment' Assessment 
Code Number 
Number Taking 
Assessment' 
Number Passing 
Assessment 
Institutional 
Pass Rate 
Statewide 
Pass Rate 
National 
Pass Rate' 
Professional Knowledge 
Principles of Learning & Teaching Early Child 
Principles of Learning & Teaching K-6 
Principles of Learning & Teaching 5-9 
Principles of Learning & Teaching 7-12 
521 
522 
523 
524 
117 
9 
62 
126 
117 
61 
123 
100% 
98% 
98% 
100% 
95% 
96% 
97% 
91% 
75% 
65% 
80% 
Academic Content Areas 
Education of Young Children 
English Lang Lit Comp Content Knowledge 
Middle School Language Arts 
Mathematics Content Knowledge 
Middle Schoollvlathematics 
021 
041 
049 
061 
069 
115 
17 
24 
9 
31 
115 
17 
24 
31 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
96% 
99% 
96% 
99% 
94% 
69% 
85% 
56% 
86% 
Middle School SCience 439 34 34 100% 98% 79% 
Middle School Social Studies 089 24 24 100% 96% 81% 
Social Studies Content Knowledge 
Physical Ed Content Knowledge 
Business Education 
081 
091 
100 
13 
21 
4 
13 
17 
100% 
81% 
99% 
93% 
98% 
73% 
61% 
77% 
Music Content Knowledge 
Art Content Knowledge 
French Content Knowledge 
Spanish Content Knowledge 
Biology Content Knowledge 
Chemistry Content Knowledge 
Physics 
113 
133 
173 
191 
235 
245 
265 
10 
6 
2 
4 
14 
6 
2 
10 
14 
100% 
100% 
98% 
97% 
100% 
96% 
97% 
93% 
92% 
83% 
85% 
84% 
78% 
75% 
65% 
76% 
Other Content Areas 
Health Education 550 11 11 100% 100% 100% 
Teaching Special Populations 
SE Knowledge-Based Core Principles 351 39 37 95% 95% 76% 
: The number of program completers found, matched, and used in the passing rate calculation will not equal the sum of the column labeled "I~umber Taking Assessment" since a 
completer can take more than one assessment. 
2 The national passing rate is calculated at Ohio's cut scores, which are among the highest in the nation. For instance, Ohio requires the highest cut score in Principles of Learning 
and Teaching 5-9 (middle childhood) and ranks second in Principles of Learning and Teaching in K-6 and 7-12 (adolescent/young adult) 
Type of Assessment' 	 Number Taking Number Passing Institutional Statewide 
Assessment' Assessment' Pass Rate Pass Rate 
Aggregate-Professional Knowledge 314 309 98% 98% 

Aggregate-Academic Content Areas (Math, English, 

Biology, etc.) 322 326 98% 98% 

Aggregate-Other Content Areas (Career/Technical 

Education, Health Educations, etc.) 11 11 100% 100% 

Aggregate-Teaching Special Populations (Special 

Education, ELS, etc.) 39 37 95% 95% 

Aggregate-Performance Assessments 

Summary Totals and Pass Rates' 315 306 97% 96% 

3 Institutions and/or states did not require the assessments within an aggregate where data cells are blank. 
'Number of completers who took one or more tests in a category and within their area of specialization. 
51~umber who passed all tests they took in a category and within their area of specialization. 
6 Summary Totals and Pass Rate. Number of completers who successfully completed one or more tests across all categories used by the state for licensure 
and the total pass rate. 
71f no assessments are reported, the type of assessment has been removed from this table 
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CEHS Program Information: 
• 	 The average undergraduate GPA of a student • The total fall 2007 enrollment in all of our initial 
admitted to an initial teacher preparation pro­ and advanced teacher education programs, 
gram was 3.28. regardless of academic standing, was 1,194. 
• 	 The average graduate GPA of a student admit­ • The total number of initial licensure candidates 
ted to an initial teacher preparation program was in supervised student teaching was 237. 
3.40. 	 • The average hours per week required in student 
• 	 In reporting year 2007-2008,317 students com­ teaching (initial licensure candidates) was 30. 
pleted an initial teacher preparation program and • The total number of weeks required in student 
took one or more required exams. teaching (initial licensure candidates) was 11. 
• 	 The total number of newly admitted students into • The range of clock hours required prior to stu­
initial teacher preparation programs, all special­ dent teaching (initial licensure candidates) was 
izations, in reporting year 2007-2008 was 505. to 120 to 700. 
The data below is information on the number of faculty in professional education: 
• 	 60 were full-time faculty in professional education. 
• 	 1 was part-time faculty in education but full time at WSU. 
• 	 59 were part-time faculty in education and not otherwise employed at WSU. 
• 	 The total number of supervising faculty for student teachers (initial licensure candidates) during 2007-2008 
was 62. 
• 	 The student/faculty ratio in supervised student teaching (initial licensure candidates) was 4 to 1. 
Special Features and Notable Accomplishments 
Y 	 All Wright State teacher preparation programs-initial and advanced-with NCATE Specialized Profes­
sional Associations are nationally recognized. 
Y 	 An active participant in the National Network for Educational Renewal (NNER), Wright State maintains 
mutually beneficial partnerships with eight school districts, collaborating with them on the design, 
development, and evaluation of teacher preparation programs and professional development activities. 
Particularly noteworthy is the implementation of "hybrid educator," which allows an exemplary practic­
ing educator from a partnership district to serve as a visiting faculty member in the College of Education 
and Human Services for one year. 
Y 	 Wright State is partnering with area educational institutions, businesses, and community and govern­
mental agencies to create the Dayton Regional STEM School (DRSS), one of eight STEM schools in 
Ohio, to prepare students in grades 6 through 12 with the skills necessary to compete in the global 
economy. 
Y 	 With funding from the Ohio Department of Education and the Ohio Board of Regents, Wright State 
collaborated with Montgomery County Educational Service Center and the University of Dayton in the 
preparation of mid-career professionals, and with the Clark County Educational Service Center in the 
preparation of current teachers, to build teacher capacity and employment in Ohio Schools in the high­
need, hard-to-staff subjects of advanced mathematics and laboratory-based sciences. 
y 	 Eighteen WSU faculty hold joint appointments between the College of Education and Human Services 
and the College of Liberal Arts or the College of Science and Mathematics. 
y 	 Wright State uses state-of-the-art technology in the preparation of its teacher candidates, including 
SMARTBoard Sympodiums and the implementation of Tk20 as an assessment and data management 
tool. 
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CEHS Grant Funds Awarded 
Total amount of grant funds awarded involving CEHS faculty and staff: $2,400,057. 
Title
A Learning Progression for 
Scientific Modeling 
Capacity-Building Faculty 
Support Grant FY 2009 from 
Carl Perkins Foundation 
Dayton Public Schools an 
WSU: Mathematics Inquiry 
Professional Development 
Program for Grades 6-12 
Teachers 
Developing Reading 
Assessment Videos 
Developing the Dayton 
Region's Talent Base 
Educational Service Center of 
Central Ohio (ESCCO) 
Contracted Service 
Aqreement 
ERC Diversity Collection 
Principal 

Investigator 

Lisa Kenyon 
Stephanie Davis 
Timothy Boester 
Jacqueline Collier 
Gregory Bernhardt 
Beth Basista 
Patricia Renick-Wood 
CEHS Office 
Department of 
Teacher Education 
(Awarded through the 
College of Science 
and Math) 
Department of 
Educational 
Leadership 
Department of 
Teacher Education 
(Awarded through the 
College of Science 
and Math) 
Department of 
Teacher Education 
Office of the Dean 
Department of 
Teacher Education 
(Awarded through the 
College of Science 
and Math) 
Department of 
Teacher Education 
Period 
10/08-09/09 
10/08-09/09 
08/08-06/09 
07/08-06/09 
12/08-09/09 
02/09-06/10 
07/08-06/09 
Sponsor 
Northwestern University 
Ohio Department of Education 
Dayton Public Schools 
CEHS Faculty Development Grant 
Ohio Department of Education 
Educational Service Center of 
Central Ohio 
CEHS Faculty Development Grant 
Account 
666745 
667350 
667465 
250008 
667574 
667644 
250008 
Amount 
$53,131.00 
$81,900.00 
$72,241.00 
$1,000.00 
$341,981 .00 
$7,200.00 
$1,000.00 
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CEHS Grant Funds Awarded 
Principal
Title Investigator CEHS Office Period Sponsor Account Amount 
Evaluating Results of the 
Personal Beliefs Diversity 	 Department of 
Scale Deborah Hess 	 Teacher Education 07/08-06/09 CEHS Faculty Development Grant 250008 $1,000.00 
Department of 
Teacher Education 
(Awarded through the 
EXCEL Center of Excellence - Beth Basista 	 College of Science 
Western Region James Tomlin 	 and Math) 11/08-06/10 Ohio Board of Regents 667497 $200,000.00 
Department of 
Teacher Education 
(Awarded through the 
K-8 STEMM Program College of Science Montgomery County Educational 
Coaches Beth Basista and Math) 06/08-07/09 Service Center 667308 $45,734.00 
Department of 
Life Science and Physical Melissa Schen Teacher Education 
Science Professional Nephi Thompson (Awarded through the 
Development Project for Beth Basista College of Science 
Grades 6-12 Teachers James Tomlin and Math) 01/09-05/10 Ohio Board of Regents - Title II 667608 $135,4 75.00 
Literacy Educator Training Department of 
Consortium Kenneth Schatmeyer Teacher Education 07/08-04/09 University of Toledo 667467 $101,244.00 
Department of 
Health, Physical 
Madison County Breast Education & Wright State University Office of 
Cancer Data Study Marietta Lanqlois Recreation 11/08-06/09 the President 221430 $23,000.00 
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Title 
Measuring the Effect of 
Isometric Exercise on Pain 
Principal 
Investigator CEHS Office 
Department of 
Health, Physical 
Education & 
Period Sponsor Account Amount 
Perception 
National Archery in the 
Schools Instructor Training 
Ohio Core: Supporting 
Student Learning with High 
Quality Teachers - Chemistry 
and Physics 
Ohio Core: Supporting 
Student Learning with High 
Quality Teachers ­
Chemistry/Physics/Bioloqy 
Karen Wonders 
Drew Pringle 
Kevin Lorson 
Charlotte Harris 
Charlotte Harris 
Recreation 
Department of 
Health, Physical 
Education & 
Recreation 
Office of the Dean 
Office of the Dean 
07/08-06/09 
06/09-06/10 
09/08-08/09 
09/08-08/09 
CEHS Faculty Development Grant 
Ohio Department of Natural 
Resources 
Clark County Educational Service 
Center 
Montgomery County Educational 
Service Center 
250008 
254100 
667527 
667526 
$1,000.00 
$3,126.00 
$143,703.00 
$127,512.00 
Ohio STEM Learninq Network Greqory Bernhardt Office of the Dean 03/09-03/10 Ohio STEM Learninq Network 667598 $90,000.00 
Ohio STEM Learning Network 
Partners in Integrated Earth 
Systems Science (PIES) 
Gregory Bernhardt 
Suzanne Lunsford 
William Slattery 
Office of the Dean 
Department of 
Teacher Education 
(Awarded through the 
College of Science 
and Math) 
05/09-04/10 
01/09-05/10 
Ohio STEM Learning Network 
Ohio Board of Reqents - Title II 
667641 
667607 
$80,000.00 
$88,171.00 
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CEHS Grant Funds Awarded 

Principal 
Title 	 Investigator CEHS Office Period Sponsor Account Amount 
Project KNOTiT: Department of 

Strengthening Systems 
 Teacher Education 
Capacity Collaboratively with (Awarded through the 
Kansas, Nevada, Ohio and College of Science
Texas Michelle Reed and Math) 07/08-09/08 Ohio State University 667074 $26,180.00 
Reading Recovery Program Department of 
FY 2008-2009 Jacqueline Collier Teacher Education 07/08-06/09 Ohio Department of Education 667254 $100,327.00 
Department of 
Teacher 
Beth Basista Education/Departm 
James Tomlin ent of Educational 
Brian Boyd Leadership (Awarded 
Science and Math Academics Suzanne Franco through the College of 
for Teachers through EXCEL Nephi Thompson Science and Math) 07/08-06/09 Ohio Department of Education 667298 $537,076.00 
Department of 
Teacher Education 
(Awarded through 
Science Teaching for Ohio's 	 Suzanne Lunsford the College of 
New Economy (STONE) 	 William Slattery Science and Math) 01/09-05/10 Ohio Board of Reqents - Title II 667606 $37,056.00 
Catherine Keener 
Deborah Hess Department of 
The Wriqht Intervention 	 Jacqueline Collier Teacher Education 10/08-09/09 U.S. Department of Education 667459 $100,000.00 
Department of 
Using Graphic Novels with Educational 
Adolescent Readers Susan Berg Leadership 07/08-06/09 CEHS Faculty Development Grant 250008 $1,000.00 
Total Grant Activity 	 $ 2,400,057.00 
~ 
@ 
CEHS Strategic Plan 2008-2013 
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WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES 

STRATEGIC PLAN, 2008-2013 

The College of Education and Human Services (CEHS) worked with a 25-member cross representative commit­
tee of faculty and staff to craft this strategic plan; the plan's implementation window is five years. The com­
mittee began meeting in late 2007 and, in the course of its work, the Chancellor of the Ohio Board of Regents 
released a strategic plan for higher education, giving rise to the University System of Ohio. Concurrently with 
the College, Wright State University has been developing its strategic plan, which will require each College to 
demonstrate its role in accomplishing the University's strategies. The College has been intentional about align­
ing its strategies with each successive level of hierarchy. The relationship between the College, the University, 
and the University System of Ohio strategic goals is presented in Appendix A of this strategic plan. 
The CEHS mission statement is to prepare professionals to meet the educational, leadership, and human 
services needs of a diverse, democratic society. The College takes seriously its dedication to excellence in 
professional education and training, as is evidenced by consistent, successful accreditation of the College and 
its programs. Perhaps an even stronger indicator of CEHS excellence in professional education and training is 
the strong performance of the College's graduates on nationally standardized tests, performing at levels that 
compete with selective enrollment institutions. 
Preparing local residents to live and work in a world that increasingly demands higher-level skills is not a pro­
cess that begins when they enter college. The quality of elementary and secondary education is also critically 
important. Wright State University's College of Education and Human Services is involved in a variety of ef­
forts both to strengthen local schools, and to expand the range of educational opportunities available to young 
Dayton-area residents. For example, the College offers professional development courses to teachers and 
administrators throughout the Miami Valley. About 1,470 teachers and administrators enrolled in professional 
development courses during 2005-2006" (Wright State University Impact Study, 2007). Furthermore, the Col­
lege's student population was 2,347 in fall 2007 of which 1,072 were graduate students, the largest number of 
graduate students housed in any school or college at Wright State University. 
The College of Education and Human Services developed a conceptual framework entitled, "Developing the Art 
and Science of Teaching, Leadership, and Counseling," that articulates the College's core values and express­
es its views on community, leadership, and professionalism. It is grounded in the College mission statement, in 
new Ohio teacher education standards, in the current National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education 
(NCATE), and in learned societal standards. 
The conceptual framework recognizes the context in which the College operates-institutional, state, and pro­
fessional standards which continually impact the work and philosophy of the College. Six interweaving strands 
convey the organizational construct under which the College operates to produce teacher candidates and 
candidates for professional roles. These six strands are Content Knowledge, Pedagogical Content Knowledge, 
Diversity, Technology, Professionalism, and Emotional Intelligence. (A detailed description and graphic presen­
tation of the College's conceptual framework are provided in Appendix B to this strategic plan.) 
As a dedicated member of the National Network for Educational Renewal, the College creates opportunities 
for simultaneous renewal among theorists and practitioners. The College leads partnerships-among univer­
sity faculty in the arts, sciences and education; public school educators; and the community-where dynamic 
interchange continuously advances theory and practice. Candidates have ready opportunities to apply new 
knowledge as the College implements a career pathways model, preparing professionals for careers that 
directly meet employer and community needs. In this context, the following strategic priorities for the College 
are presented. 
Core Strategy #1: Prepare professionals for a technology-based. multicultural. complex world 
The College embraces multiculturalism and diversity, one of the six strands of its conceptual framework. Diver-
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sity is defined broadly to include individuals under-represented in traditional CEHS occupations, people of 
color and diverse cultures, and populations with special needs, among other groups. 
The workplace of the future will require increased adaptability. Nationally, a rise in multiculturalism has re­
sulted from a significant increase in immigrants and a high rate of growth in the population with an Hispanic 
origin. These trends reinforce the College's efforts to focus on social justice and increased cultural compe­
tencies in the institution as well as in candidates. 
Workplace adaptability will also depend in large part on technology. The College is a leader in adaptive 
technology education, with the prime example being the College's leadership in special education adaptive 
technology. Certainly, the College's ongoing investments in technology and its cutting-edge approach to 
learning increase its relevance and competitiveness for training today's professionals. 
Strategies to Advance the College's Competence in Preparing Professionals: 
1. 	 Recognize and experience the value of diversity; and articulate the outcomes and qualities desired 
in faculty, staff, and candidates. Prepare faculty, staff, and candidates to be culturally competent in 
serving diverse communities and individuals in a multicultural, global society. 
2. 	 Research and implement world-class technology and integrate technology that facilitates modeling 
best practices in classrooms. Increase the quality and quantity of distance learning options. 
3. 	 Establish advanced graduate programs that meet regional employer and professionals' needs. 
a. 	 In 2009 the CEHS will finalize development of a new doctoral program in "Sustainability and 
Renewal in Organizations" that will prepare individuals for leadership positions in Learning, 
Human Service, and Community organizations. 
b. 	 Implement a master in leadership development. 
4. 	 Develop a plan for integrating and improving collaboration between the community and the Col­
lege. Due to the complex nature of today's challenges, the College will need to create and sustain 
interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary teams of faculty and staff to join these partnerships. Some 
examples of interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary programs where the College is either the lead or a 
first tier collaborator include: 
a. 	 Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) School 
b. 	 The Sports Medicine Institute with the Oscar Boonshoft School of Medicine 
c. 	 Division of Professional Development/Educational Leadership Information Network K-12 
(EDLlNK-12) is a network of 32 West Central Ohio school systems, anchored by Wright 
State, devoted to encouraging and providing technical support for collaborative approaches 
to school improvement 
d. 	 Organizational Leadership and International Leadership Association 
e. 	 Off-site offerings: cohort programs, distance learning programs, and other programs offered 
specifically to meet the needs of students and clients 
5. 	 Determine the critical programs and services to be provided and develop decision criteria to inform 
newly proposed programs. Develop and/or design programs that are more relevant to the needs of 
employers and external partners. 
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a. 	 Use data from the College's Unit Assessment System to inform efforts to improve preparation of 
candidates and programs. 
b. 	 Conduct program resource assessments to strengthen course offerings to meet current and 
future demand. 
c. 	 Continuously improve educator and practitioner preparation programs to meet the changing 
structure of school/student environments and human service agencies. 
Core Strategy #2: Utilize the Science. Technology, Engineering. and Math (STEM) school as an applied 
learning and research laboratory 
The National Network for Educational Renewal agenda is based on the assumption that society will not 
have better schools without better teachers, but will not have better teachers without better universities in 
which teachers can learn, practice, and develop. Making a concrete investment in this renewal agenda, 
Wright State University, through the leadership of the College of Education and Human Services and 28 
partners, proposed and was awarded funding for a STEM school. This public-private partnership engages 
school districts, career technical centers, educational service centers, colleges and universities, busi­
nesses and business organizations, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, and EDvention in the "next edge" of 
student preparation (in grades 6-12) for the knowledge economy. The school will provide a laboratory for 
faculty and student inquiry based learning, program design and development, and applications of sustain­
ability theories. 
Strategies to Advance Teacher, Leader, and Counselor Learning, Practice, and Development vis-a.-vis the 
STEM School: 
1. 	 Establish the new Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) School as a laboratory for 
pedagogical content knowledge application to improve student outcomes and candidate preparation 
toward the goal of developing the Dayton region's talent base. 
Teacher Education: 
a. 	 Assure participation of Teacher Educator faculty in designing and implementing curriculum that 
promotes critical thinking skills in the STEM school environment. 
b. 	 Evaluate and research educator preparation in and for the STEM school environment, using this 
opportunity as a proof of concept for wider dissemination of lessons learned. 
Educational Leadership: 
c. 	 Provide expert guidance in assessment, curriculum development, and leadership preparation 
for the STEM educational environment. 
Human Services: 
d. 	 Provide expert guidance in career, academic, and personal-social counseling to prepare stu­
dents for STEM careers. 
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation: 
e. 	 Define physical education and health programs to include in STEM schools, involving other 
Colleges such as the College of Nursing and Health. 
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Multidisciplinary Response: 
f. 	 Collaborate with other Colleges at Wright State to address the needs of the STEM School. 
g. 	 Collaborate with area institutions of higher education, businesses and business organizations, 
and the Air Force Research Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base to address the needs 
of the STEM school. 
Core Strategy #3: Create and sustain responsive networks and services 
The College has a history of and dedicates itself to constant creative construction of partnerships and services 
to meet changing needs. Dynamic networks of independent enterprises that share resources, including knowl­
edge, market share and customers, are the new organizational paradigm. Such networks not only advance 
software and data systems, but primarily evolve the organizational structures that align to community needs. 
Examples of the College's implementation of responsive, adaptable networks are plentiful and establish the 
organizational response that the College will use in the future to meet community needs. 
Strategy to Advance the Application of Agile Networks and Services: 
Internal Operational Strategies: 
1. 	 Inventory the number and types of networks and services already functioning in the College. 
a. 	 Current networks/programs: 
What are their missions; who do they serve; what are their resources; who are their partners; 
what's the failure rate and why do they fail; what types of technical assistance would improve 
their success? 
b. 	 Intake: 
Where are current requests for agile networks and programs coming from? How is the College 
meeting these new requests? Are requests logged? Are requests referred to other faculty or 
departments? Does the College follow up on referrals? 
c. 	 Gaps: 
Are there certain types of requests that the College cannot meet because it lacks the infra­
structure, expertise, and resources? 
2. 	 Formalize technical assistance, training, and data collection and analysis to facilitate the formulation 
and impact of the College's networks and services. 
a. 	 Reconfigure and align existing staff resources already being applied to data collection and 
analysis for the College, such as TK-20 and Student Services. 
b. 	 Consider broadening the mission of the Division of Professional Development to function as the 
research institute that supports the agile networks and program outreach of the College. 
External Strategies: 
3. 	 Apply the information gathered from Core Strategy 1 above regarding program and service assess­
ments, to direct the College's external partnership priorities. 
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Appendix A 

The College of Education and Human Services Strategic Plan's relationship 

to the University System of Ohio and Wright State University Strategic Plans 

The figure below presents the relationship between the University System of Ohio (USO) strategic plan, the 
Wright State University (WSU) strategic plan, and the College of Education and Human Services strategic 
plan. The figure conveys that the College's strategic plan builds upon the foundation of the USO and WSU 
strategies. 
State, Institutional, and Professional Strategic Goals 
Academic Distinctiveness & Quality 

Educational Attainment 

Research & Innovation 

Community Transformation 

Valued Resources 

Attract More Degree Holders 

from Out of State (Talent) 

Keep More Graduates 

inOhio 

Graduate 

More Students 
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Appendix B 

CEHS Strategic Plan Introduction: Conceptual Framework 

The purpose of the Conceptual Framework is to provide consistency across the curriculum and program 
alignment. Multiple layers convey meaning in the conceptual framework (see Figure below). 
The outer circle of the Conceptual Framework illustrates the larger context of Institutional, State, and 
Professional Standards which continually impact the work and philosophy of the College. The inner ring 
represents the six interweaving strands that convey the organizational construct under which the College 
operates to produce professional educators, organizational leadership, and human service professionals. 
The six strands are Content Knowledge, Pedagogical Content Knowledge, Diversity, Technology, Profes­
sionalism, and Emotional Intelligence. At the center of the Framework is the title, "Developing the Art and 
Science of Teaching, Leadership, and Counseling," which illustrates the common ground between General 
Knowledge, Content Knowledge, and Professional Knowledge in the professions of teaching, leadership, 
and counseling. 
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Appendix B (continued) 

CEHS Strategic Plan Introduction: Conceptual Framework 

The figure on the next page uses a simple throughput model to present how the conceptual framework 
applies to the organization overall as well as to professional educators and human service candidates. The 
six strands are the foundation upon which faculty and staff operate and the foundation for curriculum and 
candidate preparation. 
From the candidate perspective: The first strand, Content Knowledge, ensures that teacher candidates 
and candidates for professional roles are knowledgeable in their chosen fields. The second, Pedagogi­
cal Content Knowledge, prepares candidates for demonstrating appropriate pedagogical/clinical content 
knowledge to help all students and clients learn or achieve their goals. The third strand, Diversity, ensures 
candidates are knowledgeable, competent, and sensitive in working with diverse populations in diverse 
settings. Technology, the fourth strand, prepares candidates to apply appropriate technology to add value 
to the learning/leadership/clinical process. The fifth strand, professionalism, makes sure candidates under­
stand and demonstrate the qualities and dispositions of professionals. Finally, the sixth strand, Emotional 
Intelligence, ensures that candidates develop emotional intelligence and are cognizant of its significance as 
a positive disposition in teaching, learning, and adjusting in life. 
From the organizational perspective: Content Knowledge pertains to institutional expertise; Pedagogical 
Content Knowledge is the means by which expertise is delivered; Diversity expresses the College's aspira­
tion toward cultural competence; Technology is the advanced infrastructure necessary for operating and 
producing ready Candidates; Professionalism recognizes the importance of balancing teaching, service, 
and scholarship; and emotional intelligence is the respectful environment in which the College's business is 
conducted. 
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The College of Education and Human Services System: Putting the Conceptual Framework into Practice 
Diversity : Cult ura l competence 
Tech nology: Advance the use of 
technology 
Professionalism: Balance of 
teaching, service, and resea rch 
Content Knowledge: Inst it ut ional 
expertise 
Pedagogical Content Knowledge: 
Delivery of expert ise via cla ssrooms 
and partnerships 
Emotional Intelligence: Represents 
the skills and understanding to 
Assessment and Accountability 
Institutional Standards State Standards 
Diversi ty: Knowledgeable, competent, and sensitive in 
working with diverse popu lations and in diverse settings 
Technology : Knowledgeable and able to make appropriate 
applications of techno logy 
Professiona lism: Ab le to demonstrate communication and 
collaboration sk il ls in interactions with other professionals, 
community members, stud ents, and families 
Content Knowledge : Knowledgea ble in chosen fields 
Pedagogical Content Knowledge: Able to impart 
knowledgeab le in chosen fie lds to help all students learn; 
provide effect ive instruction and assessment for all learners 
Emotiona l Intelligence: Prepared with a disposition that 
includes emotional competence, self-regulation, personal 
motivation, empathy for oth ers, and a variety of social skills 
Professional Standards 
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College of Education and Human Services Operation Plan 2008-2013 
Action Steps Needed 
Strategic Objective Conceptual Framework Responsible Person(s) 
to Implement Strategic Objective 
Core Strategy #1: Prepare Professionals for a technology-based, multi-cultural, complex world 
1.1 Prepare faculty, staff, Content Knowledge Action 1.1.1 Define Key Concepts 1.1.1 CEHS Diversity Committee 
and candidates to be cul­ Steps: 
turally competent in serv­ Pedagogical Content Knowl­ 1.1.2 Enhance and increase curricular and field experiences for students that 1.1.2 OPFE and Program Advisors 
ing diverse communities edge Action Steps: promote the knowledge, skills, and dispositions necessary for fostering cultural 
effectiveness. in a multicultural, global 
society. Diversity Action Steps: 1.1.3 Recruit and retain a more racially and ethnically diverse student commu­ 1.1.3 Department Chairs 
nity 
1.1.4 Recruit and retain a more racially and ethnically diverse faculty and staff. 1.1 .4 Associate Dean 
1.1.5 Enhance efforts to promote the university's and college's commitment to 1.1.5 Associate Dean 
potential faculty. 
1.1.6 Purposefully promote the university's and the college's diversity during 1.1.6 Associate Dean 
faculty candidate interviews. 
1.1.7 Actively recruit potential faculty at professional conferences, meetings, 1.1.7 Associate Dean 
and schools/universities. 
Professionalism Action 1.1.8 Provide regularly scheduled professional development opportunities and 1.1.8 Dean 
Steps: resources for faculty and staff that promote the knowledge, skills, and disposi­
tions necessary for fostering cultural effectiveness. 
1.1 .9 Design consistent bylaws that encourage the ideal balance of faculty 1.1 .9 Bylaws Committees 
involvement in teaching, service, and scholarship across the College. 
1.1.10 Encourage faculty and staff to attend programs and workshops promot­ 1.1.10 Department Chairs 
ing diversity/multiculturalism and inclusion. 
Emotional Intelligence Action 1.1.11 Articulate and assess measurable diversity-related outcomes for faculty, 1.1.11 CEHS Diversity Committee 
Steps: staff, and students. 
1.1.12 Expand faculty awards for diversity, use of technology, and/or innovative 1.1.12 CEHS Faculty Affairs Committee 
partnership work that addresses diverse needs relative to Core Strategy #1. 
1.2 Enhance integration Technology Action Steps: 1.2.1 Review University and CEHS Technology Plans. 1.2.1 CEHS Technology Committee 
of technology to facilitate 1.2.2 Assess institutional support of currently used technology (such as Elumi­ 1.2.2 CEHS Technology Committee 
modeling best practices in nate). 
the classroom. Emotional Intelligence Action 1.2.3 Consider feasibility of flexible class delivery scheduling (calendar, time of 1.2.3 Department Chairs 
Steps: day, day of week). 
1.2.4 Increase number of online courses and review training, incentives, and 1.2.4 Department Chairs 
support for online instruction for possible improvements. 
1.2.5 Procure more institutional support to meet standards of University/CEHS 1.2.5 CEHS Technology Committee 
technology plan. 
1.2.6 Address issues in relation to infrastructure (through survey, subcommit­ 1.2.6 CEHS Technology Committee 
tee, etc.) such as: support provided by CTUCATS/CEHS technicians; user 
friendliness to students, staff and faculty; and faculty ability to model effective 
use of technology in classes. 
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College of Education and Human Services Operation Plan 2008-2013 
Action Steps Needed 
Strategic Objective Conceptual Framework 	 Responsible Person(s) 
to Implement Strategic Objective 
~ 
~ 
~ Core Strategy #1: Prepare Professionals for a technology-based, multi-cultural, complex world 
~ 
~ 1.3 Develop a plan for integrat­
ing and improving collaboration 
between the community and the 

college 

1.4 All CEHS programs should be 
reviewed and one of the following 
designations assigned: 
• Maintain 
• Strengthen 
• Eliminate 
• Develop (new) 
Professionalism Action Steps: 	
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1.3.1 Assess community needs. 
1.3.2 Initiate new collaborative inter-departmental initiatives that meet 
needs. 
1.3.3 Support interdisciplinary initiatives that meet community needs 
1.4.1 Design program offerings to meet the needs of our external part­
ners, whenever possible. 
1.4.2 Determine what faculty we have and need based on survey 
results (next 6 months after completion of above). 
1.4.3 Develop a recruitment plan by department that connects teach­
ing, service, and scholarship in the first year of the strategic plan. 
1.4.4 Begin using the recruitment plan to make continuous improve­
ment. 
1.4.5 Evaluate the recruitment plan to make continuous improvements. 
1.4.6 Partnership Director 
1.4.7 Remove obstacles in dual appointments across departments. 
1.4.8 Establish a support network for outside faculty/course hours. 
1.4.9 Design and implement staff and faculty annual training as ap­
propriate to items above. 
1.4.10 Explore the feasibility and establishment of funding per depart­
ment based on results versus funding for credit hours per department. 
1.4.11 Periodically assess employer needs and external partner needs 
1.4.12 Collect data on the viability of current initiatives with external 
partners. 
1.4.13 Incorporate customer service accountability into employee an­
nual reviews. 
1.4.14 Review availability of department office hours for faculty and 
staff. . ... 
1.3.1 Unit Assessment Committee 
1.3.2 Department Chairs 
1.3.3 Department Chairs 
1.4.1 Program Advisors 
1.4.2 Associate Dean 
1.4.3 Department Chairs and Associate 
Dean 
1.4.4 Associate Dean 
1.4.5 Associate Dean and Department 
Chairs 
1.4.6 Partnership Director 
1.4.7 Deans - CEHS/COLA/COSM 
1.4.8 Dean 
1.4.9 Associate Dean 
1.4.10 Dean and Business Manager 
1.4.11 Unit Assessment Committee 
1.4.12 Unit Assessment Committee 
1.4.13 Unit Assessment Committee 
1.4.14 Department Chairs 
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College of Education and Human Services Operation Plan 2008-2013 
Action Steps Needed 
Strategic Objective Conceptual Framework Responsible Person(s) 
to Implement Strategic Objective 
Core Strategy #2: Utilize the Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) School as an Applied Learning and Research Laboratory 
Strategic Objective Conceptual Framework 
3.1 Review and restructure Content knowledge Action 
the College's networks and Steps: 
services to facilitate agility. Pedagogical Content Knowl­
edge Action Steps: 
Diversity Action Steps: 
Technology Action Steps: 
Professionalism Action 
Steps: 
Emotional Intelligence Action 
Steps: 
*The six elements of the 
Conceptual Framework 
above have been and will be 
embedded n all partnerships 
and programs included in 
Core Strategy #3 
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2.1.1 Create world-class STEM curriculum materials. 2.1.1 STEM Committee and Prin­
cipal 
2.1.2 Provide practicum and internship opportunities for students 2.1.2 STEM Committee and Princi­
pal (New Responsibility = Coordina­
tor/Liaison) 
2.1.3 Promote and coordinate WSU faculty involvement to explore innovative 2.1.3 STEM Coordinator/Liaison 
teaching and learning strategies. 
2.1.4 Establish a research agenda and develop cross-disciplinary teams to imple­ 2.1.4 STEM Coordinator/Liaison 
ment the agenda. 
2.1.5 Recruit and select a diverse student body 2.1.5 STEM Committee and Prin­
cipal 
2.1.6 Encourage faculty and staff involvement in state-of-the-art technology. 2.1.6 STEM Committee/CEHS Tech­
nology Committee 
2.1.7 Encourage faculty and staff involvement in STEM School research and 2.1.7 STEM Coordinator/Liaison 
scholarship. 
2.1.8 Develop a STEM School culture that develops and supports students who 2.1.8 STEM Coordinator/Liaison 
demonstrate traits and behaviors of emotionally intelligent individuals. 
Core Strategy #3: Create Agile Partnerships and Programs 
Action Steps Needed 
to Implement Strategic Objective 
3.1.1 Inventory the number, types, and agility of networks and programs already 
functioning in the College. 
3.1.2 Create and Implement a restructuring plan. 
3.1.3 Formalize technical assistance, training, and data collection and analysis to 
facilitate the formulation and impact of the College's agile networks and programs. 
3.1.4 Reconfigure and realign existing staff resources. 
3.1.5 Create a professional development and research organization that supports 
the agile networks and program outreach of the College and directs the College's 
external partnership priorities. 
Responsible Person(s) 
.1.1 Assistant Dean 
.1.2 Assistant Dean and Depart­
ent Chairs 
.1.3 Assistant Dean and Depart­
ent Chairs. 
.1.4 Dean 
.1.5 Dean 
3
3
m
3
m
3
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College Bylaws 

Approved September 12, 2002 Amended June 13, 2005 Amended April 15, 2009 
Amended October 29, 2004 Amended September 21 , 2006 
Amended March 30, 2005 Amended June 21,2007 
Article I. College of Education and Human Services (CEHS) 
Faculty 
Preamble 
It is recognized that College Faculty are qualified to participate in the governance of the College, particu­
larly with respect to academic matters. It is also recognized that College Faculty members provide valu­
able contributions to all levels of the college administration. Participation in governance consists of giv­
ing advice, making recommendations, and contributing to the establishment of bylaws as set forth in the 
Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA). The College Faculty recognize the necessity of participating in 
departmental and college matters and acknowledge the important collegial relationships that must exist be­
tween the College Faculty, the Department Chairs, and the Dean. Consequently, it is hereby agreed that this 
document represents the CEHS College Bylaws specifying procedures for the participation by the College 
Faculty in the governance of the college. 
Section 1. Membership 
The CEHS Faculty will comprise all full-time bargaining unit and non-bargaining unit faculty members in­
cluding those joint-appointment faculty with a majority of their appointment in CEHS. 
Section 2. Faculty Meetings 
A regular meeting of the CEHS Faculty will be called during the fall, winter, and spring quarters of each aca­
demic year. Special meetings may be called during the fall, winter, and spring quarters by the CEHS Senate 
upon submission of a petition signed by at least 25 percent of the CEHS Faculty or at the discretion of the 
CEHS Senate Chair. Further, the Dean may call special meetings should the need arise. 
Section 3. Officers 
The officers of the CEHS Faculty will be the Chair of the CEHS Senate, the Chair-elect, the Past-Chair and 
representatives from the departments. 
Section 4. Conduct of CEHS Faculty Meetings 
(1) The Chair of the CEHS Senate or her/his designated representative will preside at meetings of the CEHS 
Faculty. Such meetings will be conducted in accordance with the most recent edition of "Robert's Rules of 
Order, Revised," insofar as they are consistent with these bylaws. 
continued 
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(2) The agenda for each regular meeting shall be prepared by the CEHS Senate. The agenda will be made 
available to each member of the CEHS Faculty at least five days prior to the meeting. The regular meeting 
agenda will include in the following order: 
• Approval of minutes 
• Report of the Dean 
• Report of the CEHS Senate chairperson 
• Reports of the CEHS Senate Committees 
• Action items 
• Reports of committees outside of CEHS 
• Other 
(3) After all items on the regular agenda have been resolved, additional items (new business) may be 
brought to the floor for discussion and appropriate action. 
(4) Special meetings of the CEHS Faculty called by petition will consider only the item(s) identified in the 
petition or on the agenda made available to the CEHS Faculty at least five days prior to the special meet­
ing. 
(5) Meetings may be held with any number of the members of the CEHS Faculty; however, a quorum for 
transacting business will be a majority (51 %) of the CEHS Faculty with each department represented. If it is 
determined that business transactions are blocked by department non-attendance, a special meeting will 
be called and a vote taken regardless of department representation. 
Section 5. Powers and Duties 
(1) The CEHS Senate, has the power to: 
(a) recommend policies regarding the academic programs, including college requirements and cur­
riculum for all degrees offered by the College. 
(b) investigate, discuss, and make recommendations to any appropriate body within the University 
regarding any matter of interest to the College: 
(c) appoint such ad hoc committees as may be deemed appropriate. 
(2) The CEHS Faculty reserves the right of referendum over all actions of the CEHS Senate. 
Article II. The Senate of the College of Education and Human 
Services 
Section 1. Membership 
The CEHS Senate will be comprised of eight voting members: one at-large faculty member elected annu­
ally by the CEHS faculty; one faculty member of each department elected in staggered, 2-year terms (HS & 
EDL odd years; HPR & TED even years) in the College excluding the department chairs and elected by the 
bargaining unit faculty members of each department to serve a term of two years in accordance with the 
academic calendar and the CEHS Senate Chair, Chair-Elect and Past Chair. The Dean or designated repre­
sentative serves as an ex officio, non-voting member. The names of the at-large and department represen­
tatives will be forwarded to the CEHS Senate no later than April 15 th to insure that there is time for an­
nouncement at the Spring Quarter CEHS Faculty meeting. A college wide election will be held in the spring 
quarter to elect the CEHS Senate Chair-elect to a three-year term. If a member of the CEHS Senate is 
continued 
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elected, that department will elect another member to complete the term. The chair-elect of the CEHS Sen­
ate will serve as the secretary of the CEHS Senate and assist the chair as needed. The chair-elect serves as 
CEHS Senate Chair in the second year of his/her term of office and as past chair in year three. 
Section 2. CEHS Senate Meetings 
The CEHS Senate will meet monthly during the three academic quarters at a time and place determined by 
the CEHS Senate, unless, by a majority vote, the CEHS Senate shall otherwise determine as in the case of 
deciding to conduct business over the summer. Special CEHS Senate meetings may be called by the Chair 
of the CEHS Senate or upon submission of a petition by at least three members of the CEHS Senate. 
Section 3. Conduct of Meetings 
The Chair shall preside at the meeting or the Chair-elect in his/her absence. A quorum of the CEHS Senate 
shall consist of one-half (four members) of the elected membership. Minutes of CEHS Senate meetings will 
be taken by the secretary (Chair-elect) and circulated with the agenda to the CEHS Faculty prior to the next 
scheduled meeting of the CEHS Senate. All meetings will be conducted in accordance with the latest edi­
tion of "Robert's Rules of Order, Revised." 
Section 4. Powers and Duties 
Three of the elected faculty representatives may request that an action recommended by the CEHS Senate 
be placed on the agenda of the next CEHS Faculty meeting. 
The CEHS Senate will periodically review and recommend procedures for reviewing chairs and the dean 
(but not associate nor assistant deans) consistent with the office of the Provost and other University guide­
lines. 
Article III. Committees of the College of Education and 
Human Services 
Section 1. Categories 
The following standing committees are hereby established: Curriculum and Academic Policies, Faculty Af­
fairs, Promotion and Tenure, Graduate Studies, Nominations and Elections, Undergraduate Student Affairs, 
Technology, Diversity, and Local Professional Development. 
Section 2. Membership 
(1) Composition. Each standing committee will be comprised of five voting members except the Promotion 
and Tenure Committee and the Local Professional Development Committee shall consist of seven voting 
members. These members will be drawn from the four departments of the College in the following man­
ner: one faculty member from each college department and one (three for the P & T Committee) at-large 
member from the college faculty. All members of the Graduate Studies Committee must have associate 
graduate faculty status or higher. All members of the Promotion and Tenure Committee must be tenured, 
bargaining unit members or department chairs who hold at least the rank of Associate Professor. The Dean 
of the College or designated representative will serve as a non-voting member of the Promotion and Tenure 
committee. In addition, staff and students may serve, as non-voting members, on certain committees as 
described below. 
(2) Members of ad hoc committees (in addition to ones appointed by the Dean) will be appointed by the 
CEHS Senate. 
continued 
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(3) Each year one member of each standing committee, except the Promotion and Tenure Committee, will 
be elected by the committee membership to the chair elect for a three-year term. This person shall serve as 
chair-elect of the committee in their first year and chair in their second year and as past chair in year three. 
The chair will be responsible at the beginning of their second year term for calling the first meeting of the 
committee at the earliest possible date in the Fall Quarter. Except for the Faculty Affairs and Promotion and 
Tenure committees, each committee may also have as members up to two non-voting CEHS majors from 
the student body. 
(4) Elections to fill Chair elect of the CEHS Senate and at large members of CEHS Senate and standing 
committees shall be according to the following procedure: 
(a) An eligible faculty member may nominate him/herself or he/she may be nominated for any number 
of at large positions, subject to personal approval of each nomination. The departmental list of nomi­
nees shall be forwarded to the Nominations and Elections Committee. 
(b) The Nominations and Elections Committee will conduct the elections. After CEHS Senate approv­
al, results will be disseminated to CEHS faculty through the office of the Dean. To the extent possible, 
the procedure should be completed prior to elections and appointments to University committees and 
councils (usually by May 15th of any year.). 
(5) The memberships of the appointed committees will be selected with the following stipulations. Each 
member of an appointed committee shall have personally indicated an interest in serving on the committee, 
or service will have been directly and personally solicited by a member of the Nominations and Elections 
Committee. 
Section 3. Powers and Duties 
The CEHS Senate and each standing committee, except the Promotion and Tenure Committee, will bear 
the following relationship to one another in the definition of powers and discharge of duties; the CEHS by­
laws will determine the committee's responsibilities. Each committee is directly responsible and account­
able to the CEHS Senate. The chair of each committee will report to the CEHS Senate in writing once a 
quarter and will submit committee recommendations to the CEHS Senate. 
(1) Curriculum and Academic Policies Committee 
The Curriculum and Academic Policies Committee is composed of an annually elected at-large represen­
tative, a representative from each of the four CEHS departments, and may include up to two non-voting 
CEHS students. The functions of this committee include, but are not limited to reviewing and recommend­
ing (a) Course Modification and Course Inventory Requests for undergraduate courses, (b) changes in 
admission or graduation requirements, (c) licensure program changes, and (d) new undergraduate major 
and minor programs from CEHS departments. Recommended actions are forwarded to the Dean and then 
to the chair of the University Undergraduate Curriculum and Academic Policy Committee (UCAPC). The 
chair of the CEHS Curriculum and Academic Policy committee will also be the College representative to the 
UCAPC. The committee chair makes a written quarterly report on committee findings, recommendations, 
and actions to the CEHS Senate. The Associate Dean of CEHS serves as an ex-officio, non-voting member. 
(2) Faculty Affairs Committee 
The Faculty Affairs Committee is composed of an annually elected at-large representative and a represen­
tative from each of the four CEHS departments. The functions of this committee include, but are not lim­
ited to reviewing and recommending (a) standards and faculty proposals for the Professional Development 
Leave program (b) recognition of teaching, scholarship, service excellence, recognition of support staff, 
and/or community support excellence, (c) faculty development grants, and (d) arrangements for the annual 
CEHS retreat. The committee chair makes a written quarterly report on committee findings, recommenda­
tions, and actions to the CEHS Senate. The Associate Dean of CEHS serves as an ex-officio, non-voting 
member. 
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(3) Promotion and Tenure Committee (P&n 
The Promotion and Tenure Committee is composed of three annually elected at-large representatives and a 
representative from each of the four CEHS departments. All members of the College Promotion and Tenure 
Committee must be tenured, hold at least the rank of associate professor, and be a bargaining unit faculty 
(BUF) member. Furthermore, the committee will consist of at least two associate professors, at least two 
full professors, and no more than two representatives from any department. The functions of this commit­
tee include, but are not limited to reviewing and recommending CEHS candidates for promotion and/or ten­
ure. The committee chair makes a written quarterly report on committee findings, recommendations, and 
activities to the CEHS Senate. The college representative to the University P&T Committee is an ex-officio, 
non-voting member of this committee. 
Additional Promotion and Tenure Procedures include the following: 
(1) The Dean or his/her designee must be present in an ex-officio, non-voting role. 
(2) The Dean will convene the committee and a chairperson will be elected from among the voting 
members. 
(3) The elected committee chair will write a letter describing the committee's support or non-support 
to be included in the promotion and/or tenure seeking faculty member's P & T file. 
(5) All discussions are confidential. 
(6) All votes are written and confidential and are limited to yes or no. 
(7) The Department Promotion and Tenure committee oversees the candidate's preparation of the P&T 
document and ensures compliance with all required documents listed in the CBA. 
(4) Graduate Studies Committee 
The Graduate Studies Committee is composed of an annually elected at-large representative, a representa­
tive from each of the four CEHS departments, and may include up to two non-voting CEHS students. The 
functions of this committee include, but are not limited to reviewing and recommending (a) policy and pro­
cedures, (b) Graduate Academic and Admission Petitions, (c) licensure, program changes and new degree 
proposals, (d) Graduate Course Inventory and Course Modification requests, (e) applications from faculty 
for full Graduate Faculty status, and (f) candidates for graduate scholarships. Committee recommendations 
are forwarded to the Dean of the School of Graduate Studies and/or CEHS Dean as appropriate. The com­
mittee chair makes a written quarterly report on committee findings, recommendations, and actions to the 
CEHS Senate. The Associate Dean of CEHS and Director of Graduate Programs serve as ex-officio, non­
voting members. 
(5) Nominations and Elections Committee 
The Nominations and Elections Committee is composed of an annually elected at-large representative and 
a representative from each of the four CEHS departments, and may include up to two non-voting CEHS 
students. The functions of this committee include but are not limited to (a) verifying eligibility and confirming 
interest in committee service, (b) preparing ballots, (c) organizing and conducting elections for all elected 
positions and councils, (d) notifying the successful candidates of election outcome, and (e) reporting elec­
tions results to the CEHS Senate, CEHS faculty and to the Dean. The committee chair makes a written 
quarterly report on committee findings, recommendations, and actions to the CEHS Senate 
(6) Undergraduate Student Affairs Committee 
The Undergraduate Student Affairs Committee is composed of an annually elected at-large representative, 
a representative from each of the four CEHS departments, and up to two non-voting CEHS students. The 
functions of this committee include, but are not limited to reviewing and recommending (a) Undergradu­
ate Petitions (exceptions that permit removal of hours and points for courses, late dropping of classes or 
complete withdrawals and waiving of regulations), (b) formal complaints requiring academic mediation and 
specifically those involving contested grades and grading procedures, and (c) candidates for undergradu­
continued 
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ate scholarships. Committee recommendations are forwarded to the Dean for final recommendation to the 
instructor or other appropriate university officials. The committee chair makes a written quarterly report on 
committee findings, recommendations, and actions to the CEHS Senate. The Director of Student Services, 
or designee, serves as an ex-officio, non-voting member. 
(7) The Technology Committee 
The Technology Committee is composed of an annually elected at-large representative, a representative 
from each of the four CEHS departments, up to two non-voting CEHS students, and may include (with 
a majority vote of the committee) non-voting staff from adjunct or support staff positions from within the 
university. The functions of this committee include, but are not limited to (a) seeking out and transmitting 
technology related information to the CEHS community of learners, (b) assisting with the development, 
evaluation, and dissemination of the CEHS Technology Plan, (c) collecting information from CEHS faculty 
related to technology issues, and (d) ensuring that faculty and staff have access to information about hard­
ware, software and policies related to technology. The committee chair makes a quarterly written report on 
committee findings, recommendations, and actions to the CEHS Senate. The Associate Dean of CEHS or 
designee, serves as an ex-officio, non-voting member. 
(8) The Diversity Committee 
The Diversity Committee is composed of an annually elected at-large college representative, a represen­
tative from each of the four CEHS departments, and up to two non-voting CEHS students. The functions 
of this committee include, but are not limited to reviewing, recommending, and providing (a) leadership, 
structure, and oversight for implementation and assessment efforts related to the college's commitment to 
diversity issues and (b) issues of student recruitment, retention, scholarships and college climate. The com­
mittee makes a written quarterly report on committee findings, recommendations, and actions to the CEHS 
Senate. The Assistant Dean for Administration of CEHS and the Director of Student Services or their desig­
nees, serve as ex-officio, non-voting members. 
(9) The Local Professional Development Committee 
The Local Professional Development Committee is composed of seven members, four bargaining unit 
faculty and three administrators. A representative from each of the four CEHS departments is elected for 
two-year terms (HS and EDL elected spring of odd years and TED and HPR elected spring of even years). 
The Dean of CEHS appoints the three administrators. The functions of this committee include, but are not 
limited to reviewing and approving course work and other professional development activities for full-time 
and adjunct CEHS faculty and staff to renew certificates/licenses issued by the Ohio Department of Educa­
tion. This is accomplished by: (a) Establishing operating procedures consistent with Senate Bill 230 and 
state of Ohio established LPDC practices for the submission and review of Individual Professional Devel­
opment Plans (IPDPs) by eligible faculty and staff. These procedures include a pre-approval process for 
IPDPs and a final validation that the IPDP goals have been achieved. (b) Establishing the criteria by which 
the Committee will review IPDPs. (c) Consistently abiding by state standards and established CEHS LPDC 
procedures and criteria when reviewing IPDPs. (d) Ensuring that course work and other professional devel­
opment activities for renewal of certificates/licenses meets standards described in the Quality Professional 
Development Guidebook as developed by the Ohio LPDC Statewide Advisory Committee and as set forth 
in the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001. (e) Collecting and disseminating data on professional development 
opportunities for faculty and staff. (f) Maintaining records of LPDC decisions regarding the Individual Pro­
fessional Development Plans. The committee chair makes a quarterly written report on committee findings, 
recommendations, and actions to the CEHS Senate. 
Article IV. Selection of the Dean 
If a vacancy occurs in the Dean's position, all applications for the position will be made available for faculty 
review. Candidates' visits to campus will be scheduled in order for faculty to have an opportunity to meet 
the candidates and provide input to the review process. The Dean's search committee will include at least 
four bargaining unit faculty members from CEHS. 
continued 
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Article v.. Professional Development and Mentoring of New 
Faculty 
Each department will be responsible for mentoring new faculty and assisting faculty in professional devel­
opment planning. 
Article VI. Amendments to the CEHS Bylaws 
Amendments may be initiated by (a) the CEHS Senate, (b) by majority vote of the CEHS bargaining unit fac­
ultyat a properly called meeting, or (c) by submission to the CEHS Senate of a petition signed by at least 
33 percent of the CEHS bargaining unit faculty. No amendment shall be recommended unless distributed 
in writing to all bargaining unit members of the CEHS Faculty at least two weeks in advance of the meeting 
when voting occurs. Absentee or mail ballots are not permitted. 
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Conceptual Framework 
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In the 2006-2007 academic year, revisions were made to the college Conceptual Framework. The 
process was initiated through the Unit Assessment Committee in conjunction with the refinement of the 
unit portfolio rubric. The purpose of the refinement was to ensure the Conceptual Framework would 
reflect all programs within the college, which includes all National Council for Accreditation of Teacher 
Education (NCATE) programs as well as all non-NCATE programs. The modifications included minor 
changes to reflect the diversity of CEHS programs. Two such examples are: (1) replacing the phrase 
"professional school roles" with "professional roles," since not all CEHS candidates will be working in a 
school setting, and (2) using the phrase "professional educators/leaders/counselors and candidates" to 
replace the former phrase "teacher candidates," since not all candidates are preparing to be teachers. 
The revision was shared and approved at the May 30, 2007 Faculty Meeting. 
During the 2007-2008 academic year, further revisions were made which included the addition of the 
words "Educators," "Practitioners," and "Candidates" to the center of the Conceptual Framework 
graphic. These were added during the process of designing the 2008-2013 CEHS Strategic Plan in a 
conscious effort to operationalize the Conceptual Framework and be more inclusive of the work of fac­
ulty, staff, and our collaborative partners engaged in as part of its successful implementation. 
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Content Know/edge (Strand 1) 
Teacher candidates and candidates for professional roles are knowledgeable in their cho­
sen fields. 
This strand represents our commitment to assuring professional educators/leaders/counselors and candi­
dates are knowledgeable in their chosen fields and can impart this knowledge to help all students/clients 
learn, achieve goals, or change behaviors. This knowledge is not limited to known and existing information, 
but includes the ability to generate and understand innovations in the field, and the possession of the skills 
and dispositions necessary to remain current in the field. Content Knowledge includes a broad general 
foundation in the arts and sciences, as well as a depth of knowledge appropriate for each level of expertise 
in a specific field. Content Knowledge is essential for critical thinking and problem solving in a professional 
role. 
Portfolio evidence demonstrates ... 
Artifact displays minimal depth Artifact displays average depth Artifact displays above average 
and breadth of professional sub- and breadth of professional sub- depth and breadth of profes­
ject matter knowledge. ject matter knowledge. sional subject matter knowl­
edge. 
UNAr.r.F:PTABLE (1) ACCEPTABLE (2) TARGET (3) 
Artifact displays minimal ability to Artifact displays average abil- Artifacts displays above average 
use professional content knowl- ity to use professional content ability to use professional con­
edge to aid learning for diverse knowledge to aid learning for tent knowledge to aid learning 
populations. diverse populations. for diverse populations. 
lJNACCEPTABLE (1) ACCEPTABLE (2) TARGET (3) 
Artifact displays minimal abil- Artifact displays average abil- Artifact displays above average 
ity to generate and understand ity to generate and understand ability to generate and under­
innovations in the chosen field to innovations in the chosen field to stand innovations in the chosen 
remain current. remain current. field to remain current. 
UNACCEPTABLE (1 ) ACCEPTABLE (2) TARGET (3) 
TOTAL =1 X TOTAL =2 X TOTAL =3 X 
CONTENT KNOWLEDGE TOTAL == 
Content Knowledge interweaves with the other five strands in the Conceptual Framework to develop the 
art and science of teaching/leadership/counseling. Content Knowledge is necessary to make appropriate 
pedagogical and/or clinical decisions based upon onefs knowledge of diverse groups, of technological ap­
plications to support learning of behavior change, of emotional intelligence to establish rapport and com­
municate effectively, and of the qualities and dispositions of a professional educator/leader/counselor. 
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Pedagogical Content Knowledge (Strand 2) 
Teacher candidates and candidates for professional roles demonstrate appropriate peda­
gogical/clinical content knowledge to help aI/ students/clients learn or achieve goals. 
This strand represents our commitment to assuring professional educators/leaders/counselors and candi­
dates are knowledgeable and able to integrate knowledge of human development, behavior and learning, 
curriculum, classroom management, and content-appropriate strategies to provide effective intervention, 
instruction and/or assessment to all students/clients. Pedagogical Content Knowledge is the ability to 
contextualize classroom practice or clinical practice based upon knowledge of how people learn/change 
in a particular content area and how that learning or change can best be facilitated. Professional educa­
tors/leaders/counselors and candidates should be able to demonstrate pedagogical content knowledge 
by anticipating and recognizing common misconceptions, typical misunderstandings, and developmentally 
appropriate responses to instruction or clinical practices and assessment for the content area. 
Artifact displays candidate's 
lack of ability to integrate knowl­
edge of human development 
and learning, curriculum, clinical 
skills, group management, and/ 
or content-appropriate strategies 
to provide effective instruction 
for diverse learners/clients. 
I JNA(;(;F:PTARI F (1 ) 
Artifact displays candidate's 
lack of ability to integrate knowl­
edge of human development 
and learning, curriculum, clinical 
skills, group management, and/ 
or content-appropriate strategies 
to provide effective assessment 
for diverse learners/clients. 
UNA(;(;FPTARI F (1 ) 
TOTAL =1 X 
Artifact displays candidate's 
basic ability to integrate knowl­
edge of human development 
and learning, curriculum, clinical 
skills, group management, and/ 
or content-appropriate strategies 
to provide effective instruction 
for diverse learners/clients. 
A(;r.FP~ARI F (2) 
Artifact displays candidate's 
basic ability to integrate knowl­
edge of human development 
and learning, curriculum, clinical 
skills, group management, and! 
or content-appropriate strategies 
to provide effective assessment 
for diverse learners/clients. 
ACi';1-1-' ARI F (2) 
TOTAL =2 X 
Artifact displays candidate's 
strong ability to integrate knowl­
edge of human development 
and learning, curriculum, clinical 
skills, group management, and/ 
or content-appropriate strategies 
to provide effective instruction 
for diverse learners/clients. 
TAR~FT (3) 
Artifact displays candidate's 
strong ability to integrate knowl­
edge of human development 
and learning, curriculum, clinical 
skills, group management, and/ 
or content-appropriate strategies 
to provide effective assessment 
for diverse learners/clients. 
TARGET (3) 
TOTAL =3 X 
APPLICATION OF CONTENT KNOWLEDGE TOTAL = 

Pedagogical Content Knowledge interweaves with the other five strands in the Conceptual Framework to 
develop the art and science of teaching/leadership/counseling. Pedagogical Content Knowledge is nec­
essary to make appropriate pedagogical decisions based upon complex interconnections with the other 
strands. Pedagogical Content Knowledge interacts with pedagogical knowledge to develop content ap­
propriate instruction and assessment in the context of understanding the diversity of studentsflclientsf 
backgrounds, experiences, motivations, learning styles, abilities and interests. Other interactions include 
the potential for technology to broaden the scope of readily accessible knowledge and enhance instruction, 
behavior change, the impact of emotional intelligence on knowledge acquisition, and the professional quali­
ties and dispositions of the educator/leader/counselor. 
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Diversity (Strand 3) 
Teacher candidates and candidates for professional roles are knowledgeable, competent, 
and sensitive in working with diverse populations and in diverse settings. 
This strand represents our commitment to assuring educators/leaders/counselors and candidates are 
knowledgeable, competent, and sensitive in working with diverse populations and in diverse settings. This 
strand includes valuing diversity as socially and culturally beneficial, appreciating the contributions of di­
verse populations, understanding how to adapt personal responses and professional practices in different 
contexts, and supporting equitable access and outcomes for all populations. 
Artifact fails to demonstrate a 
moderate and consistent un­
derstanding and valuing of the 
social and cultural background of 
diverse students or clients with 
whom they are working with an 
appreciation of the contributions 
of diverse populations. 
UNACCEPTABLE (1 ) 
Artifact shows little to no evi­
dence of candidate's ability to 
adapt personal responses and 
professional practices in different 
contexts to support equitable ac­
cess and outcomes for all learn­
ers/clients. 
UNACCEPTABLE (1 ) 
TOTAL =1 X 
DIVERSITY TOTAL == 
Artifact demonstrates a moder­
ate and consistent understand­
ing and valuing of the social and 
cultural background of diverse 
students or clients with whom 
they are working with an ap­
preciation of the contributions of 
diverse populations. 
ACCEPTABLE (2) 
Artifact shows moderate evi­
dence of candidate's ability to 
adapt personal responses and 
professional practices in different 
contexts to support equitable 
access and outcomes for all 
learners/clients. 
ACCEPTABLE (2) 
TOTAL =2 X 
Artifact demonstrates a thorough 
and consistent understanding 
and valuing of the social and 
cultural background of diverse 
students or clients with whom 
they are working with an ap­
preciation of the contributions of 
diverse populations. 
TARGET (3) 
Artifact shows strong evidence 
of candidate's ability to adapt 
personal responses and pro­
fessional practices in different 
contexts to support equitable 
access and outcomes for all 
learners/clients. 
TARGET (3) 
TOTAL =3 X 
Diversity interweaves with the other five strands in the Conceptual Framework to develop the art and sci­
ence of teaching/leadership/counseling. Diversity is an important component in framing content knowl­
edge, delivering services to meet individual needs, making pedagogical decisions and applying technology 
to facilitate learning. Diversity is fused with the development of Emotional Intelligence and Professionalism 
to facilitate sensitive and respectful communication in all settings. 
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Technology (Strand 4) 
Teacher candidates and candidates for professional roles apply appropriate technology 
to add value to the learning/leadership/clinical process. 
The technology strand represents the Unit's commitment to assuring professional educators/leaders/counselors 
and candidates are knowledgeable and able to make thoughtful, appropriate applications of technology to 
add value to the learning process, to determine the essential conditions for effective use, and to understand 
its powerful role in shaping individual lives and society. 
Artifact lacks evidence of candi­
date's ability to add value to the 
learning/clinical process by mak­
ing thoughtful and appropriate 
applications of technology. 
Artifact lacks evidence of the 
candidate's ability to determine 
the appropriateness and essen­
tial conditions for the effective 
use of technology. 
Artifact lacks evidence of the 
candidate's ability to demon­
strate an understanding of the 
powerful role of technology in 
shaping individual lives and 
society. 
TOTAL =1 X 
TECHNOLOGY TOTAL = 
Artifact shows moderate evi­
dence of candidate's ability to 
add value to the learning/clinical 
process by making thoughtful 
and appropriate applications of 
technology. 
Artifact shows moderate evi­
dence of the candidate's ability 
to determine the appropriate­
ness and essential conditions for 
the effective use of technology. 
Artifact shows moderate evi­
dence of the candidate's ability 
to demonstrate an understand­
ing of the powerful role of tech­
nology in shaping individual lives 
and society. 
TOTAL =2 X 
Artifact shows strong evidence 
of candidate's ability to add 
value to the learning/clinical 
process by making thoughtful 
and appropriate applications of 
technology. 
Artifact shows strong evidence 
of the candidate's ability to 
determine the appropriateness 
and essential conditions for the 
effective use of technology. 
Artifact shows strong evidence 
of the candidate's ability to dem­
onstrate an understanding of 
the powerful role of technology 
in shaping individual lives and 
society. 
TOTAL =3 X 
Technology interweaves with the other five strands in the Conceptual Framework to develop the art and 
science of teaching/leadership/counseling. Technology is an important component in making appropriate 
content and pedagogy decisions related to appropriate assignments and activities, research requirements, 
and information technology literacy requirements. Technology can support the application of emotional 
intelligence to enhance student learning and client outcomes for diverse populations through innovative op­
tions for instruction and assessment. Technology can also support professionalism by facilitating productiv­
ity, planning, and administrative functions. 
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Professionalism (Strand 5) 
Teacher candidates and candidates for professional roles understand and demonstrate 
the qualities and dispositions ofprofessionals. 
This strand represents our commitment to assuring educators/leaders/counselors and candidates understand 
and demonstrate the qualities and dispositions of professionals. Professionalism is demonstrated through 
communication and collaboration skills evidenced in interactions with other professionals, community mem­
bers, students, clients, and families. Team building and the principles of lifelong learning are included in the 
shared values of education and human services professions. 
Artifact lacks evidence of the 
candidate's ability to com­
municate and collaborate with 
community members, students, 
clients, and/or families. 
I JNA(;(;FPTARI F (1) 
Artifact lacks evidence of the 
principles of life-long learning 
through self-improvement and 
professional development. 
UNACCEPTABLE (1 ) 
Artifact lacks evidence of team 
building to achieve client/student 
and organizational goals. 
UNACCEPTABLE (1 ) 
TOTAL =1 X 
PROFESSIONALISM TOTAL = 
Artifact provides moderate evi­
dence of the candidate's ability 
to communicate and collaborate 
with community members, stu­
dents, clients, and/or families. 
A(;(;FPTARI F (2) 
Artifact provides moderate 
evidence of the principles of 
life-long learning through self­
improvement and professional 
development. 
ACCEPTABLE (2) 
Artifact shows moderate 
evidence of team building to 
achieve client/student and orga­
nizational goals. 
ACCEPTABLE (2) 
TOTAL =2 X 
Artifact provides strong evidence 
of the candidate's ability to com­
municate and collaborate with 
community members, students, 
clients, and/or families. 
TARGFT (;'3) 
Artifact provides strong evidence 
of the principles of life-long 
learning through self-imp rove­
ment and professional develop­
ment. 
TARGET (3) 
Artifact shows strong evidence 
of team building to achieve cli­
ent/student and organizational 
goals. 
TARGET (3) 
TOTAL =3 X 
Professionalism interweaves with the other five strands in the Conceptual Framework to develop the art 
and science of teaching/leadership/counseling. Professionalism is an important component in guiding con­
tent knowledge applications and pedagogy decisions, communicating effectively with technology, appropri­
ately demonstrating the five emotional intelligence attributes (as listed below), and in engaging in relation­
ships with diverse populations or in diverse settings. 
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Emotional Intelligence (Strand 6) 
Teacher candidates and candidates for professional roles develop Emotional Intelligence 
and are cognizant of its significance as a positive disposition in teaching, leadership, 
learning, counseling, and adjusting in life. 
Our faculty identified Emotional Intelligence as a critical disposition in the development of our candidates. 
This strand represents our commitment to assuring professional educators/leaders/counselors and candi­
dates develop Emotional Intelligence and are cognizant of the significant role Emotional Intelligence plays in 
effective teaching, learning, and adjusting in life. Emotional Intelligence includes: 
• 	 An awareness of onefs own emotions and the emotions of others (competence) 
• 	 Constructively expressing and controlling feelings (self-regulation) 
• 	 A recognition that life is full of choices and each person is responsible for his or her decisions and 
actions (motivation) 
• 	 The ability to take the perspective of others (empathy) 
• 	 Listening to others, understanding others, interpreting guidelines for social relationships, and coop­
erating as a team member (social skills) 
Artifact lacks evidence of the 
candidate's development of the 
five major characteristics of emo­
tional intelligence: competence 
(awareness of own emotions), 
self regulation (expression of 
feelings), motivation (recognition 
of choice), empathy (the ability to 
take the perspective of others),) 
and social skills (listening and 
interpreting social relationships) 
I JNA(;(;EPTABLE (1 ) 
Artifacts lack evidence of the 
candidate's awareness of the 
importance of the major charac­
teristics of emotional intelligence 
in effective teaching, learning, 
leadership, counseling and ad­
justing to life. 
UNACCEPTABLE (1 ) 
TOTAL::: 1 X 
Artifact provides moderate 
evidence of the candidate's 
development of the five major 
characteristics of emotional 
intelligence: competence (aware­
ness of own emotions), self 
regulation (expression of feel­
ings), motivation (recognition of 
choice), empathy (the ability to 
take the perspective of others),) 
and social skills (listening and 
interpreting social relationships) 
ACCEPTABLE (2) 
Artifacts provide moderate 
evidence of the candidate's 
awareness of the importance 
of the major characteristics of 
emotional intelligence in effective 
teaching, learning, leadership, 
counseling and adjusting to life. 
ACCEPTABLE (2) 
TOTAL::: 2 X 
Artifacts provide strong evidence 
of the candidate's development 
of the five major characteris­
tics of emotional intelligence: 
competence (awareness of own 
emotions), self regulation (ex­
pression of feelings), motivation 
(recognition of choice), empathy 
(the ability to take the perspec­
tive of others),) and social skills 
(listening and interpreting social 
relationshi ps) 
TARGET (3) 
Artifacts provide strong evidence 
of the candidate's awareness 
of the importance of the major 
characteristics of emotional 
intelligence in effective teaching, 
learning, leadership, counseling 
and adjusting to life. 
TARGET (3) 
TOTAL::: 3 X 
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE TOTAL ::: 
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Emotional Intelligence interweaves with the other five strands in the Conceptual Framework to develop the 
art and science of teaching/leadership/counseling. Emotional Intelligence is an important component in learn­
ing and guides professional practice in selecting content, pedagogy/techniques, and technology to facilitate 
learning and/or behavior change/growth for diverse populations. 
TOTAL Cumulative Portfolio Score (All Six Strands): 
42-45 =Target 36-41 = High Acceptable 30-35 =Acceptable 29 and below =Unacceptable 
Intervention and resubmission is necessary if one of the following occurs: (1) A candidate receives more 
than one unacceptable score within a strand; or (2) if no artifact is submitted, resulting in a zero (0) being 
awarded. 
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Professional Dispositions 

Professional dispositions were adopted to be used by all programs within the CEHS unit (NCATE and 
non-NCATE). A scoring rubric was developed to assess these professional dispositions. Each program 
will assess these dispositions twice within their program - once during the final review of the Conceptual 
Framework portfolio and a second time to be determined by each program, which could either be at the 
midpoint and/or entrance to a program to track growth of the candidate, and, if indicated, to provide inter­
vention for any area noted as deficient or at the unacceptable level. 
Professional Dispositions 
College of Education and Human Services 
Wright State University 

Dayton, Ohio 

Respondent should be faculty &/or supervisors who are familiar with the candidate's professional skills and behaviors. 
Candidate Name ___________________ Date _____________ 
Program ________________ Assessor's Name/Role ______________ 
Candidate demonstrates honesty/integrity by being truthful with clients/students, peers, applicable organizational 

stakeholders, and in their professional work (e.g., documentation, communication, presentations, assessments, and research). 

- 1 Unacceptable - 2 Acceptable 
*If unacceptable, please explain _______________________________ 
Candidate demonstrates reliability/responsibility by: being accountable to clients/students, peers, and other applicable 

organizational stakeholders, completing assigned duties and tasks; and, accepting responsibility for errors. 

- 1 Unacceptable - 2 Acceptable 
*If unacceptable, please explain ________________________________ 
Candidates demonstrates respect for others by: talking about and treating all persons with respect and regard for their 
individual worth and dignity; being fair and non-discriminatory; routinely inquiring or express awareness of the emotional, 
personal, familial, and cultural influences on client/student well-being and their rights and choices of professional/educational 
services; and maintaining appropriate confidentiality. 
- 1 Unacceptable - 2 Acceptable 
*If unacceptable, please explain ________________________________ 
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Candidate demonstrates self-improvement through professional development (e.g., attending and/or contributing to 
conferences; keeping current with and/or contributing to professional literature; actively participating in planned 
organizational improvement initiatives/activities). 
- 1 Unacceptable - 2 Acceptable 
*If unacceptable, please explain ___________________________________ 
Candidate demonstrates self-awareness/knowledge of limits by: recognizing the need for guidance and supervision when 
faced with new or complex responsibility; being insightful of the impact of one's behavior on others; and, being cognizant of 
appropriate professional boundaries. 
- 1 Unacceptable - 2 Acceptable 
*If unacceptable, please explain ___________________________________ 
Candidate demonstrates communication/collaboration by working collaboratively and communicating effectively to 
achieve client/student and organizational goals. 
- 1 Unacceptable - 2 Acceptable 
*If unacceptable, please explain ___________________________________ 
Candidate demonstrates altruism/advocacy by: adhering to the best interests of the client/student; and, putting the best 
interest of the client/student above the self-interest and the interests of other parties. 
- 1 Unacceptable - 2 Acceptable 
*If unacceptable, please explain ___________________________________ 
* Please note if a candidate is rated at the unacceptable level, intervention is to occur and be documented. 
Additional Comments: 
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Core Assessment 

The National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) requires institutions of higher 
education to have a unit assessment system containing common unit assessments across all programs 
that prepare teachers and other professional school personnel to work in pre K-12 environments (NCATE 
2000 standards). Similarly, the North Central Association, Council of Rehabilitation Education, Commis­
sion for the Accreditation of Allied Health Education Programs, Council for Accreditation of Counseling 
and Related Educational Programs, and other accreditation councils are recommending or requiring pro­
grams to develop and track standardized assessments such as grade point average, key measures and 
impact on student learning, and progress throughout a program. The College of Education and Human 
Services adopted the following common unit assessments at the March 1, 2006 Faculty Meeting: 
Core Assessment for NCATE or NCATE-Related Programs 
1. 	 Grade point average (minimum entrance requirement) 
• Undergraduate programs-2.5 
• Graduate programs-2.7 
2. 	 Praxis II, or content test if Praxis II is not required for the program area 
3. 	 Student teaching/intern evaluation or external review for application of the acquired content 
knowledge, specific to the program area or Specialized Professional Association (SPA) 
4. 	 Impact on student learning or client needs 
5. 	 Portfolio Process 
• Focus to be conceptual framework strands (content knowledge pedagogical content knowl­
edge, technology, emotional intelligence, diversity, professionalism) 
• Dispositions 
• Tracking candidate progress through decision points/gates 
• Entrance (candidates learn the requirements) 
• Midpoint (progress check prior to student teaching/internship) 
• Program completion (final portfolio assessment) 
Core Assessment for Non-Education Programs 
1. 	 Grade point average (minimum entrance requirement) 
2. 	 Content test, a measure of acquired content knowledge 
3. 	 Intern evaluation or external review for application of the acquired content knowledge, specific to 
the program area or unique accrediting agency, or professional societies that have guidelines for 
programs 
4. 	 Impact on client needs 
5. 	 Portfolio process 
• Focus to be conceptual framework strands (content knowledge, practice, diversity, technology, 
professionalism, and emotional intelligence) 
• Dispositions 
• Tracking candidate progress through decision points/gates 
• Entrance (candidates learn the requirements) 
• Midpoint (progress check prior to internship) 
• Program completion (final portfolio assessment) 
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Impact on Student Learning/Client Needs 
Core assessment number 4 for NCATE or NCATE-related programs addresses evaluation and exter­
nal review for the application of required knowledge specific to the program area or SPA. The college 
has created a Student Learning/Client Needs Form (on the following pages) to address this assess­
ment. The form was based on a sample shared by Dr. Anne Bauer from the University of Cincinnati, 
who collaborated with CEHS on the development and use of the tool. 
This impact assessment tool is to be completed during a field or clinical experience within each 
program at least once. All NCATE-related programs complete the form on Tk20, and programs who 
have chosen not to use Tk20 can have their candidates complete the form by other means (paper or 
electronic). 
A candidate completes the assessment on three students/clients with whom they are working. A 
program standard is chosen to be assessed. The candidate first predicts how well each of the stu­
dents/clients will do before the new concept or behavioral goal has been implemented. Next, they 
reflect about the accuracy of their projected results in relationship to how the student/client actually 
performed. A cooperating teacher or supervisor can then confirm or deny the candidate's rating in 
relation to their rating of the same three students/clients. 
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Wright State University 
College of Education and Human Services 
Impact on Student Learning/Client Needs 
Candidate Name School/Placement _____________________________ 
Mentor/Cooperating Teacher/Supervisor Date ______________________ 
CandidateProgram: ___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Identify three students/clients (by an alias) whose performance you will document 
Student/Client 1 Student/Client 2 Student/Client 3 
Please indicate whether this is an academic or behavioral event. Then check the nature of the event. 
ca emlc: 
___ Reading, literacy, lang. arts 
Math 
Science 
Social Studies 
Art/Music 
Other 
Counseling: 
Personal/Social 

Career 

Crisis 

Other: 

OR 
tsehavloral 
__ IncreaselDecrease production 
__ Increasing engagement 
ca emlc: 
___ Reading, literacy, lang. arts 
Math 
Science 
Social Studies 
Art/Music 
Other 
Counseling: 
Personal/Social 
Career 
Crisis 
Other: 
OR 
tsehaVloral 
__ IncreaselDecrease production 
__ Increasing engagement 
ca emlc: 
___ Reading, literacy, lang. arts 
Math 
Science 
Social Studies 
Art/Music 
Other 
Counseling: 
Personal/Social 
Career 
Crisis 
Other: 
OR 
tsehaVloral 
__ IncreaselDecrease production 
__ Increasing engagement 
;p 
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~ Write your goal for the student/client in regards to your instruction or actions. Cite specific standards for your goals. 
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Identify outcomes for each student/client, beginning with the most likely outcome. This would be the outcome expected to occur at the end of 
the instructional period. Next, describe two higher levels of success, which would be more than expected (+1) and much more than expected 
(+2). Do the same for the lower levels of progress as well, including less than the expected outcome (-1) and much less than expected (-2). 
Identify the date on which you will review the students' progress and who will rate the student (you, a mentor or cooperating teacher, assis­
tant). 
Level of Expected Outcome Student/Client 1 Student/Client 2 Student/Client 3 
Review Date 
Reviewer 
Much more than expected (+2) 
More than expected (+1) 
Most likely outcome 
Less than expected (-1) 
Much less than expected (-2) 
1. Identify the major ways you evaluated the outcomes for each of these students/clients. Specifically, what methods and steps d you 
used to evaluate them (observation, test, rubric, questions, participation in a lesson/activity, task completion, etc.). 
What was the decision-making process utilized for evaluating these particular outcomes? 
;p 
al 
~ 
n 
~ 
~ 
2. Estimate the degree to which your plan was carried out as intended: 
~ 
~ __ As planned 
~ 
~ __ Almost as planned 
f __ With a moderate amount of change 
r:/) 
tn 
__ With many changes 
~ 
@ 
en 
3. Rate each student/client's outcome on the review date and report both the goal attainment scale and the reviewer/rater below: 
Student/Client Date 
Goal Attainment Rating 
(-2, -1, 0, +1, +2) 
Reviewer/Rater 
(self, cooperating teacher etc.) 
Student/Client 1 
Student/Client 2 
Student/Client 3 
4. If you had another individual rate the goal attainment, what was the agreement of your ratings? For example, Student 1 - my rating 
was 1 and my cooperating teacher's rating was -1. 
;p 
al 
~ 
Glossary of Commonly 

Used Acronyms 

AAALF 
AAAS 
AACE 
AACTE 
AAER 
AAHE 
AAHE 
AAHPERD 
AAPA 
AASA 
AASL 
AAUP 
AAUW 
ACA 
ACEI 
ACES 
ACPA 
ACSM 
ACTE 
ACTFL 
ACTTE 
AECT 
AED 
AELP 
AERA 
AETS 
AGS 
ALA 
ALAO 
AMHCA 
AMTE 
APA 
APE 
ARCA 
ARF 
ARRA 
ASCD 
ASHE 
ASL 
ASLTA 
ASTD 
ASTO 
ATE 
ATR 
American Association for Active Lifestyles and Fitness 
American Association for the Advancement of Science 
Association for Advancement of Computing in Education 
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education 
Association for the Advancement of Educational Research 
American Association for Higher Education 
American Association for Health Education 
American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance 
American Academy of Physician Assistants 
American Association of School Administrators 
American Association fo School Librarians 
American Association of University Professors 
American Association of University Women 
American Counseling Association 
Association of Childhood Education International 
Association for Counselor Education and Supervision 
American College Personnel Association 
American College of Sports Medicine 
Association for Career and Technical Educators 
American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages 
Academy for Career and Technical Teacher Education 
Association for Educational Communication and Technology 
Automatic External Defibrillators 
Alternative Educator License Program 
American Educational Research Association 
Association for the Education of Teachers in Science 
American Guidance Service 
American Library Association 
Academic Library Association of Ohio 
American Mental Health Counselors Association 
Association of Mathematics Teacher Educators 
American Psychological Association 
Adapted Physical Education 
American Rehabilitation Counseling Association 
American Reading Forum 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development 
Association for the Study of Higher Education 
American Sign Language 
American Sign Language Teachers Association 
American Society for Training and Development 
Athletic Training Student Organization 
Association of Teacher Educators 
Athletic Training 
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AURCO 
AYA 
BASA 
BIPE 
BPA 
BPRA 
CAC 
CAATE 
CACREP 
CAAHEP 
CAELA 
CAM 
CAPE 
CASA 
CaTS 
CCWAVES 
CD 
CEC 
CEHS 
CISM 
CIT 
CLASS 
CMLA 
COLA 
Co-PI 
CORE 
COSM 
CRCC 
CSAC 
CSVRA 
CTA 
CTE 
CTL 
CUE 
CUPA 
CVE 
CWA 
DACORA 
DAEYC 
DAN 
OARS 
DAYC 
DASA 
DCLDEL 
DOD 
DECA 
DHRC 
DO 
DPD 
DVD 
ECE 
ED 
Association for University Regional Campuses of Ohio 
Adolescent to Young Adult 
Buckeye Association of School Administrators 
Basic Instruction Physical Education 
Business Professionals of America 
Budget Planning and Resource Allocation 
Creative Arts Center 
Commission on Accreditation of Athletic Training Education 
Council for Accreditation of Counseling and Related Educational Programs 
Commission for the Accreditation of Allied Health Education Programs 
Content Area Language Experience Approach 
Consumer Advocacy Model 
Council for American Private Education 
Committee on Academic Standards and Accreditation 
Computing and Telecommunications Services 
Commission on Certification of Work Adjustment and Vocational Evaluation Specialists 
Compact Disc 
Council for Exceptional Children 
College of Education and Human Services 
Critical Incident Stress Management 
Conference of Interpreter Trainers 
Create Laboratory Access for Science Students (National Science Foundation) 
Collegiate Middle Level Association 
College of Liberal Arts 
Co-Principal Investigator 
Council on Rehabilitation Education 
College of Science and Mathematics 
Commission on Rehabilitation Counseling Certification 
Classified Staff Advisory Council 
Council of State Vocational Rehabilitation Administrators 
Career-Technical Audit 
Career Technical Education 
Center for Teaching and Learning 
Council on Undergraduate Education 
Center for Urban and Public Affairs 
Certified Vocational Evaluation 
Certified Work Adjustment 
Dayton Area Chapter of Ohio Rehabilitation Association 
Dayton Association for the Education of Young Children 
Divers Alert Network 
Degree Audit Reporting System 
Dayton Association for Young Children 
Dayton Area Superintendents Association 
Division for the Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Exceptional Learners 
Division of Developmental Disabilities 
Distributive Education Clubs of America 
Dayton Holocaust Resource Center 
Dean's Office 
Division of Professional Development 
Digital Video Disc 
Early Childhood Education 
Education 
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EDE 
ED LlNK-12 
EDL 
EDT 
EECO 
EERA 
ELCC 
ERC 
ERIC 
ESC 
ESL 
ESSEA 
ETS 
FAS 
FYCAC 
GA 
GE 
GDATA 
GLOBE 
GMVETC 
GP 
GPA 
GPS 
GRE 
GSA 
HEA 
HOSTS 
HPR 
HQT 
HS 
(I) 
IAAP 
ICAP 
IEP 
IFIP 
IHE 
ILA 
ILiLE 
IMC 
INTASC 
IRA 
IP 
IS 
ISLR 
ISTE 
ITCE 
IT 
IVDL 
JIF 
LERN 
LEP 
LETC 
Education-Early Childhood 
Educational Leadership Information Network 
Department of Educational Leadership 
Educational Technology 
Environmental Education Council of Ohio 
Eastern Educational Research Association 
Educational Leadership Constituent Council 
Educational Resource Center 
Educational Resources Information Center 
Educational Service Center 
English as a Second Language 
Earth System Science Education Alliance 
Educational Testing Services 
Financial Accounting System 
First Year Experience Advisory Council 
Graduate Assistant 
General Education 
Greater Dayton Athletic Trainers Association 
Global Learning and Observations to Benefit the Environment 
Greater Miami Valley Educational Technology Council 
Graduate Programs 
Grade Point Average 
Global Positioning System 
Graduate Record Examination 
Geological Society of America 
Higher Education Act 
Helping One Student to Succeed 
Department of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation 
Highly Qualified Teacher 
Department of Human Services 
Invited 
International Association for Administrative Professionals 
Individual Competency Attainment Profile 
Individualized Education Plan 
International Federation for Information Processing 
Institutions of Higher Education 
International Leadership Association 
Institute for Library and Information Literacy Education 
Instructional Materials Center 
Interstate New Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium 
International Reading Association 
Internet Protocol 
Intervention Specialist 
Interpreting and Sign Language Resources 
International Society for Technology in Education 
Information Technology in Childhood Education 
Information Technology 
Interactive Video Distance Learning 
Job Inventory Form 
Learning Resources Network 
Limited English Proficient 
Literacy Education Training Consortium 
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LPDC 
LULAC 
MAT 
MATEP 
MCE 
MCL 
MIMIC 
MPH 
MPL 
MSLD 
MST 
MVCA 
MWERA 
NAACP 
NACADA 
NAEYC 
NAGC 
NAME 
NARST 
NASAGA 
NASPA 
NASPE 
NATA 
NATABOC 
NATIE 
NAVESNP 
NBU 
NBUFM 
NBPTS 
NCA 
NCAA 
NCACES 
NCADA 
NCATE 
NCME 
NCORE 
NCPERID 
NCRE 
NCRECE 
NCSS 
NCTAF 
NCTE 
NCTM 
NECC 
NIDRR 
NMSA 
NNER 
NOCTI 
NSES 
NSTA 
OACES 
Local Professional Development Committee 
League of United Latin American Citizens 
Miller Analogies Test 
Midwest Association of Teachers of Educational Psychology 
Middle Childhood Education 
Microcomputer Lab 
Modeling Instruction with Modern Information and Communication Technologies 
Master of Public Health 
Media Production Lab 
Master of Science in Leadership Development 
Master's of Science in Teaching 
Miami Valley Counseling Association 
Midwestern Educational Research Association 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 
National Academic Advising Association 
National Association of the Education of Young Children 
National Association for Gifted Children 
National Association of Multicultural Education 
National Association for Research in Science Teaching 
North American Simulation and Gaming Association 
National Association of Student Personnel Administrators 
National Association of Sport and Physical Education 
National Athletic Trainers Association 
National Athletic Trainers Association Board of Certification 
National Association for Trade and Industrial Education 
National Association of Vocational Education Special Needs Personnel 
Non-Bargaining Unit 
Non-Bargaining Unit Faculty Member 
National Board for Professional Teaching Standards 
North Central Association 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
North Central Association for Counselor Education and Supervision 
National Academic Advising Association 
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education 
National Council on Measurement in Education 
National Conference on Race and Ethnicity in American Higher Education 
National Consortium for Physical Education and Recreation for 
Individuals with Disabilities 
National Council on Rehabilitation Studies 
National Center for Research on Early Childhood Education 
National Council for the Social Studies 
National Commission on Teaching and America's Future 
National Council of Teachers of English 
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics 
National Educational Computing Conference 
National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research 
National Middle Schools Association 
National Network for Educational Renewal 
National Occupational Competency Testing Institute 
National Science Education Standards 
National Science Teachers Association 
Ohio Association for Counselor Education and Supervision 
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OACTE 
OAHPERD 
OAPEC 
OASCES 
OASGW 
OASPA 
OASSA 
OATA 
OBR 
OCA 
OCEIP 
OCPA 
OCPEA 
OCRID 
OCSS 
OCTELI 
OCTEO 
ODE 
OELMA 
OFCEC 
OHAAA 
OHSAA 
OMHCA 
OISM 
OPFE 
OPLA 
OPLIN 
ORSC 
OSCA 
OSBA 
OSCHE 
OSEP 
OSERS 
OSI 
OSU 
OTPTAT 
PACE 
PCIRC 
PEP 
PDA 
PI 
PIT 
PRIME 
(R) 
RCOP 
RETAINS 
RHB 
RID 
RPDC 
RWE 
SAC 
SAGA 
SAHE 
Ohio Association for Career and Technical Education 
Ohio Alliance of Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Ohio on Adapted Physical Education Consortium 
Ohio Association of Supervisors and Coordinators for Exceptional Children 
Ohio Association for Specialists in Group Work 
Open Access Scholarly Publishers Association 
Ohio Association of Secondary School Administrators 
Ohio Athletic Trainers Association 
Ohio Board of Regents 
Ohio Counseling Association 
Ohio Cooperative Education and Internship Program 
Ohio College Personnel Association 
Ohio Council of Professors of Educational Administration 
Ohio Chapter of Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf 
Ohio Council for the Social Studies 
Ohio Career-Technical Education Leadership Institute 
Ohio Confederation of Teacher Education Organizations 
Ohio Department of Education 
Ohio Educational Library Media Association 
Ohio Confederation of the Council for Exceptional Children 
Ohio Academic Advisors Association 
Ohio High School Athletic Association 
Ohio Mental Health Counselors Association 
Ohio Integrated Systems Model 
Office of Professional Field Experiences 
Ohio Principal Leadership Academy 
Ohio Public Library Information Network 
Ohio Rehabilitation Services Commission 
Ohio School Counselor Association 
Ohio School Boards Association 
Ohio Staff Council of Higher Education 
Office of Special Education Programs 
Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services 
Ohio Science Institute 
Ohio State University 
Ohio Occupational Therapy, Physical Therapy, and Athletic Trainers Board 
Physician Assistant National Certifying Examination 
Patron Circulation 
Physical Education Program 
Personal Digital Assistant 
Principal Investigator 
Partners in Transition 
Prompt Intervention in Mathematics Education 
Refereed 
Regional Community of Practice 
Retention of Ethnic Teachers and Increasing Networks of Support 
Rehabilitation 
Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf 
Regional Professional Development Committee 
Research on Women and Education 
Student Affairs Committee 
Student Affairs Graduate Association 
Student Affairs in Higher Education 
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SAPEC 
SECO 
SEPDAC 
SERRC 
SIG 
SIGTE 
SIS 
SITE 
SLI 
SOAR 
SOCHE 
SOITA 
SOL 
SPA 
SREB 
SS 
STAC 
STEM 
STEP 
SUED 
TA 
TAG 
TED 
TESOL 
TF 
TIAA-CREF 
Tk20 
TQP 
TTW 
UCEA 
ULI 
USAC 
VEWAA 
VOE 
WAC 
WE 
WOEA 
WRPDC 
State Advisory Panel for the Office of Exceptional Children 
Science Education Council of Ohio 
Special Education Personnel Development Advisory Committee 
Special Educational Regional Resource Center 
Special Interest Group 
Teacher Educators Special Interest Group 
Student Information System 
Society for Information Technology and Teacher Education 
Sign Language Interpreting 
Summer On-campus Advising and Registration 
Southwestern Ohio Council for Higher Education 
Southwestern Ohio Instructional Technology Association 
Society for Organizational Leadership 
Special Program Assessment 
Southern Regional Education Board 
Student Services 
Student Technology Assistance Center 
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics 
Standards-Based Teacher Education Program 
State University Education Deans 
Teaching Assistant 
Transfer Assurance Guide 
Department of Teacher Education 
Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages 
Technology Facilitation 
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement and 
Equities Fund 
Campus Tools Higher Education System 
Teacher Quality Partnership 
Transition to Work 
University Council on Educational Administration 
Urban Literacy Institute 
Unclassified Staff Advisory Council 
Vocational Evaluation Work Adjustment Association Forum 
Vocational Education 
Writing Across the Curriculum 
Women Educators 
Western Ohio Education Association 
West Region Professional Development Center 
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